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From the desk of
Executive Editor..
Weather at Vadodara changes from rainy to
mild cold and NAIR prepares for  another
batch of probationers joining this alma mater
of  Indian Railways. This issue publishes ‘A
Business Model for Implementing Railway Project
through Institutional Finance’ by  Shri Satyendra
Kaushik, FA&CAO/F&G/NR.

‘Purchasing Based on Private Organisation’s
Purchasing Path and Organisation Change
Theories’ by Rajnish Kumar Sinha proposes
a purchasing and supply system transformation
model based on framework of purchasing growth
model followed by private organisations.

Shri Kaushlendra Khadanga, ADME/VKSP/
ECOR analyzes ‘Trouble shooting of WDG4
Loco’ which could be a guidance for future.

We interviewed Dr. Parag Diwan, Vice
Chancellor, University of  Petroleum and Energy
Studies, Dehradun on various topics related to
the Indian Railways. Dr. Parag being an authority
on Training, Research, Consultancy Services and
Online Education comments on Railway
Transportation & Services as an expert and
user.
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Interview

Editor of Abhivyakti
interviewed
Dr. Parag Diwan
Vice Chancellor, University of
Petroleum and Energy Studies,
Dehradun

Dr Diwan did his post graduation in Chemical Engineering
and Doctorate in Business Administration with thesis on
“Designing and Development of an Enterprise Resource
Planning System”. He passed all his degree programs with
top honors.

His business experience spans areas from Production to
Design development to academics to research. He has
more than 200 papers to his credit and has participated
in several national and international conferences. He has
authored and edited over 40 books on various management
and energy subjects.

Dr. Diwan is the Founder Vice Chancellor of  the University
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of  Petroleum & Energy Studies (UPES), a
University established through an Act of the
Government of Uttaranchal. Simultaneously he
is also the Chief Operating Officer of the Indian
School of Petroleum, an institution engaged in
providing education, training, research and
consultancy services in the entire spectrum of
the Indian Oil and Gas industry. Recently, he is
also been appointed Secretary General of  Energy
Institute, India an affiliate of  Energy Institute,
UK, a best practices institution in energy sector. 

He is also an acknowledged guru of  e-learning/
distance learning and was awarded in the year
2000 a prestigious Hewlett Packard Research
Fellowship to conduct research on online
education.

He specializes in areas of  high technology
management, including development of
information systems, manufacturing systems and
quality management systems for the business
enterprises.

What are your fond memories of the Indian
Railways ?

Indian Railways have impacted everybody life
and more so in my younger times they were primary
mode of transportation and my fond memories
of Railways is going on, in our college days we
used to go on industrial tour and when I was
in engineering we went on 21 days industrial
tour, starting from Chandigarh and going right
up to Mumbai and Hyderabad and we had kind
of those days you can get a bogie, may be still
you can so we got 72 seater bogie and we were
64 of us and few professors and that journey
is really interesting and that’s one of  the fond
memories of  Indian Railways. You know how
you go station by station, cities and the industries,
So Indian Railways is a lifeline of India from
even British time. Though modernized to a great
degree I think next generation of modernization

must happen in the next decade and with proper
investments, I am sure that would happen.

Any specific experience with Railway journey ?

An experience post marriage when we had two
children 6 & 4 years old.  We decided to go
to Kochin by Kerla express which used to start
from New Delhi station. We had four suitcases
and two children.  We rushed at last minute and
paid a lot of  money to coolie to run for catching
the train. It used to take more than 45 hrs. from
New Delhi to Ernakulam station.  It was an
interesting journey for kids, who boarded  a train
for first time. Experiencing food and the changes
from North Indian Puri-Chole to Badas &
Sambhar was great.  Journey of such long duration
with family was memorable time and we really
enjoyed it.

You said that with investment more
improvements can take place. Now a days,
a lot of  importance is given to the Railways.
How will you evaluate railway services?

I think Railway services should improve far more
than they are today and I will give you very recent
example.  About a month back I went to Uzbekistan
and there I took a train from Taskand to Samarkand.
It is very long distance and this train is there
from Soviet era and quality of train, the cleanliness,
the neatness, was really outstanding.  This was
not a bullet train but the average speed was 100
to 150 kmph. I was thinking if Soviet era trains
can still run so cleanly, neatly and comfortably,
why can’t Indian Railways’ trains ?  They are
developing nations and I think Indian Railway
require a major hauling in coaches, amenities, track,
signal so that some the trains can cross 200 kmph.
Railways should create pricing mechanism similar
to airways i.e. business class & premium class
and charge money to who can pay and avail
facilities.  In some trains, one of  the coach can
be reserved with premium facilities.

Interview
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You mentioned about the IT and areas of
your passion. What Information System are
to be added in Indian Railways ?

I think one area where Indian Railways really
made strides is reservation system. But still you
know, at reservation system sometimes the sites
are blocked during specially huge rush for booking
and sometimes site is not operational .
Technological solution in terms of  better
bandwidth, better server capacities etc. can be
built but on the whole I feel Indian Railways’
Information Systems improved drastically. With
smart mobile phones available, TTEs should
become new generation TTEs.  They should
accept ticket on phone.  In airport you show
your smart phone and get in. Similar practice
should be followed in Railways. I am happy that
it has started in Indian Railways.

Coming back to your area again, means of
non conventional energy  are to be explored.
What should be the road map for such
exploration ?

Energy mix of  India will remain predominantly
in terms of  electricity production based on
thermal,  largely coal based. There is reasonable
amount of renewable development that has
happened in last decade and we added almost
25000 mega watts. As the price of  crude comes
below 100 dollar per barrel,  some of the
technologies become prohibitive commercially
because subsidies to sustain these technologies
will be big. In short term, for clean and green
environment some of the technologies will co-
exist.  So next decade still will be largely based
on thermal power plants with coal and gas as
the medium. Natural gas based plants will also
come.  Nuclear is another thing which we can’t
do without so nuclear play will also happen in
next 10 years substantially and great capacity
will be added. In another 20 years from now,
renewal energy sources will have major say. Once

renewal energy becomes pertinent to technology
development & human development, we should
prepare for that era.

You have been working with many diversified
organizations. What are you future plans ?
Any particular area you want to contribute
in  ?

Now, you know at this stage, that I have reached
in my professional & personal life, the next
interesting area that I wish to work with is
entrepreneurship. To work with some young bright
entrepreneurs and to help them develop their
enterprises by mentoring, coaching, bringing my
experiential learning to them and see that they
succeed. Today’s generation is young and restless
and they want to do things fast.  Many interesting
things are happening in e-commerce.  I would
like to be a part of this entrepreneur culture
and assist, help as many young entrepreneurs,
I can in development of their startup of a
company. So that’s my goal for next 5 to 10
years.

Railway being a significant consumer and
transporter of  petroleum products in country,
what should be role of Railway organization
in energy sector ?

I think Railway has a major role in development
of  energy sector in this country. It plays a huge
role in transportation of coal. It will not stop
and will practically increase.  Railway should think
about newer ways of handling coal bogies and
how coal can be uploaded, downloaded from those
bogies. So coal transportation will continue to
be the major role to be played by Railways.
Another role is the petroleum product
transportation from refineries to consumption
centers but that role may diminish in times to
come as across country pipe lines play important
role and lot of gas pipelines have already been
laid down. High stress pipe line is there, some

Interview
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product pipe lines are also there and I feel the
pipe line sector in this country will grow further
and dependence on Railway for petroleum product
transportation may come down in future.  But
coal is the important play.  On side of
consumption, I think Railway should play a major
role in modernizing its own fleets, its engines
even tracks.  It is easy to say that bullet trains
will come but bullet train is not that easy to
come in this country.   We should think
intermediatary technologies which will intervene
fast trains and bullet trains. It will serve the
purpose. Point of  importance is the new setup
of  engine design, more aerodynamic structure
of engines, bogies and how we can reduce
consumption of  energy by adopting energy
efficient technologies. I am sure Railway does
use regenerative braking when you press the brake
of engine.  Whether the bogie tops can also have
solar panel for at least the consumption of part
within the bogies - lighting, fan etc etc ?  So
these are some of the random thoughts that come
to the mind but I think Railway has a great role
and I was told that Railway’s 20% of  the revenue
goes to fuel cost. So every 1% saved by Railways
on the fuel cost will have tremendous profitable
improvements. That’s way to go.

You have launched India’s first Vir tual
University on Internet.  What was the
inspiration behind it ?

Well to be frank, it was way ahead of  its time
and we are talking about 1997 and the inspiration
was that at that time I was in the organization
which dealt with providing management education
to working people and traditional model then
was physical education. Some books and material
and people will write physical assignments and
come for face to face classes on saturdays &
Sundays. But despite of  that, lot of  people being
busy could not do so. We thought of  creating
a platform on Internet which had just started

in India.  Bandwidth was very poor but we created
a very interesting platform.  The huge actualization
could not happen because of  IT infrastructure
not being robust those days.  What was
experimented then is coming a big way now. All
big organizations are going online.  You have
massive online content put by Harward and MIT
and any of us can take a course.  So that is
how world changes and now this decade is the
decade of online education and I thought I was
way ahead of time.

Now a days public transport systems are getting
encouraged in almost every city, so how do you
weigh public transport systems in terms of
conserving energy and petroleum products ?

I think newer ways of public transportation must
be talked through. One very common example
is what is called articulated bus in which you
have 2-3 buses connected just like Railway Bogies
were connected and there is prime mover in only
leading bus. One engine is driving in a way, 3
buses so you are cutting energy consumption to
one third. But our road network, road ways,
physicals obstructions, pedestrian traffic is so
much that it becomes impossible for these buses
to navigate corner on turn.  But new generation
of Mono Rails, Metros and Magnetic levitation
trains etc. are the future for public transportation
or PRT - Personalized Rapid Transportation and
some cities are experimenting this.  But I think
that’s more and more, the future way of  public
transportation. So that is only way, we can
conserve or minimize the energy consumption.
Lot of these technologies are still experimental
in Indian conditions and given our huge
population loads, some things become impossible
to actually execute though technologies may be
available and existing.  We have to see what’s
appropriate for our country, our system and then
adopt some of  those technologies.

    

Interview
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Article

A Business Model for
Implementing Railway
Projects through
Institutional Finance

Satyendra Kaushik  The recently Railway Budget presented by Hon’ble MR
not only boldly expands the Capital Budget, but also targets
to attract Institutional Finance for implementing projects
worth Rs. 17136/- crore during FY 2015-16, and close
to Rs. 2,00,000/- Crore over the next five years.

 A judicious review is desirable to evaluate the capability
and readiness of  IR to absorb and effectively utilise such
a large dose of  additional finance.

 The extant method of  project implementation through
the Construction organisation of  IR suffers from a chronic
syndrome of  time and cost overruns, which invariably
subvert financial viability of  projects.

 Most of  the Financial Institutions with long term finance
occupy the Insurance and Pension space as custodians
of  crucial saving of  people These entities value the safety
of  their capital above everything else, and they would
look forward to deploying their funds only in projects
that are demonstrably viable and handled by an agency
with a proven track record of  timely project execution.

Satyendra Kaushik
FA&CAO/F&G/Northern Railway
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Railways’ Construction organisation,
unfortunately, fails the twin test.

 A completely new and innovative method of
implementing projects through ‘Institutional
Finance’ needs to be put in place in order to
ensure continued viability from technical and
financial angles.

 There is a pressing need to address the above
imperative by way of institutionalising a novel
architecture involving Railway PSUs coming
together to establish a Project Finance
Corporation, established through their Equity
contributions, to be leveraged by debt
mobilisation through Financial Institutions having
access to long term funds.

 Funds should be raised by a Financial Institution,
established under the MOR, and channeled first
in an SPV created for this purpose. This SPV
could be formed by the various PSUs under
the MOR through their equity contributions,
providing the seed capital to be leveraged for
raising debt funds from Institutions with long
term funding potential such as Insurance
companies, both in the domestic as well
as in international markets.

 Selected projects should be handed over
to one of the PSUs under MOR engaged
in project execution, such as RVNL,
IRCON, RAILTEL, RITES or IRCTC.
These PSUs must in turn form a project
SPV for each project so that project
specific funding could be provided

 The financing SPV would then provide
funding to the project specific SPV and
act as a monitoring agency to regulate
funds flow to the project consistent with
its implementation schedule and
continued viability.

 A tripartite agreement between the
Financing SPV, the Project SPV and MOR would

be put in place covering, among other things,
the action to be taken by each of the stakeholders
in case of an unfavorable turn during the course
of project execution.

 Cash flows from the project would be retained
by the project SPV, both as a measure of  comfort
to the lenders as well as an incentive to the
SPV to maximize revenues. Needless to say that
the project SPV would only retain its ‘Apportioned
Earnings’, while the rest would go to IR, in
proportion to the distance carried over the IR
network.

 Instead of the ‘Institutional Finance’ getting
merged with a general EBR pool, this source would
be deployed strictly in specific projects, would
have a an independent oversight mechanism both
from the execution as well as the bankability
perspective, and would present to prospective
fund providers a measure of comfort that would
not be available in the extant structure.

 A regulatory oversight would also be essential
to ensure that all stakeholders discharge their
assigned roles.

Article
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Article

A Transformational Model
for Government
Purchasing Based on
Private Organisation’s
Purchasing Path and
Organisation Change
Theories

Rajnish Kumar Sinha Abstract

The purchasing and supply mechanism has evolved from
a clerical task to a strategic element of  organisation. In private
organisations reform in purchasing value chain is a mean
of  creating competitive advantage. The government purchasing
has not followed the evolution path of  private organisations.
Can the growth and evolution of  private purchasing be
replicated in government purchasing to increase its
effectiveness? If  so, how the development process should
be structured and planned to lessen risks of  this change?
This paper, attempts to propose a purchasing and supply
system transformation model based on framework of
purchasing growth model followed by private organisations.
Based on the organisational change concepts, the paper
examines a potential strategic growth path for government
procurement.

JEL Classification: H57, L98

Keywords: Government Purchasing, Purchasing development
model,

Rajnish Kumar Sinha
Chief Materials Manager, Rail Wheel Factory

(A production unit of Indian Railways)
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Article

Introduction

The way purchasing function develops within
organisations over time has been a topic of  study.
Purchasing in 70’s was passive, reactive and clerical.
Subsequently its significance increased as this function
has the ability to influence corporate profitability.
The procedures and practices, the corporates follow,
for purchasing has become efficient. The purchasing
is considered a strategic and proactive function and
contributes, as much as other business functions,
to the creation of  sustainable competitive advantages
(Versendaal et al, 2005). Purchasing is an important
activity of  private organisations as well as by
governments.

Government procurement is procurement by a public
authority where public funds are involved. It is the
process by which government departments purchase
goods and services from the private sector. The
procurement process consists of  specific rules and
policies for decision-making. Government
procurement is significant and an OECD analysis
(Audet, 2002) indicates that in 1998, the government
procurement by OECD countries, excluding defense
related procurement was 19.96% of  gross domestic
product (GDP) or USD 4733 billion. For 106 non-
OECD countries, the figure was estimated at 14.48
percent or USD 816 billion. The same report also
highlighted that contestable government procurement
opened up to international trade was 7.57% of  GDP
for OECD countries and 5.10 percent for non-OECD
countries.

The traditional way of  studying purchasing function
of  governments is in public procurement genre which
is considered distinct from private purchasing. There
are several areas of  study. In one theme government
procurement is studied as a public policy issue such
as promoting policies for industrial and economic
development of  disadvantaged groups (Arrowsmith,
1995) (Bolton, 2006). In another study theme, scholars
have modeled the public procurement process as
a series of  phases of  activity such as planning,

implementation, and evaluation (McCue & Gianakis,
2001). Another area of  study is how government
procurement has become part of  international trade
agreements like WTO  (Evenett, 2003).  In this
area there are studies how countries negotiate the
Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) of
WTO (Wang, 2009) (Stéphane Coudé, 2010).
Transparency, accountability and corruption in
government procurement are yet another area in
which studies are available (Trepte, 2005).The moot
point is that the government and private purchasing
seems to have taken two different tracks.

Government purchasing function can also be
compared with reforms and development taken in
private domain. The development tracks of
purchasing function of  government and private
organisations are different. In government domain
substantial reform in procurement procedures has
taken place in almost all countries since World War
II. At the time of  Second World War procurement
was associated with corruption, inefficiency, political
capture, inflated costs, and the development of  cartels.
Procurement reform regulation started to limit these
features (Christopher McCrudden, 2006). Countries
that reformed their procurement systems are divided
into four categories characterized by their stage of
economic development (Hunja, 2002). One such
category consists of  those countries where economies
transitioned from planned/socialist economies to
market-based systems. International institutions like
World Bank  or IMF also played an important role
in standardizing and shaping procurement regulations.
Primarily most of  the reforms in government
purchasing are in the area of  transparency and
competitive policy.

The trend of  reforms in purchasing in private
organisations is different as purchasing is a part of
supply chain. Supply chain management in a private
organisation is different from government. There
are a number of  factors that impact their supply
chain practices. For example, improvements in
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Article

technology and global markets require shorter
response times for products and supply chains have
become agile. This has resulted in use of  strategic
sourcing and supplier relationship. Research has also
tracked an evolution path for private purchasing.
Applying private sector purchasing principles to the
government purchasing could have a positive impact.
However, to incorporate such factors in government
purchasing the constraints of  government purchasing
are to be factored in. The bigger issue is that
government purchasing organisation has to transform
for better and the process of  change is to be managed.

The purchasing function of  government is studied
in this context.  In government organisations, Indian
Railways’s (IR) purchasing practices have been
referred mainly because IR is one of  the biggest
government buyers in India. The author’s experience
and domain knowledge is also of  Indian Railways
purchasing. IR is also a commercial organisation
where it has to deliver value to its customers like
a private organisation. This paper attempts to study
its purchasing function in context of  a reference
purchasing development model and suggest the
change elements from the point of  view of
organisation change theories.

Scope outline of paper

Research has shown that process of  purchasing
development can be planned and structured. Research
has also identified certain purchasing development
models. Failure in structuring and planning,
particularly in the reorganisation periods makes the
purchasing function strictly vulnerable (Cavinato &
Freeman, 1990).

In this paper, in order to suggest a purchasing system
transformation model, purchasing development
models are used as a basic framework. Although
the idea of  development model might be relatively
new in purchasing discipline, this thought is not
new in organisational development theories. In other
disciplines like psychology, economics, strategy and

sociology the organisational development models
are part of  the body of  knowledge and are used
by academics and consultants. For example
McKinsey’s 7-S strategy framework and EFQM ’s
model of  business excellence are used to drive change
in an organisation. By use of  organisation
transformation concepts and theories, the purchasing
development models can identify roadmap and chart
growth path for purchasing function.

The objective of  this paper is to study how
development of  government purchasing system can
be structured on lines of  private purchasing by use
of  organisational change theories. The paper will
attempt to ask and answer the question ‘Can a
Purchasing Development Model be selected and
system change content elements from organisation
change theories be identified for future growth?’
Before answering the above question the paper will
assess the government purchasing system’s present
status and identify the relationship between content
change elements and development model in order
to propose the transformation roadmap. Paper will
also review, in brief, some of  the organisation change
theories.

Differences and harmonies between government
and private purchasing

On the surface purchasing is ultimately buying.
Procurement specialists in both the sectors are buying
from the same suppliers. Both are looking towards
price and value to organisation. However both the
systems are different in operation and philosophy.
The approach to analysing these differences itself
differs across various studies. Some consider how
the execution of  procurement is influenced differently
in the governemnt and private sector and addresses
the differences in attitudes of  the players  (Covington,
2006). Some focus on the buyer–seller relationships
that differ through the rules and procedures applied
upon the government sector (Wang & Bunn, 2004).
There are studies which found that demands on
government procurement are greater and more
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diverse than those on private sector procurement
(Neill & Batchelor, 1999).

The government procurement is largely centred on
legislation, policy and process while the private
procurement is geared to entrepreneurship
undercurrents. In the spirit of  entrepreneurship, the
work, price and terms can be negotiated and settled
to mutual satisfaction. Government procurement is
open to the scrutiny by a much larger group of
stakeholders- public which includes both taxpayers
and non-taxpayers, elected representatives, statutory
bodies, tax authorities and even suppliers.

In government procurement the primary requirement
is thus for transparency. Transparency means that
all information is openly and freely available and
reason for taking any particular decision is available.
This means that the procurement process and rules
must be available to the public as well as to prospective
suppliers. This requirement results in advertising of
the contract opportunity, the public tendering process,
and the awarding of  the contract. Equality is another
requirement where all suppliers must be treated the
same regarding access to information, specifications,
and the amount of  time they have to respond to
a bid. Bid openings are public events where suppliers
are invited to witness the opening of  the sealed
bid submissions. After opening the purchasing
authority determines whether the bidder that
submitted the lowest bid is the "responsive and
technically suitable" bidder. "Responsive" means that
the bidder properly completes the bid requirement.
If  the bidder is deemed to be nonresponsive, then
the lowest bidder will be rejected, and the evaluation
process begins again with the next-lowest bidder.

Another difference is that public procurement can
be subject to the influence of  multiple authorities,
which adds layers of  complexity. For example,
procurement of  a typical item by any unit of  Indian
Railways is influenced by and subject to the
jurisdiction of  minimum three government
organisations. First is the rules made by Ministry

of  Finance in terms of  GFR’s . Second, are the
rules and regulations made by Ministry of  Railways
and its attached offices like RDSO. Thirdly, the
procurement is governed by directive issued by
Central Vigilance Commission, a Statutory
autonomous body.

Government procurement is budget driven and the
budget determines what is procured. The organisation
can only spend what is in the budget and changing
the budget requires a major effort. In many
government organisations the budget for the
following year is determined by the spending in
current year; thus underspending in one year may
lead to a reduced budget the following year. Some
noneconomic factors are specific to government
procurement. For example, government procurement
works under strict rules regarding contract
negotiation. At times, funds used to purchase material
or services may have conditions attached.
Procurements made against funding of  World Bank,
ADB, JICA etc. are such procurements.

Government procurement has to consider certain
group of  suppliers that have a special status and
preference given by government. Many of  these
suppliers may also receive special price consideration.
For example, MSE   suppliers have a price preference
of 15 percent, meaning that all things being equal,
if  the price offered by a MSE supplier is within
15 percent of  that offered by the lowest responsive
and responsible bidder, then the MSE supplier will
receive, at least part of  the contract. The ‘rate contract’
is another tool that is commonly used in government
purchasing. "Rate Contracts" refers to contracts that
have been pre-negotiated by another government
organisation (like DGS&D). Because they eliminate
many of  the purchasing steps, government
procurement professionals often use this type of
contract to speed up the procurement process.

Despite the differences, government and private
purchasing are alike in some ways. Firstly they share
a common goal to obtain the best value for the

Article
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organisation. Secondly customers continue to demand
better quality, faster service, and lower cost. If  an
organisation cannot continuously and consistently
provide materials "better, faster, and cheaper," then
its long-term survival is doubtful. A large number
of  government public sector organisations (PSU’s)
have seen closure on this account. Hence government
purchasing has also to speed up their supply chain,
from procurement to delivery. Balancing this demand
against the requirements for procedure and
transparency presents a unique challenge.

Purchasing development model

Purchasing structures in large companies nowadays
are a different from what they were in the seventies.
In the times to come they will again be different.
Many new strategic and organisational concepts in
the field of  purchasing and supply chain management
have been developed. For example, earlier concepts
like total cost of  ownership, supplier-partnerships,
supplier involvement and cross-functional buying
teams were not known. From ‘competitive bidding’
companies nowadays apply differentiated supplier
strategies such as ‘co-operative buying’ and partnering.
Supply chain stream has seen large developments.
A supply chain consists of  various organisations
and it can fulfil its purpose only when the all the
parties become integrated and coordinated. The
information technology (Haghighat, 2008) has specific
use in coordination of  supply chain mechanisms.
Information technology and lately e-procurement
has led to development of  purchasing function. E-
procurement is dynamic  (Erne Suzila, 2010) and
continuously evolving towards e-business.

The development of  supplier management is another
area. Earlier supplier management was reactive. In
the next phase, it becomes proactive, and then it
becomes relationship management. As purchasing
moves through the different stages of  development,
the relationships with suppliers change. This area
reflects the growing interest of  academics and
practicing managers for the integration of  purchasing

and supply management in the broader framework
of  business and corporate strategic plans. Some of
the elements of  change identified by research for
evolution of  purchasing development are summerised
in table 1.

Table 1 : Elements driving the evolution of
purchasing function

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8..

9.

10.

11.

Sr.
No.

Mapped
element

Stage of
purchasing

Remarks

Studies measure the existence of a final stage of excellence
towards which all improvement efforts should be directed.
In final phase purchasing is integrated in the major lines
of business. At this stage the management is actively involved
in purchasing strategies and tactics.

Status of
purchase

organisation

Studies have revealed that in early stages, purchasing reports
low in the organisational hierarchy. As the activity develops
the status of purchasing organisation increases. In the evolved
stage purchasing is a strategic activity.

Response In the early stages purchasing response is generally reactive.
As the purchasing activity evolves, it becomes more
proactive response. In fully developed purchasing stage,
it becomes relationship management.

Relationship
with

suppliers

Initially purchaser handles large number of suppliers. In
the next stage of purchasing, the number of suppliers
reduces and closer relationships are entered with these
suppliers. In the final stage the supplier relationships turn
into partnership type of relationships.

Top
management
commitment

Commitment is the degree to which top management
shows active interest in and is actively involved in
purchasing strategy and supply matters. As the purchasing
function evolves the commitment of top management
increases.

Functional
leadership

It relates to the management style which is employed.
In the evolved stages, the management style is more
participative compared to earlier bureaucratic style.

Purchasing
strategy

It relates to the degree of formalisation with which plans
have been made. In the evolved stages purchasing strategies
gets integrated in overall business planning.

Purchasing
activities

It covers the extent to which the purchasing department
is involved in product development, supplier selection,
contract  management,  order handling and supplier
evaluation. In the earlier stages, the involvement is less.

Technology Type of information systems being used in purchasing and
supplier relationships.

Human
resources

This maps degree and characteristics of training and
education, career development, buyer skills profiles.

Performance
metrics

Measures are being used to monitor purchasing and supplier
performance such as quality-indices, cost savings, reliability
of suppliers, purchase cycle time, etc.
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Studies have analysed elements as the purchasing
evolves, however they fell short of  a coherent
development model. There is one such purchasing
development model by Van Weele, Rozemeijer and
Rietveld  which tries to explain how purchasing
develops as a discipline over time in large
organisations and what are the drivers and enablers
behind the development (Van Weele, Rozemeijer,
& Rietveld, 1998). The model also charts an ideal
growth path for purchasing in organisations and
proposes an integrated framework. According to this
model, the procurement function develops through
stages; from transaction and commercial  orientation,
to internal purchasing and process integration. Then
it integrates externally to supply chain and finally
with the purchasing strategy which deals with the
delivery of  value. The model in schematic form
is shown in Fig 1.

The salient point of  various stages as elaborated
by model developers (Van Weele, Rozemeijer, &
Rietveld, 1998) are discussed below

Transaction orientation stage

This is the primary stage of  purchasing where the
purpose is to find appropriate suppliers for raw
materials and supplied components. There is no
explicit purchasing strategy in place. Formulation
of  purchasing goals is very rudimentary and
spontaneous. The value added of  the purchasing
function is considered to be securing availability of
the right materials and goods for production. The
purchasing function is orientated on operational and
administrative activities. The culture is ‘reactive’.
Management is based on complaints. No complaints

means purchasing does a good job. The information
systems, if  in place, are developed by purchasing
and administratively oriented. The purchasing staff
consists of  operational and administrative buyers,
strongly task oriented, and with little education for
the job.

Commercial orientation stage

Purchasing strategy at this stage is characterized by
a focus on low prices. The culture is that of  playing
hard negotiations with suppliers. At this stage the
purchasing function more and more becomes a
specialist function. Specialist buyers are organised
around different product groups. Buyers are
concentrating on negotiating and contracting ‘good
deals’. Management monitors on low prices and
savings. Performance measurement is focused
primarily on price and delivery performance of  the
suppliers. Cost savings are used as a prime
performance indicator for assessing purchasing's
overall effectiveness. Purchasing staff  consists of
operational and initial buyers with ‘hands on’
experience.

Co-ordinated purchasing Stage

At this stage there is a strong central purchasing
department to implement uniform buying policies
and systems. The emphasis here is on cross unit
co-ordination. This stage may lead to purchasing
bureaucracy and lack of  responsiveness from the
decentral business units. At this stage for the first
time there is some kind of  strategy formulation,
aimed at capturing the benefits from internal co-
ordination and synergy. Apart from price and costs,
the purchasing function is seen as having an important
influence on the quality level of  purchased products.
Slowly the purchasing function is getting some
attention from top management. However, the rest
of  the organisation is still not convinced of  the
value adding potential of  the purchasing function.
The purchasing organisation is (still) strongly product
oriented. Computerised information systems are in
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place now, but still not linked to each other. Purchasing
staff  has a specific purchasing background and
training and there is a large number of  different
purchasing jobs in place.

Internal integration Stage

The emphasis is on cross-functional problem solving
with the objective of  reducing total life cycle cost
and not just the unit cost of  components.  At this
stage purchasing is becoming more process-oriented,
trying to organise the purchasing function around
the internal customers. In this stage there is serious
attention for non-production purchasing. The
strategic importance of  the purchasing function
comes to full recognition, and purchasing is involved
in strategic issues like core / non-core questions
and make-or-buy decisions. The structure is ‘center-
led’; operational buying disappears in the line i.e.
is integrated with materials planning and/or
scheduling or line planning. The culture is
characterised by team-based management often by
means of  cross-functional teams. Information systems
are integrated with that of  other departments/
functions and divisions, but not with those of  the
most important suppliers. Purchasing performance
measurement is done in the form of  internal customer
satisfaction surveys and benchmarking. People
involved in the purchasing process have a broad
business perspective and a high educational level.
Skills looked for at this stage are strong team-building
abilities, strong communication skills.

External integration stage

At this stage there is collaboration with supply chain
partners on product development and preproduction
planning. The purchasing function concentrates on
the effects the supply chain has on the resources
of  the company. Users order themselves against
corporate contracts through advanced computer
systems to which some major suppliers have been
hooked up. Companies invest a lot to involve supply
partners in different business processes, instead of

just buying goods and services from them. The
management style is results driven, though supportive
and coaching at the same time. The culture is
characterised by participation and consensus style
decision making. Important skills are knowledge of
total cost- of-ownership principles, strategic supply
chain management, and general managerial and
leadership abilities. Information systems are integrated
internally and with those of  the suppliers.

Value chain orientation stage

At this stage the purpose is to deliver value to the
end customer. Subcontractors seek for support among
their suppliers. Suppliers are consistently challenged
to support their product/market strategies and to
actively participate in product development. The goal
is to design the most efficient and effective value
chain possible to serve the end-customer. Purchasing
strategy gets subsumed in the total business strategy.
In fact the traditional marketing and purchasing
functions are integrated, and become ‘virtual’ in the
company. The functioning is based on a shared vision
carried by all organisational members. The culture
is entrepreneurial. Information systems are integrated
as much as possible.

Indian Railways purchasing function’s current
mapping on purchasing development model

Indian Railways is on crossroads and striving for
change. It is a public organisation and purchasing
is by and large determined by government purchasing
guidelines. It is also a commercial organisation and
has to deliver value to customers. Normally
government procurement is done through open
tenders where any bidder desirous of  participating
submits his bid. In IR however, issue of  open tenders
gets restricted on account of  several reasons like
public policy, quest for quality, needs of  operation
and safety, issue of  standardisation, cost and time
of  procurement process, urgency of  requirement,
emergency situation etc. Railway operations demand
high safety norms because, besides causing
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destruction of  property, an accident may cause loss
of  human lives. So, IR’s internal policy is that items
involving train operation and its safety must be bought
from suppliers of  proven capability and past
experience. They have created a system to achieve
this objective and set norms for selection of  suppliers,
which certify credentials of  any supplier who would
like to bid for these items. There is a list of  approved
suppliers who only are eligible to participate in tenders
of  such items. Whether this philosophy of  IR is
necessary and in organisation interest is an issue
under debate. However the fact remains that more
suppliers for all these items are available in India
and the restrictive purchases do cost the Railways
more, as they do to other consumers in the
government sector.   IR has an established purchasing
department. The purchasing organisation is strongly
product oriented. Computerised information systems
are in place, but still not linked to each other.
Purchasing staff  has a specific purchasing background
and training and there are a large number of  different
purchasing jobs in place. Cost of  an item is major
area of  focus. However, it seems, the rest of  the
organisation is still not convinced of  the value adding
potential of  the purchasing function. Its purchasing
function, as per author, at the moment is somewhere
in the middle of  Van Weele’s purchasing development
model and will lie somewhere in ‘Coordinated
purchasing stage’. Purchasing functions place in Van
Weele’s model may vary for different unis of  IR
and Production Units  (PU’s) may be ahead of  Zonal
Railways on the development evolution model.

However IR has the option to move ahead to higher
and evolved stages of  purchasing, even with all the
constraints of  government procurement. To move
from one stage to another is to change the
organisation on a large number of  dimensions.
Changes in large organisations are subject matter
of  research and various organisation change theories
have attempted to explain structure and manage the
change. The clues and drivers to change towards
a higher stage will come from these theories.

Organisation transformation

An organisational model represents an organisation
that enables an appreciation of  different variables
and their relationship. There are a few organisational
models in the field of  purchasing and supply regarding
the relationships among environment, strategy,
structure and outcomes. Hence in order to build
a theoretical framework for purchasing system
transformation, the organisational change theories
are reviewed in this part.

Research studies on organisational transformations
are primarily divided into the four major themes
(Armenakis, Organizational Change: A Review of
Theory and Research in 1999's, 1999) content issues,
which emphasise on the substance of  organisational
changes; contextual issues, which focus on forces
present in organisation’s external and internal
environments; process issues, which deals with actions
undertaken during the process of  an projected change;
and criterion issues, which focus on consequences
of  organisational change.

Since 1950’s various models have tried to represent
an organisation and a list of  them is given in Table
2. Most of  these are Organisation change models
and two are Business excellence models where the
purpose is to drive organisation towards achieving
excellence.

Table 2: Organisation Change and Business
Excellence theories

S No. Theory Year
1 Force Field Analysis 1951
2 Leavitt’s Model 1965
3 Open Systems Theory 1966
4 Likert System Analysis 1967
5 Weisbord’s Six Box Model 1976
6 Congruence Model for Organisation Analysis 1977
7 McKinsey 7S Framework 1981-82
8 Tichy’s Technical Political Cultural (TPC) Framework 1983
9 Burke-Litwin Model of  Organisational 1992

Performance and Change
10 Falletta’s Organisational Intellegence Model 2008
11 Baldridge Excellence Model 1980
12 EFQM Business Excellence Model 1992
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A brief  description of  these theories is given below

Force Field Analysis

This model identifies both driving forces and
restraining forces within an organisation. The driving
forces such as environmental factors push for change
within the organisation while the restraining forces
such as limited resources or poor morale act as barriers
to change. The general goal of  this model is to
intentionally move to a desirable state of  equilibrium
by adding driving forces and restraining forces.

Leavitt’s Model

Force field model discusses the driving forces. Leavitt’s
model specify particular variables within organisations
and interdependence among them. The variables are
Structure variable (authority systems, communication
systems and work flow), Task variables (all the tasks
and subtasks involved in providing products and
services), Technologcal variables (equipment and
machinery required for the task variable) and Human
variables (those who carry out tasks associated with
organisational goals). The variables within the model
are dynamic and interdependent. A planned change
in one variable will impact remaining one or more
variables

Open Systems Theory

The premise of  the theory is that organisations are
social systems which are dependent upon the
environment in which they exist for inputs. Open
system theory allows for repeated cycles of  input,
transformation, output and renewed input within
organisations. A feedback loop connects
organisational outputs with renewed inputs.
Traditional change theories have viewed organisations
as closed systems which are independent of  the
environment.

Likert System Analysis
Likert framework discusses certain dimensions like
Motivation, Communication, interaction, decision
making, goal setting, control and performance. The

theory describes four different type of  management
systems within organisations which take into the
organisational dimensions. The four management
systems are: Exploitative-Authoritative, Benevolent-
Authoritative, Consultative and Participative Group.

Weisbord’s Six Box Model

Weisbor proposed six broad categories in his model.
These are Purposes, Structure, Relationship,
Leadership, Rewards and Helpful mechanisms. The
purposes of  an organisation are the organisation’s
vision and goals. The structure is the way organisation
is organised  which may be by function where
specialists work together or by product, program
or project where multi-skilled teams work together.
Relationship is the way in which people and unit
interact. Relationship is also the way in which people
interact with technology/helpful mechanism. Rewards
are the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards people associate
with their work.

Congruence Model for Organisation Analysis

Nadler-Tushman Congruence model is a
comprehensive model, specifying inputs, throughputs
and outputs. The model is based on assumptions
that organisations are open social systems within
a larger environment. Organisations are dynamic
entities and change is possible. Organisational
behaviour occurs at the individual, the group and
systems level. The inputs within the congruence
model include such factors as the environment,
resources, history and organisational strategies. The
system components of  the whole organisational
transformation process are informal organisational
arrangements, task, formal organisational
arrangements and individual components. Similarly
the outputs of  the model include individual, group
and systems outputs- products and services,
performance and effectiveness.

McKinsey 7S Framework
The McKinsey 7S Framework was created as a
recognisable and easily remembered model in
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business. The seven variables are Style, Staff,
Systems, Strategy, structure, Skills and shared values.
Systems are the routinized processes and procedures
followed within the organisation. Staff are personnel
categories within the organisation. Structure is the
skeleton of the organisation loosely represented
as organisational chart. Skills refer to the capabilities
of  the staff  within the organisation as a whole.
Style is the way managers behave in organisational
goals. Shared values refer to the guiding concepts
that organisational members share.

Tichy’s Technical Political Cultural (TPC)
Framework

Tichy’s model includes inputs, throughputs and
outputs which is consistent with the open systems
perspective discussed earlier. The environment and
history are two major categories of input to the
organisation whereas resources are a third category
of input. The throughput variables or change levers
identified in the model include mission/strategy,
tasks, prescribed networks, people, organisational
processes, emergent networks, history, resources,
impact on people and performance.

Burke-Litwin Model of Organisational
Performance and Change

Burke-Litwin Causal model of Organisational
Performance and change includes twelve theoretical
variables. It distinguishes between the culture and
the climate of an organisation and also between
transformational and transactional dynamics. It
specifies the nature and direction of organisational
variables. The twelve organisational variables in
the B-L model are external environment, mission
& strategy, leadership, organisational culture,
structure, management practices, systems, work unit
climate, task requirements and individual skills,
motivation, individual needs and values and
individual and organisational performance.
Falletta’s Organisational Intelligence Model

Faletta’s organisational Intelligence Model is a

 relatively new model which includes eleven
elements which are similar to Burke-Litwin model.
It has several key elements that drive employee
performance, engagement and organisation change
initiative. The eleven elements of this model are-
Environmental inputs, Strategy, Leadership, Culture,
Structure & adaptability, Information & technology,
Direct Manager, Measures & rewards, Growth &
development, Employee engagement and
Performance output (Uygur & Ulusoy, 2013).

Baldrige Excellence model

Baldrige framework is now used to deliver ever-
improving value to customers and stakeholders, to
contribute to organisational sustainability, and to
improve overall organisational effectiveness and
capabilities, as well as to contribute to organisational
and personal learning. The model also serves as
assessment tool for understanding organisational
strengths and opportunities for improvement. It is
an integrated management framework that considers
an organisation's entire system, including its
Leadership, Strategic planning, Customer focus,
Measurement (analysis, and knowledge management),
Workforce focus, Operations focus and Results.

EFQM Business excellence model

The EFQM Excellence Model is based on nine
criteria.  Five of these are Enablers and four are
Results. The EFQM Business Excellence Model’s
stated purpose is to "support the management of
Western European organisations in accelerating the
process of making quality a decisive influence for
achieving global competitive advantage". The idea
is that one should conduct a Self-Assessment by
comparing his organisation to the Model. The models
logic is that results (financial, customer satisfaction,
people satisfaction and impact on society) are
achieved through acting on Enablers (leadership,
policy and strategy, people management, resources
and process management). To achieve sustained
success, an organisation needs strong leadership
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and clear strategic direction. They need to develop and improve their people, partnerships and processes
to deliver value-adding products and services to their customers.
To summarise, the key elements identified by organisation change theories are reproduced below in
table 3. If the purchasing function has to develop and evolve, some or all of these elements are to
be manipulated.

Table 3 : Key elements of  various organisation change theories
Organisation Theory
Force Field Analysis
Leavitt’s Model
Open Systems Theory
Weisbord Six Box model

Congruence Model

McKinsey 7S Model

Tichy’s TPC
Framework
Burke-Litwin Model

Falletta’s Organisation
 Intelligence Model

Baldridge Model

EFQM Model

Driving Forces
Task
Environment
Purposes
Helpful Mechanisms
Environment
Formal Organisation
Structure
Staff
Mission/Strategy
Emergent Network
External environment
Management practices
Motivation

Environmental inputs

Information &
Technology
Performance output
Leadership
Operation Focus
Leadership
Financial Results

Restraining Forces
Technology
Input
Structure

Resources
Individual
System
Shared values
Tasks
History
Mission/ Strategy
Systems
Individual needs
& Values
Strategy

Direct Manager

Strategic Planning
Results
Policy & Strategy
Customer
Satisfaction

Structure
Output
Relationship

History

Skills

Prescribed Network
Resources
Leadership
Work unit climate
Individual Performance

Leadership

Measures & Rewards

Customer Focus

People Management
People Satisfaction

People

Leadership

Task

Strategy

People
Impact on People
Organisational culture
Task requirements
O r g a n i s a t i o n a l
Performance
Culture

Growth &
Development

Measurement

Resources
Impact on Society

Rewards

Informal organisation

Style

Organisational Process
Performance
Structure
Individual skills

Structure &
Adaptability
Employee Engage-
ment

Workforce Focus

Process Management

Key Elements of  Model

Identifying elements of change

The review of  organisation transformation theories
and models leads to identification of the potential
purchasing content change elements. After a careful
analysis of  change elements of  eleven organisation
theories the following eight major elements
considered for detailed review are given in table
4.
Table 4: Change elements for development

of purchasing function

5 Organisational Structure
6 Organisational Process
7 Technology
8 Performance Measurement

Sr. No. Change element
1 Leadership
2 Strategy
3 Individual Skills
4 Organisational Culture

For any meaningful change in an organisation,
all the above change elements are to be studied.
If  any empirical study is to be done these change
elements will become the first order constructs
for relationship and hypothesis testing. The present
paper is at elementary concept level however
different dimensions/components of  each of  these
elements are examined. The components of  each
of  these change elements and possible variables
for study are given in table 5.
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Table 5 : Components of  change elements and issues

Sr.
No

Commitment to the ongoing development of  employees’ skills and knowledge to meet current
and future needs of  the organisation.
Encouraging innovation, risk taking, and continuous improvement. ‘Reasonable’ mistakes as
opportunities for learning and development.
Creating a shared view of  a desired future state for their organisational unit.
Communication to clarify the key strategies so that everyone can see the relationship between
their work and the accomplishment.
Ensuring their unit is able to work successfully with other units across the organisation.
Quickly reacting to current trends and anticipates future changes.
Understanding customer needs, seeking input from customers & integrating feedback into decisions,
ensuring employees are driven to satisfy the customer.
Plan to facilitate supplier assessment, selection and subsequent relationships
Supplier development plan
Plans by which procurement policy objectives will be achieved
Approach (Proactive/ Reactive). Interaction with the supply market
Values created by purchasing
Appreciation of  the ‘big picture’ to achieve organisational goals.
Synergy between corporate strategy & purchasing strategy
Assessing what skills purchase professionals need
Combined effect of  skills on purchase performance
Combined effect of  skills on interpersonal relationships
Assessment of skill needs for future
Training planning
Employees’ exposure to new roles and responsibilities.
To know where organisation is going
Sensitise employee how their daily activities connect to the vision &  strategy.
What are the core values
Can people reach agreement when difficult issues and problems arises
Do employees understand how the work that they do impacts others and how other's work
impacts them
Listening to the marketplace
Opening organisation to new ideas
Employees willing to try new approaches to doing things
‘Thoughtful’ risk taking.
Reaction to reasonable mistakes- Is it ‘Who is to blame?’, Or ‘What can we learn?’
Creating a sense of  ownership and responsibility.
Can employees make decisions on those areas that are beyond an employee’s scope of  responsibility.
Teamwork so that creative ideas are captured and employees support one another in accomplishing
work goals.
Is the purchase centralised or decentralised
Who issues operational guidelines, procedures and task descriptions, which provide authority
to the purchasing department
Adopting a supplier strategy
To whom the purchasing report
Is purchasing share significant in end product
Coordinating purchase needs with user departments
Proposal analysis
Supplier selection

1

Change
element

Components Issues

Leadership

Strategy

Individual
Skills

Organisa-
tional

Culture

Organisa-
tional

Structure

Organisa-
tional

Process

Responsibility
Purpose

Supplier
strategy

Purchasing
strategy

Skills

Managing Skill
gaps

Mission

Coordination &
control

Adaptability

Involvement

Purchase
Organisation

Relationship with
other departments

Operational
procedures

2

3

4

5

6
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If the purchasing organisation has to change, the levers will be these change elements specified as
Leadership, Strategy, Individual skills, Organisational culture, Organisational process, Technology and
Performance measures. This list of  the content change elements for changing the purchase function,
particularly the variables was based on the discussion of the experts

The direction of change

These change elements Leadership, Strategy, Individual skills, Organisational culture, Organisational
process, Technology and Performance measures are superimposed on the six stages of  Van Wheele’s
purchasing development model.  The developmental stages in the columns of the table 6 include
transaction orientation, commercial orientation, coordinated purchasing, internal integration, external
integration, and value chain orientation. The purpose is to discover features of each change element
in each selected development stage. This will reveal the potential growth path of purchasing function.

Table 6: Change elements in Van Wheele’s development model

Sr.
No

7

Change
element

Components Issues

8

Contract administration
Resolving purchasing-related problems
Maintenance of  purchasing records
What information systems are used
Are the systems integrated with supplier
Are the purchasing processes automated
Does E-Tendering, e-Auctions and e-Evaluation tools, shorten  timescales and drive tactical
savings
Is the procurement process able to save costs
Is the purchase process able to get better prices from suppliers
Is the purchasing able to improve spend visibility
Has the supplier performance improved
Does the organisation have confidence in purchase performance

Tools &
techniques

Technology

Performance
Measurement

Component

Responsibility

Purpose

Supplier
strategy

Purchasing
strategy

Sr.
No.

1

Change
Element

Leadership

Strategy

Transaction
orientation

Towards
administrative

functions

Complain
reduction

Limited to one
transaction

No strategy.
Only tactical

buying

Commercial
orientation

Recognition of
purchasing

importance as a
department

Cost
reduction

Strategies based
on the short
term relation
with suppliers

Purchasing
strategy

is independent
of  organisation

strategy

Coordinated
purchasing

Recognition of
value adding
potential of
purchasing

Inter-department
coordination

Supplier
management
short term

strategy
Purchasing

strategic
importance gets

noticed

Internal
integration

Recognition of
strategic role
of  purchasing

Cross-functional
management

Supplier
management
long term

strategy
Purchasing

Strategy
becomes

importance

External
integration

Participation in
the

organisation
competitive

success
Strategic

management

Supply chain
management

strategy
Purchasing

gets integrated
in organisation

strategy

Value chain
orientation

Dependence of
purchasing

towards
organisation

success
Entire

organisation
learning

Supplier is part
of  value chain

Purchasing
Strategy gets
faded in the

business
strategy

2
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ComponentSr.
No.

3

Change
Element

Transaction
orientation

Commercial
orientation

Coordinated
purchasing

Internal
integration

External
integration

Value chain
orientation

5

Individual
Skills

Organisa-
tional Culture

Organisa-
tional

Structure

Organisa-
tional

Process

Technology

Performance
measurement

Competency

Mission

Coordination
& control

Adaptability

Involvement

Purchase
Organisation

Relationship
with other

departments

Operational
procedures

Tools &
techniques

Operational &
administrative

skills

No Shortage

Not much
coordination

Reactive

Management
based on the

complaints

Sub-department
at operation

level
(decentralized)

Lack of
horizontal
& vertical

communication

Buying. No
concept of

inventory etc.

Maintenance
of  purchasing

records
Technology

not much in
use. For
clerical

purposes
There should

be no shortage

Cost analysis
skills

Cost leadership

Reduction of
internal &

external
complexities &

uncertainties
bargaining

Management
based on the
cost reduction

Independent
department in

the
operation level
(decentralized)

Lack of
horizontal but
some  vertical
communication

Purchasing.
Inventory

management is
important

Contract
administration

Technology in
use only for
administrative

functions

Supplier should
perform; Price

should be
reasonable

Analytical,
TQM, and

Communication
skills

Cost leadership
with future

look
Productivity

increase

Internal
coordination

Management of
inter-department

coordination

Centralized
purchasing

at the
organisation

function level
Inter-department
communication

Uniform &
standardised

purchase
procedures
Resolving

purchasing-
related problems
Technology in
use for MIS.

Not integrated

Total cost
should be less

Quality
monitoring

Strong
capabilities in

developing
team

Total cost of
ownership

Integration of
micro and

macro levels
dynamics

Group oriented

Cross-
functional

management

Centre led and
units in the

operation level
(SBU)

Cross-
functional

communication

Coordinated
purchasing.
 Product

development
Resolving

quality related
problems

Integrated with
other depart-

ments

Life cycle cost
should be less

Supply chain &
strategic

management
capabilities

Supply chain
optimization

Connection of
roles among

inter and intra
organisational

groups
Participative

Strategic
management

Centre led
purchasing

extensiveness in
the organisation

Cross-functional
communication

including
Suppliers

Supply chain
management

Fine tuning
supply chain

Integrated with
suppliers

The entire
supply chain

should perform

Leadership
capabilities

Value chain
optimization

Trust among
competing

organisational
groups

Entrepreneur-
ship

Management
of  organisa-

tional
learning
Virtual

purchasing
organisation

Cross-functional
communication

including
Suppliers and

customers
Value chain
management

Extracting value

Maximum
integration-
customers,
suppliers,

stakeholders
The customer

should be
satisfied

4

6

7

8

In order to facilitate the investigation of a purchasing and supply system situation and identifying the
potential growth path in a functional level, some indicators are presented. The indicators are based
on organisation change theory and domain knowledge of  purchasing.

The purchasing organisation of Indian Railway may have to follow the same sequence of stages in
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development towards greater complexity and
successive integration of the accomplishments of
earlier stages. Its present stage as discussed earlier
seems to be ‘Coordinated purchasing’. An empirical
research may perhaps may through more light. Its
next evolution should be towards ‘Internal
integration’ where the emphasis is on reducing total
life cycle cost and not just the unit cost of
components.  At this stage purchasing is organised
around the internal customers. The culture is
characterised by team-based management often by
means of  cross-functional teams. The role of
purchasing in product development is substantial
and long term relationship with suppliers is a key
area. Information systems are integrated with that
of  other departments/functions and divisions.
People involved in the purchasing process have
a broad business perspective and a high educational
level. Skills needed at this stage are strong team-
building abilities and strong communication skills.

Limitations of study

The present study is a conceptual study. It is necessary
to conduct empirical research in order to confirm
the assumptions behind organisation change elements
and purchasing developmental model.

Further the process of  purchasing development may
not be a smooth or continuous process. It may be
unforeseen with isolated changes in strategies,
perspectives and structures. More research is necessary
in order to appreciate this aspect. However still,
the transformational model suggested above could
be useful as it helps in making sense of  a large
body of  knowledge on purchasing development,
organisational behaviour and management of  change.
The study may also encourage examining the things
with newer angles.

Conclusion

The above study is an effort to study government
purchasing system from the point of  view of
developments taken place in the purchasing function

of  private organisations. It has examined how
purchasing develops over time and used a reference
purchasing development model. If  the purchasing
function of  a government body has to transform
for better by assimilation elements of  private
purchasing, it has to be based on organisation change
theories. The paper has also identified certain change
elements for transformation. No single act or process
can bring lasting change. If  the government
purchasing organisation has to change for better
and create value for organisation, then these change
elements are the levers through which change will
happen. These change elements have been set against
the six stage purchasing development model which
gives an idea how far the change has to carry on.
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Innovative methods
adopted to improve the
working of Level
Crossing Gates and to
reduce the accidents at
Manned and Unmanned
Level Crossings

A.K.Singh Level Crossing gates are one of  the weakest zones on the
Railway tracks. Both, Unmanned and Manned Level Crossings
have their own peculiar problems. Accidents take place at
Unmanned Level Crossings despite various efforts made to
alert the road users. At Manned Level Crossings, the road
users become impatient and misbehave with the Gateman
who is a low-rung Railway official posted at a remote location
having no readily available support from the department.

During the tenure of  Shri R P Nibariya (presently, SDGM/
NER) as DRM/RJT, various innovative methods were adopted
to alleviate these problems with the objective of  eliminating
the accidents at level crossings. These methods are listed
below:-

1. Manned Level Crossing:

(i) At Manned Level Crossings, it was imperative to boost
the self-esteem of  the working Gatemen and to provide
them a better working environment. This was done by
improving the appearance of  the gate lodges. The
protection diagram which is normally printed on tin sheetsA. K. Singh

Chairman, Railway Recruitment Cell, Gorakhpur
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and gives a shabby look was replaced by flexi
sheets. The diagram printed on the flexi sheet
gives very elegant appearance.

Protection Diagram at Gate Lodge provided
just above the entrance

(ii) It is the common practice to paint the names
of  all the Gatemen on the wall of  the gate
lodge. In order to make them realize their
importance, the list was replaced by a slidable
name plate. This simple measure itself  enhanced
the self-esteem of the Gatemen.

Name Plate (Slidable) of  the Gateman

(iii) A Board indicating that the suggestion/complaint
book is available with the Gateman was properly
fixed. This resulted into reduced aggressiveness
of  the road users as they could give vent to
their anguish by writing in the complaint book.

Complaint and Suggestion Board provided at left
side of the entrance to the Gate lodge

(iv) In Railways, no furniture is provided to Gatemen.
A table was provided on which the Gateman’s
telephone instrument, private number book and
other records could be kept.

Table inside LC Gate Lodge for keeping Telephone
instrument, battery, PN Register, PN Book, file etc.

Close-up of  telephone instrument provided with
emergency light which helps in case of electricity
failure for dialing and recording private number.

Article
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(v) Old gate lodges are provided with magneto
telephones which are not very effective means
of  communication. Selective calling System was
installed on all the manned gates. This system
has many advanced features of  communication
apart from the normal communication

Telephone Instruments, file, PN Book, PN
Register on the table. Battery is kept above the
drawer and all other gate equipments like lamp

detonators etc. kept inside the drawer.
(vi) Folders were provided for keeping the gate

working rules, private number book etc.

(vii) Solar light provided at Gate Lodge for lighting
and syntax tank was kept for storing drinking
water

Gate Lodge at LC with Solar Light and Syntex
tank

These were very low-cost measures but the results
were very encouraging. The status of  Gatemen was
automatically improved and the road-users used to
approach them with deference. It reduced the
incidences of manhandling of Gatemen.

2. Unmanned Level Crossing:

(i) At Unmanned Level Crossings, there are no
methods to stop the flow of  road traffic during
passing of  the trains. The speed breakers, caution
boards etc. are provided to regulate the road-
users but they normally do not pay any heed.
In many cases, it was seen that the speed breakers
got flattened with the passage of  time and the
road vehicles could negotiate them without any
meaningful reduction in the speed. At several
other places, it was seen that the road-users
took their vehicles off  the road to circumvent
the speed breakers.

Conventional Speed Breaker on Asphalted Road
as per IRPWM

Road user negotiating the speed breaker
without slowing down the vehicle defeating the
very purpose of  providing the speed breaker.

Article
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Indian Railway Permanent Way Manual
contains a design of  the speed breaker which
was not found serving its purpose effectively
because of  being too smooth. The design
was slightly modified for use in RJT division
and two humps were provided in place of
one given in IRPWM. Apart from this
modified speed breaker, rumble-type speed
breakers on Katcha as well as Pucca roads
were tried with encouraging results. However,
the rumble strips were found causing
inconvenience to passengers and therefore,
the modified speed breakers were provided
on all the level Crossings. The drawings of
conventional speed breaker, the modified
speed breaker as well as the rumble strips
on Pucca and Katcha roads are enclosed as
Annexures – 1, 2 & 3. The modified speed
breakers were made by concrete blocks which
were embedded in the asphalted surfaces. On
Kuchcha roads, a concrete bed was provided
across the road in which the blocks were
embedded. Because of the use of these
blocks,  f lat tening of  the humps or
displacement under load could be avoided.
The modified speed breaker is made up of
small concrete blocks which can easily be
transported and fixed at remote locations.
It has a life expectancy of 10 years and
requires very little maintenance input in its
service life.

(ii) The Indian Railways permanent Way manual
stipulates 15 m long fencing along the track
on level crossings to stop the road-users crossing
the Railway line at any other point except through
the road. Similar method was adopted for
channelizing and guiding the road traffic through
the speed breakers/rumble strips. 15 m long
fencings were erected along with road also. Now,
no road-user can bye-pass the speed breaker
or the rumble strip.

15 m Barrier provided along the Track and road

(iii) The asphalted road surface between gate posts
gets damaged very fast requiring frequent
maintenance. Also, any track maintenance activity
in the portion where the road crosses the Railway
line damages the road surface. In order to
overcome this problem, asphalted road surfaces
were replaced by paver blocks. They can be
removed and replaced, whenever required.

Complete View of  Damaged asphalted Road at
Manned LC

Unmanned LC with Paver Blocks provided on
Katcha Road

Article
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(iv) Efforts were also made to sensitize the road-
users. Volunteers campaigned at the Unmanned
Level Crossings and also in the neighbouring
localities and made people aware of  the safety
precautions to be taken while crossing the Railway
line at Unmanned level Crossings.

Safety campaigning at unmanned LC for
road user

Introduction of  modified speed breakers at manned
and unmanned LCs is an innovative idea implemented
for the first time in RJT Division of  Western Railway.
Various innovative steps to improve the gate lodge
and the working environment of  the gatemen were
also taken for the first time on Indian Railways.
These innovative methods proved very effective in
motivating the gatemen who are low key officials
of  the Railway. This can easily be adduced from
the accident data given below:
Year 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09
No. of Level    7    6    1*    0
Crossing
Accidents
in RJT

* This is just before implementation of  above
improvement measures.

Thus, these methods proved to be very effective
despite being low-cost and very simple in nature.
These innovative ideas need to be imitated elsewhere
on the Indian Railways.

Annexure-I

Draving of  conventional type Speed braker
as per IRPWM

Conventional Speed Braker on Asphalted
Road as per IRPWM

Drawing of  Modified speed braker
provided in RJT Division

Annexure-II
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Close-up of  modified speed breaker on kuchcha
road at unmanned LC

Modified speed breaker at WBM road

Close-up  of  modified speed breaker on Pucca
road and 15 m fencing along the road.

Annexure-III

Modified Rumble Type Speed Breaker on
Katcha Road

Rumble type speed breaker on Pucca road

Article
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Abstract

Purpose :- This paper provides analysis of  supply chain
management framework in the public procurement
environment through a case study of  the Indian railway. The
paper provides some insights about the evolution of  supplier
relationship management and its impact on key performance
indicators. Its also provides an integrative framework for
management of  public procurement.

Methodology :- The paper builds on extensive review of
literature and follows a case study methodology. The unit
of  analysis is the Indian Railway’s material management
function. Analysis uses data of  over a period of  five years.

Finding :- The finding highlights that supplier relationships
with the Indian railway have been geared around arms-length
philosophy. The current symptoms of  inefficiencies are
reflected in   high cycle time, high costs associated with
supplier selection process, poor accountability, blurring of
responsibility and poor value creation for all the stakeholders.
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The current procurement mechanisms are not crafted
around development of  long term strategic
partnerships.

Research limitations/implication :- This study
is filling the gaps in literature by presenting the
challenges of  supply chain management in the public
procurement environment. Insights from developing
country like India can be applied to other public
procurement systems.

Practical Implication :- The paper deals with
sensitive issue of  public procurement system. The
findings would be useful for policy makers in
developing mechanisms for instilling insights of
business management into the realms of  public
management.

Originality/value :- The study is first of  a kind
to provide a conceptual framework for understanding
building blocks of  the supply chain management
in the public procurement environment.

Key word :- Supply Chain Management (SCM),
Public Procurement (PP), Key Performance
Indicator(KPI),  Indian Railway (IR), Material
Management (MM), Performance Management
System (PMS), Third party logistics (3PL), Bill of
Material (BOM), Leading Automobile Co. (LAC),
Long term contract (LTC)

1. Introduction

Indian Railways is Govt. of  India organization under
Ministry of  Railway.  It is third largest Railway network
in the world.  It is referred as life line of  Indian
economy and facilitate economic and social
development by connecting small village and urban
centres.  It is a tool of  development equity and
integration of  all parts of  India to main stream.
It plays very crucial role by providing affordable
transportation service to passenger and freight.  It
is also important  from perspectives of  defense
movement and meeting the transportation
requirement in wake of  emergency and natural
disasters.

Importance of  Railway in Indian Transport
network :-

Presently it operations 19000 trains a day transports
2.9 million tones of fright traffic and 23 million
passenger per day.  It is world largest passenger
carrier and fourth largest freight carrier.  During
year 2012-13 the freight loading was more than 1
billion tone and passenger transported stood at 8.4
billion.  IR provide direct employment to 1.3 million
people and much larger indirect employment.  The
idea about size and operation of  Indian Railways
can be gained from following table. -

Table-1  General Statistics of  IR
SN
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Item
Assets
Route length
Locomotive
Passenger Service
Vehicles
Wagons
Railway Stations
Operations :-
Passenger origination
Passenger kilometers
Freight Traffic
(Revenue)
Tonnes origination
Volume of Traffic :-
Passenger kms
Total traffic
(incl.non-revenue)
Freight traffic
(Revenue)
Tonnes originating
Employment and
Wages :-
Regular employees
Financial Results :-
Revenues
Expenses
Miscellanous
transactions
Net revenue
(before dividend)

Unit 2011-12 2012-13

kms. 64,600 65,436
Nos 9,549 9,956
“ 55,347 57,256
“ 2,39,316 2,44,731
“ 7,146 7,172

Millions 8224 8421
Millions 1046522 1098103

Millions 969.05 1008.09

Millions 10,46,522 1,098,103

Millions 975.16 1,014,15

Millions 969.05 1008.09

Thousands 1,306 1,307

In core Rs. 1,04,110.36 1,23,732.59
“ 98,667.41 1,11,572.04
“ 1,338.66 1,454.64

“ 6781.61 13,615.19

(source- Indian Railway year book 2012-13)
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Railway is a preferred mode of transport due to
its-

1) Cost effectiveness

2) Safety and security

3) Environment friendly

4) Land requirement per unit of  transport

Considering these natural advantages the ideal share
of  railway should be 80% but over the year share
of  railway traffic is falling and at present it stood
at 30% in favour of  railways, 61%.  Roadways and
9% others such as pipeline, waterways and airways
etc.

2. Role of procurement in organization :-

 Any organization public or private require
external resources in peruse of  its objectives.
Such resources could be Goods, services,
works or consultancy.  It could be tangible
or intangible.

 Procurement is important strategic business
management function to manage entire
process from assessment of need,
identification of product, forecasting,
sourcing, logistics, risks managements, value
engineering, supplier relation management and
regulatory compliance efficiently and

effectively. The function is answerable to
objective of organization and expectation of
stakes holders which include share holders,
employee, customer, society at large,
government and environment.  Procurement
is the science and art of supply management
managed by competent, knowledgeable,
practitioner and professional.

 The procurement function is having the
strategic importance as 60-70% of expenditure
of an organization is incurred in procurement.
It helps organization to improve profitability,
market share, reducing time from concept to
market, improving customer satisfaction, help
in R&D for better quality, better values,
technological improvement, innovation, help
in delivering better product and service and
mass customization etc.

2.2 Public Procurement :-   Public procurement
as defined in Public Procurement bill   placed
before Indian Parliaments is-

“Procurement or Public Procurement means
acquisitions by purchase, lease, license or
otherwise of  goods or service or any
combination there off including award of
Public Private Partnership project by
procurement agency directly or through an

agency for which contract for
procurement is entered into”

 Public procurement refers to
procurement by Govt. agencies these
may be central government, state
govt., PSUs, procurement through
multilateral funding or any entity
where more than 50% equity is held
by Govt. including procurement
under Public Private Partnership
projects i.e. PPP.

 The objective of Public
Procurement as defined in Public

Article
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procurement bill placed before Indian
Parliament is-  “Ensuring transparency
accountability, and probity  in the procurement
process, fair and equitable treatment to
bidders, promoting competition, enhancing
efficiency and economy, maintaining integrity
and public confidence in the Public
Procurement Process”.

 Public procurement generally account for large
share of Govt expenditure in domestic
economy.  It is having strategic importance
from point of view of huge amount of
expenditure and the purpose for expenditures
which is generally social, health infrastructure
etc. to give boost to the economy.  The Public
Procurement expenditure in India per annum
is estimated to be more than US $ 300billion,
approx Rs. 15 lakh crore i.e 25 to 30% of
the GDP.  A mere saving of  10%  by way
of economy and efficiency in operations would
released Rs. 1.5 lakh crore.  The entire resource
realized can be utilized for building social
and infrastructure sector of  economy.  Morever
if public money in efficiently spent in any
project there are better chance of its success
of  achieving the laid down objectives.  This
can lead to effective development of country
in particular the poorer section.

 The public procurement is done to achieve
policy outcome of Govt.- i.e. a safe tolerant
society, well educated citizen and so on.  Govt.
develop planned policy to meet these
objectives and execute them.  Due to
magnitude of spending it has far reaching
impact which can be utilized to shape more
inclusive National economic growth by longer
term support to weaker sector of  industry,
economy and society, environment and
infrastructure.

2.3 The common in Public and Private
Procurement:-

The basic aim of Public or Private Procurement
can be described in 6R –

1. Right quantity
2. Right quality
3. Right price i.e. Value for money(VFM), Life

cycle cost(LCC), Total Cost of  ownership
(TCO) concept.

4. Right source
5. Right time and place
6. Right and ethical method
2.4 Deference in Public and Private

Procurement-

1. Transparency- Fairness, equality, competitions,
appeal rights

2. Professionalism- economy, efficiency,
effectiveness and integrity

3. Responsiveness-  to different stake holders,
citizen, tax payers, society,

4. Constitute principal-  Article 14 equality and
19 freedom of expression,  Article 299, RTI

5. Multiplicity- Many goals at the same time
beside organizational goal often conflicting
with each other.

6. Public Accountability-  To parliament,  Central
Vigilance Commission (CVC), Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI), Comptroller and
Auditor General of  India       (CAGI) etc.

7. Transitional concepts-  Each transition is
individually evaluated independently rather
then judging the entire procurement process
over a period.

3. Public Procurement on Indian Railways :-

Material Management deptt on Indian Railway
ensures uninterrupted supply of  material and stores.
It has 262 warehouses and over 1 lakh material
component stocked.

During 2012-13 total expenditure on Material
was Rs. 36027 crores.  Material Management deptt
employs 26,660 no. of  employee to manage its
function.
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Stores for operation, repairs
and maintenance
Stores for construction
Fuel
Stores for manufacture of  Rolling

Stock and purchase of  complete units
Total

2011-12
(in crore)
8,302

993

10,273

11,791

31,359

2012-13
(in crore)
8,159

1,235

12,558

14,075

36,027

Table-2  A broad analysis of  purchase
made by IR

(source- Indian Railway year book 2012-13)

3.2 Theoretical frame work of  procurement-

 The items are given item code on the basic
of Main Equipment/Assembly and
Subassembly wise e.g. Diesel loco spare will
have item code starting from 10 to 19, Electric
loco spare will have item code starting from
20 to 29

 Purchase sub groups are organized on the basic
of  user group e.g. separate purchase group
for procurement of  Diesel Loco Spares,
Electrical Loco Spares etc.

 There is a system of  annual procurement of
different items by inviting tenders for lump
sum quantity required for years.  Decision in
high value tenders are taken by tender
evaluation committee which consist of  officers
from users, Material Management and finance
deptt.

 Most of  the items (90-95%) in value terms
are procured through approved sources.
Approval of  sources is done by centralized
agency such as Research Design and Standard
Organization (RDSO); Diesel Locomotive
Works (DLW) or Chittaranjan Loco Works
(CLW) etc.  While approving the sources the
engineering cost estimation of items is not
the consideration.

2 Suppliers are required to arrange inspection
of  all consignments from 3rd party inspecting
agency like RITES and RDSO prior to dispatch
of Material.

3 Sources approving agency, procuring agency
and inspecting agency are independent to each
other.

4 Material is finally received and accepted by
consignee who is warehouse incharge and then
stocked and issued as per requirement.

5 Suppliers are required to submit bill, in
prescribed format along with necessary
document, such as Inspection certificate,
dispatch details etc. for claiming payment.

4. Evolution of  Supply Chain Function :-

 Our last 50-60 years material management
function has evolved tremendously.  In 1940-
50 the head of  Material Management  function
in an organization was designated as Chief
Store Keeper (CSK).  His main focus was
availability of  material, ware housing and
logistic.  Excess inventory was not much
concern as compared to stock out were penalty
was heavy.

In 1970-80 with the rise of competition the
business realized the importance of  MM
function as a powerful tool for enhancing
competitive advantage and profitability.  The
designation changes to Material Manager.  The
focus area was reducing cost of  material and
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cost on material, value engineering and vender
development besides availability and Inventory
Management.

 Another quantum jump in role of MM function
took place in 1990s when function of inbound
logistic and out-bound logistic were  clubbed
to take advantage of  synergy due to
commonality  of resources and skill.

 Now this function has evolved to Supply Chain
management function and taken the  shape
of  full operation in itself.  It encompass  all
discipline and it is mother of  all discipline.
Industry do not compete their supply chain
compete with each other. Often customer
decision of  purchasing a product is driven
by supply chain of  service provider.

 In the spectrum of  CSK to SC manager role
of  Material Manager in IR is between CSK
and MM.  Value Engineering and vendor
development are done by RDSO dominated
by user departments and contribution of
Material Manager in these activities is
insignificant.

 For the purpose of  comparison-  the theoretical
frame work of  supply chain function in a
automatic industry is represented in the flow
chart fig-3

5. Evaluation of  Supply Chain Function :-

Performance Measures (PM) can be defined as the
process of  Quantifying efficiency and effectiveness
of an action (Gunasekharan & Cobee 2007).
Performance Measurement System (PMS) provide
the necessary  information for decision making and
action.  It plays important role in setting strategic
objective evaluating  performance and determining
future course of  action (Gunasekharan  2004).  The
main reason for poor performance of  supply chain
is lack of  measurement system(Morphy 1999).  The
real challenge is therefore to develop suitable PMS,
so as to improve organization performance and
competitiveness.

To understand and evaluate the performance of
inbound centric supply chain of  IR.  The KPIs
of  IR are summarized as below-

Comparision of KPIs of IR with leading
automobile co. (LAC)

KPI
Availability of  stock items
Stock out suitations
Cycle time of  purchase
a.  demand generation to contract

b.  contract to 95% supply
       Total

Inventory
a.  Average phycical inventory in
months
b.  Pyycial Inventory as on 31/3/13

No. of  active vendor
Reliability of  vendors:-
a.  % cases of  delivering period
extantion
b.  % cases of  supply rejection
Purchase failure-
a. No. of  outstanding demands more
than 6 month old-
b. No. of  outstanding demand more
than 1 year old
Cost of material-  on year to year
Target of  saving in BOM

IR
95.6%
4.4%

198 days

163 days
361 days

3 months

1.5 months
>3000 no.

>10%
2%

25%
12%

5 % increase in a
year is considered
as resonable

LAC
100%
Nil

Long term
contract
(LTC)
2 Hrs

2 Hrs

2 Hrs

290

Nil
Nil

N/A
N/A

(-7%)
Reduction in
BOM pa

1
2
3

4

5
6

7

8

No.
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For comparision the supply chain of  LAC was
studied- The cycle time of  entering into the contract
is approximately 6 months but this contract is on
long term basis. Fortnightly delviery requrement with
2 hourly delivery scheduled is given as shown in
figure-3.  Average inventory is 2 hrs, stock out situation
are very very rare and the procuremnt managers
of  LAC are given a target of  reduction in bill of
material (BOM)by 7%  on year to year basis.  This
reduction in BOM is possible by amortising the
fixed cost on life cycle basis and joint value engineering
efforts by buyer and supplier.  Total no. of  active
venders are 290 only.
5.2  The business process of  inbound centric

supply chain of  IR is analyzed as under-
 Codification of items-  Ideally an item should

not have two item codes and two item can not
have one item code.  On IR the system of
assigning item code is related to the end use.
In case of commonality of spares in different
type of  equipment there is every possibility that
the condition of  unique item code of  each item
gets violated.  Continuous efforts are done for
unification of  item code with limited success.
Further the classification of  item code as per
industry category is better from procurement
point of  view.

 Purchase sub groups are divided based on the
end use of  items.  Which result in to purchase
of  same category of  item by different sub groups
for example nylon bushes required for  Diesel
loco will be procured by different sub groups
and nylon bushes required for electric loco will
be procured  by other sub group. Classification
on the basis of  industry category is better from
procurement point of  view.

 Procurement is done for each item individually
and independently on lump sum basis for each
year.  This result into long cycle time and
duplication of  efforts of  finalizing the contract
every year.

 System of lumpsum procurement of all items
on year to year basis has following demerits-

o High cycle time, poor responsiveness, high
inventory and high stock out situation

o Repetition of  effort of  contracting.

o High cost of  procurement due to uncertainty
of  future business and fixed set up cost,
tooling cost etc.

o Arms length supplier relation management.

o Poor incentive for innovation and value
engineering.

 Vender approval by centralized agency-  RDSO/
DLW/CLW

Vendor approved is a continuous process.
Technical and financial competence of  supplier
is considered while granting approval but
engineering cost estimation of  the product is
not discussed/negotiated.  This many time leads
to situation of  cartel  formation.

 Quality assurance of  incoming raw material
primarily depends on pre-dispetch inspection
in 100% cases.  This result in higher inventory
in the system, higher cycle time, poor
responsiveness and if  is a cost addition activity.
Concept of  developing process capability and
six sigma are not yet used.

 Logistics such as dispatches from vendor to
warehouse and warehouse to consumer are
arranged on piece meal basis.  it can be arranged
on 3PL basis.  This will help in reduction of
inventory.  Real time tracking and optimization
of  transport resource.  If  we consider 5% as
transport component out of  total purchases,
then total transport resource requirement is over
Rs.1800 crs. p.a.

 Procurement success depends on integration.”
The better the integration of  procurement unit
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within company the better is the overall
application of  procurement lever

Procurement success depends on cross functional
interaction. The better the cross functional
interaction of procurement with other unit better
the overall application of  procurement lever”
Rupert A Brandmeier and Florian Rupp 2010

The integration and cross functional interaction
is some what missing.

6. Supplier Relation Management in Public
Procurement : -

In public procurement environment including
IR the supplier relation is strictly governed by
specification of  supply, terms and condition of  the
contract.  There is poor incentive on the part of
supplier to improve the product design and value
engineering.  Therefore supplier contribution in
continuous R&D and value engineering effort is
very much limited.  More over due to uncertainty
of  future orders there is a resistance on the part
of  supplier to incur investment in developing process
capability improving productivity, improving tooling
etc.  The basic philosophy of  lumpsum procurement
through competitive bidding is that a bidders will
offer the minimum possible quality which is meeting
the specification.

 Supplier participation is the key for saving in
BOM.  There are other advantage in long term
contract such as lower cost, responsiveness of
supplier, and lower inventory etc.

 Generally it is a myth that long term contract
does not fall within the frame work of  public
procurement environment.  Public procurement
regulation issued by UNCITRAL chapter 5
permits frame work agreement as acceptable
mode of procurement.  Public procurement bill
placed before Indian Parliaments also allow frame
work agreement as acceptable mode of
procurement.  In the frame work agreement
contract the price revision after finalization of

contract can be done in accordance to frame
work without further competition.

 Indian Railways data of  procurement of  stock
items for last 4 year was studied.  It is observed
that-

o 95% of  procurement im value terms in made
from approved sources.

o The significant share of  business of  these
vendors is contributed by Indian railway.

o Even though individually the contract are
lump sum contracts but overall on IR basis
the procurement is made from same set of
vendors which means-  Supplier does not
have a long term contract with IR but they
have long term business relationship with
it.  The business with railway  has been free
from recession so far and there is tremendous
potential of  growth.

o Process of  vendor approval without
considering negotiations on the basis of
engineering cost estimation some time creates
environment of  cartelization, mistrust and
corruption.

7. Conclusion :-  Area of public procurement
is very important from the point of  view of  its
magnitude and objective of  spending.  Public
procurement is estimated as 25-30% of India GDP
and on global scale it is estimated to be 15-20%
of  world GDP.  Even though the magnitude and
importance is so high, this area has not attracted
the much attention of  academician for research.
There are several pockets of  improving supply chain
function in the area of public procurement
environment.  A small improvement can create huge
impact in improving efficiency and effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

Railways play a pivotal role in facilitating trade, and form
an essential component of transportation of high volume
bulk cargo in India. With the changing structure of
production in the Indian economy, the Indian Railways
(IR) today faces fresh challenges to maintain its competitive
strength in the freight segment. The share of manufacturing,
which is relatively more transport intensive than services,
has declined close to 25 per cent of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), while the services sector with a share
of  over 55 per cent of  the GDP, has emerged as the
dominant sector. If  this implies that every increase in GDP
would be requiring relatively lesser transport services or
customised services, IR would have to compete even harder
with other modes, in order to sustain its traffic volumes,
and to accelerate its growth.

In the current scenario, in the absence of  the operationality
of the Dedicated Freight Corridors (DFC), the existing
tracks and infrastructure of  the Indian Railways (IR) are

This is a joint effort of the Indian Economic
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jointly shared between the passenger and freight
segments.  Freight trains constituting roughly 35
per cent of  the total trains run on IR’s network
on a daily basis, earn close to two-thirds of the
traffic revenues.  Ironically, despite earning higher
revenues, the freight segment is given a lower priority
viz-a-viz the passenger segment in operational
matters. Over-saturation further accentuates the
negative implications on the quality of freight
services being provided by the IR, and restricts
IR’s capacity to meet the requirements of  its
customers. Though the operationalization of  the
DFC is expected to improve the freight business
scenario for the IR, larger investments, capacity
expansion and infrastructure development would be
needed to give an impetus to the freight business
of the IR.

FREIGHT PERFORMANCE OF INDIAN
RAILWAYS

Net Tonne Kilometres and Freight earnings

Freight output as measured by the NTKM, recorded
an increase of 11.24 per cent in 1981-82 over
1980-81. Revenues during this year recorded an
increase of 45.1 per cent. As against this, there
was a deceleration in growth of NTKM and revenue
generated in the 1990s. In 1991-92 the increase
in NTKM over the preceding year was only 6.13
per cent, while freight revenues recorded an increase
of 12.68 per cent. (Chart 1) In more recent years,
during the 5 year period (2008-09 to 2012-13),
the annual average increase in NTKM was only
5.83 per cent, with a revenue growth of 12.59
per cent. Various studies have estimated the total
freight GDP   elasticity to be around 1.25.  Given
this freight elasticity, an annual average growth
of around 7.1 per cent in the GDP in the said
period, should have resulted in a freight output
growth of around 9 per cent.  This points to the
fact the growth in freight output witnessed during
the last five years has been by and large below
IR’s potential.

Trend of  Average Lead  in IR

There has been a historical decline in the average
lead haul of a tonne of freight carried of the IR,
more so after the liberalisation phase, when IR
started facing competition from other modes of
transportation, particularly the road sector, despite
its comparative cost advantage in long lead hauls.
As against an average lead of 743 km in 1981-
82, and 740 in 1991-92, (the year marks the beginning
of  the period of  economic reforms), the average
10-year lead for the period 2003-04 to 2012-13,
has declined to 673, remaining constant at this
figure during the 11th and 12th Plans, with some
yearly fluctuations.(Chart 2)

While road is the least expensive form of  transport
for distances up to 400 km, as distance increases,
rail and waterways become cheaper. Given that
about two-thirds of the freight traffic is bulk in
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terms of  NTKM, and over 75 per cent is transported
over distances of more than 400 km, it would be
economical to move this by railways and waterways.
However, roads are increasingly taking over this
segment as well. Such excessive reliance on roads
results in high costs, increases energy consumption
and negatively impacts the environment.

Table 1 provides a comparison of  the average leads
of  the road and rail sectors. It is evident from the
table that the average lead for the IR has declined
consistently since 1978-79, while that of roads has
increased. However, the average lead of Railways
is still higher than roads, indicating that rail remains
a preferred option for long haulage.

Chart 2A gives the trends in freight output in terms
of NTKM, tonnes originating and the average lead.
Tonnes originating have remained higher than
NTKM for the IR. It is

seen that, in the years where the growth in tonnes
originating is higher than that in NTKM, the average
lead has declined and vice versa.

SHARE OF LOADING OF MAJOR BULK COMMODITIES BY IR

The trends in percentage of loading of some bulk commodities undertaken by the IR, in context of
the total availability (production + imports) of the commodities (Chart 3), indicate that, the commodities
where IR has lost considerably over the years, in terms of  market share are, cement, iron ore and
petroleum products. While the road sector has taken over the cement sector, POL’s share has been
largely usurped by pipelines. Iron ore is influenced more by policy decisions of  the Government regarding
mining and exports. There has been an improvement in the case of  fertilisers, while foodgrains and
coal have by and large retained their share, over the last few years. The year to year improvements/
deterioration could of  course also result from variations in total availability, without much change in
IR’s loading.

Railways Highways

1978-79 810 353

1986-87 778 406

2007-08 661 453

Source: NTDPC Report 2013

Table 1 : Average Leads in Rail & Road
Sectors (in km)
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COMMODITY-WISE FREIGHT TRAFFIC
OF IR

The structure of  freight traffic over the last three
decades shows the continuing movement of IR
towards bulk commodities. This trend of
concentrating on bulk commodities is attributable
in part to the overall policy of public sector
predominance.  The freight traffic broadly consists
of two groups, ‘bulk’ comprising of nine
commodities and, ‘other goods’, covering the
remaining commodities carried by IR. The bulk
traffic in terms of  tonnes originating, constitutes
about 90 percent of freight traffic comprising
commodities like coal, foodgrains, iron & steel,
iron ore, cement, POL products, fertilisers, limestone
& dolomite, stones, salt and sugar. Coal occupies
the dominant position largely due to transport
linkages to thermal power plants and steel plants.
The following paragraphs provide a brief profile
of the major commodities carried by IR.

1. Coal

Coal is the mainstay of the rail traffic accounting
for over 40 per cent of the total freight traffic

earnings.  It is a commodity where IR has retained
its near monopoly position over the years, catering
largely to the requirements of Coal India Limited.
A perusal of  the data shows that the 10-year annual
average growth in tonnes originating for the period
2003-04 to 2012-13 was 7.73 per cent, not much
at variance with the 8.63 per cent growth recorded
in 1982-83. However, in terms of  earnings there
has been a deceleration in growth. As against a
growth in earnings of over 41 per cent recorded
in 1982-83, the 10 year average growth in earnings
for the above period was 12.26 per cent. The near
monopoly position of IR with respect to coal loading,
makes its revenues by and large less responsive
to changes in quantity or vice versa. There has
also not been much increase in the average lead
of  coal over the years. From 1991-92, the average
lead has declined by 15 km in 2012-13. However,
there is no denying the fact that coal continues
to be the most important commodity for the IR
both in terms of  loading (49.25 per cent of  total
freight traffic in 2012-13) and revenue (43.0 per
cent of total freight traffic revenue in 2012-13).
The shares have not undergone any major shift
over the last decade.
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The RITES study  clearly brings out the monopoly
position of IR vis-à-vis all other modes of transport,
in carrying of coal. In 2007-08, IR accounted for
nearly 80 per cent of the coal transported by all
modes of transportation, with roads accounting for
a little over 16 per cent.

2. Foodgrains

The dependence on railways for carrying foodgrains
was more evident during the early 1980s, with the
road sector not having been opened up in a big
way. Thereafter, the growth in food grains traffic,
on a year to year basis, has remained by and large
quite slow. This is because loading is impacted by
the shift in the pattern of  movement of

food grains from year to year, depending on whether
the country produces a surplus or depends on import
to meet the requirement of  food-deficit regions.
Therefore, loading trends are largely influenced by
policy decisions. The increase in tonnage from 1982-
83 to 1991-92 has hardly been 2.67 million tonnes.
During the last decade, the growth in tonnes
originating has also been negative for some of  the
years. The average lead of  foodgrains declined from
a high of 1402 km in 2002-03 to 1248 km in 2011-
12. This picked up to 1455 in 2012-13. The dominance
of roads in the transportation of foodgrains has
been firmly established in the last decade. Railways
largely cater to the transportation of  publicly procured
foodgrains by Government agencies, which is broadly
policy driven.

3. Iron & Steel

The modal switch of  steel related transportation
away from railways to the road sector, after
deregulation, has been caused primarily by the
dispersed geographical spread of  the proliferating
small/medium scale units, apart from the inadequacies
in the railway transportation system in handling the
bulk transportation needs of the expanding Indian
steel industry.  The reason for increasing importance
of  road transportation has also emerged in the context

of the need for efficient last mile distribution of
finished steel to end-users located in distant areas.

The growth in tonnes originating, in terms of  iron
& steel has by and large stagnated over the years.
While this was 10.54 percent in 1982-83, the 10-
year annual average growth for the period 2003-
04 to 2012-13 was 8.64 per cent. However in terms
of growth in revenues, the growth has decelerated
from 54.17 per cent in 1982-83 to 13.13 per cent
for the period 2003-04 to 2012-13. In 1980-81, iron
& steel accounted for 12.27 per cent of  IR’s total
freight revenues. The share declined thereafter, and
was 5.8 per cent in 2012-13. The average lead has
also declined over the years.

4. Iron Ore

Iron ore exports were severely hit during the terminal
years of the 11th Plan due to mining ban on major
producing states of  Karnataka, Goa and Odisha.
During the 5-year period 2008-09 to 2012-13, tonnage
of  iron ore declined by (-) 3.76 per cent, while
revenues increased by a nominal 1.73 per cent. Infact,
revenue from iron ore increased by, a negligible 0.45
per cent in 2012-13. There has been a substantial
decline in average lead for iron ore from 602 km
in 1981-82 to only 342 km in 2012-13. Though
IR still occupies a dominant position in the transport
of  iron ore, a declining lead, points towards a loss
in share to other modes of  transportation, like coastal
shipping and roads. The rail co-efficient (share of
IR’s loading in total availability), that was 70.75 per
cent in 2001-02 declined to 56.67 per cent in 2010-
11. The substantial improvement in subsequent years
was largely due to a decline in availability, due to
production loss.

5. Cement

Marketing of  rail services for cement traffic should
be more aggressive so that Railways may be able
to capture a larger share of  the total cement
production. In 1980-
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81, cement accounted for 4.92 per cent of  IR’s
total freight traffic, and 5.26 per cent of  its revenues.
This has improved over the years, with IR accounting
for 10.50 per cent of the total freight traffic in
2012-13, and 9.58 per cent of  the total revenues.
However, the growth in tonnage and revenues was
much higher in the 1980s, as compared to the annual
average of the last 10 years (2003-04 to 2012-
13). From 59.94 per cent in 1991-92, the rail co-
efficient has declined to 43.34 in 2012-13. There
has also been a definite decline in the average lead
from 723 in 1991-92 to 592 in 2012-13. It is evident
that after the opening up of  the economy, the road
sector has tended to take away business from the
railways, in the cement sector. In 2007-08, 49.94
per cent of cement was carried by rails and nearly
the same 48.13 per cent by roads.  Thus the share
in 2007-08 was more or less the same both for
the roads and the railways.

6. Petroleum Oil & Lubricants (POL)

It is expected that transport demand for the railways
by the petroleum sector would stagnate or even
decline in the coming years, due to the expansion
of the product pipeline network. The share of POL,
both in terms of  tonnes originating and revenues
generated, has declined since the 1980s. The average
lead has also substantially declined from 731 in
1981-82 to 701 in 2012-13. In 2007-08, only 18.53
per cent of POL was carried by rails, while 67.60
per cent was transported by roads and 13.87 per
cent by coastal shipping.  The rail coefficient for
POL has also declined from 58.7 per cent in 1981-
82 to 17.38 per cent in 2012-13 pointing towards
an increasing dependence of this sector on modes
of  transport, other than the railways. The annual
average growth in tonnes originating (1.92 per cent)
and growth in revenue for POL products (6.07
per cent) for the ten year period 2003-04 to 2012-
13, has been very modest.

7. Fertilisers

Fertiliser is one of  the few commodities, where
IR has maintained its dominance, and the rail co-
efficient has also improved from 74.28 per cent
in 2001-02 to 86.21 per cent in 2012-13. The
commodity recorded an annual average increase
of  6.23 per cent in terms of  tonnes originating
during the period 2003-04 to 2012-13, while its
revenues increased by 13.81 per cent, during the
period. This is much lower than the growth recorded
in the early 1980s. The share of  fertilisers, both
in terms of  tonnes originating and revenues, has
fluctuated over the years. A decline has been
witnessed in the average lead over the 1990s, with
some improvement only in the last few years.

8. Other commodities

Movement of  rail freight has been limited to meeting
targets of  bulk shipments, and not so much for
non-bulk commodities. Therefore, the high-value
non-bulk goods have been carried by the IR only
in such volumes, as was in accordance with the
carrying capacity of  the railways.  This situation
created a shortage of  a transit mode for non-bulk
freight – a gap which was filled by truck companies.
Therefore, the share of  non bulk “other
commodities” has gone down both in terms of  tonnes
originating and earnings as compared to the 1980s.
The average lead has also declined substantially
over the early 1990s.

SHARE OF RAILWAYS IN PUBLIC SECTOR
EXPENDITURE

The key concern before the Indian Railways (IR)
today is to undertake capacity expansion and
infrastructure development of  its extensive network,
keeping in view the level of  saturation of  the existing
high density network.  However, contrary to this
requirement, it is seen that though investment in
the road sector (both public and private), have
recorded a substantial increase over the years, (with
some decline during the XIth Plan), public
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expenditure on railways as a percentage of total
transport sector expenditure has declined considerably
over the last two decades. (Table 2 & Chart 4)

Table 2 : Share of  Transport in Public
Sector Expenditure Five Year Plans (%)

Share of
Railways in
total public
expenditure
on transport
sector (%)

Road
Transport in
total public
expenditure
on transport
sector (%)

Transport as
% of total
public sector
expenditure

7th Plan

(1985-90)

56.1

28.8

13.5

8th Plan

(1992-97)

49.1

30.3

13.5

9th Plan

(97-2002)

38.2

44.9

14.7

11th Plan

(2007-12)

29.7

42.2

17.2

10th Plan

(2002-07)

35.7

48

14.5

Source: National Transport Development Policy Commit-
tee (NTDPC) Report 2013: P-44, Vol 2

MARKET SHARE OF IR

Over the years Indian Railways have faced stiff
competition from the roadways.  After trucking was
de-regulated in the 1980s, road transportation has
grown rapidly and has impacted Railways’ market
share. Features like greater customer orientation,
flexibility and lower cost for short leads are increasing
the share of  roadways even in bulk commodities
which were traditionally a stronghold of  the Railways.
The market share of  the IR has suffered a decline
since independence both in the passenger and freight
segments vis.-a-vis. the road sector IR that accounted
for 86.2 per cent of the freight traffic in 1950-
51, suffered a major loss in its share to the road
sector in the 1980s, with the de-regulation of  the
trucking industry. Its share declined to 61.9 per cent
in 1980-81. With the liberalisation of  the economy
and economic reforms in the 1990s, the market share
of  IR declined further to 38.7 by 2000-01. This
has further declined to 35.5 per cent in 2011-12,
with roads share increasing from 13.8 per cent in
1950-51 to 64.5 per cent in 2011-12. .(Table 3)
Rail and road freight traffic have been projected
to grow at about 12 per cent and 8 per cent per
annum respectively, to achieve a 50 per cent share
each in the total freight traffic at the end of the
15th Plan.
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Year

1950-51

1960-61

1970-71

1980-81

1990-91

2000-01

2001-02

2011-12

Road

6.0 (13.8)

14.0 (16.2)

47.7 (30.1)

90.9 (38.1)

145.1 (38.1)

494 (61.3)

515 (60.7)

1212.4 (64.5)

Railways

37.6 (86.2)

72.3 (83.8)

110.7 (69.9)

147.7 (61.9)

235.8 (61.9)

312.4 (38.7)

333.2 (39.3)

667.6 (35.5)

Goods (Billion Tonne KM)

Source: M/o Road Transport & Highways
Note: (i) Figures in parentheses show percentage share

(ii) Other modes of  transportation have not been
    taken into account.

Article

Road transport has been more flexible than rail
transport in adapting to the needs of  the economy,
and specializing in the transport of high-value,
non-bulk products. While the greater share of
the road mode in transport demand may be
explained by inherent advantages in terms of
accessibility, convenience, reliability, and door-
to-door delivery, factors such as underinvestment
in rolling stock and line haul capacity on the
rail mode, along with the lack of a customer-
oriented approach, have led to an increasing shift
in patronage towards the roads. The declining
market share of IR has been further corroborated
by two independent studies conducted by RITES
& Mckinsey . The broad conclusion of both the
studies point towards the growing importance
of the road sector in the freight segment vis-
à-vis the railways.  The policy focus, therefore,
needs to shifts to restoring the market share of
the railways.

One of  the reasons for the decline in IR’s market
share, particularly in the freight business has been
the pricing of  its services. The fare-freight ratio
for the IR, that is the ratio of passenger fare
per km and freight rate per tonne km, is among
the lowest in the world, indicating the high degree
of  cross-subsidization from freight to passenger.
A lower ratio is indicative of higher cross

subsidisation. The ratio hovered in the range of
around 0.31 to 0.34 till 2004-05 and thereafter
declined consistently to 0.27 in 2009-10,
remaining unchanged at that level during 2010-
11 and 2011-12, and declined to 0.24 in 2012-
13. The ratio for countries like France (1.3) and
China (1.2) is much higher.

KEY FINDINGS

The key findings of  the above study, given the
limitations of data, particularly with respect to
the roads sector, are as follows:

Sub-optimal Freight output growth: With an
average growth of 7.1 per cent in GDP for the
period 2008-09 to 2012-13, and assuming a freight
elasticity of 1.25, growth in NTKM should have
been around 8.9 per cent for the period, as against
the recorded 5.8 per cent. This points to the
fact the growth in freight output witnessed during
the last five years has been by and large below
IR’s potential.

Declining Average Lead of IR: The average
lead for IR is very low as compared to other
countries like USA, France and China. The
average lead for the IR has declined consistently
since 1978-79 while that of roads has increased.
However, the average lead of Railways is still
higher than roads, indicating that rails remain
a preferred option for long haulage.

Loss in share of loading to total availability
(production + imports): The commodities where
IR has lost over the years, in terms of  its share
in loading to total availability are cement, iron
ore and petroleum products. While the road sector
has taken over the cement sector, POL’s share
has been largely usurped by pipelines. The status
of iron ore is largely influenced by Government
policies on mining and export in major mining
States.
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IR maintaining freight monopoly in coal: Coal
is a commodity where IR has retained its near
monopoly position over the years. The near
monopoly position of IR with respect to coal
loading, makes its revenues by and large less
responsive to changes in quantity or vice versa.

Slow growth in foodgrain traffic: Growth in
foodgrains traffic, on a year to year basis, has
remained by and large quite slow and is largely
governed by government policy on imports or
meeting the requirement of  food-deficit regions.

Stagnant growth in tonnage and decelerated
revenues for Iron & Steel: Growth in tonnes
originating, for iron & steel has by and large
stagnated over the years. In terms of  growth in
revenues, the growth has decelerated substantially
since 1982-83. The average lead has also declined
over the years.

Declining tonnage and lead of Iron Ore: The
period 2008-09 to 2012-13, saw a decline in
tonnage of iron ore, while revenues increased
nominally.  There has also been a substantial
decline in average lead for iron ore since 1981-
82. Though IR still occupies a dominant position
in the transport of iron ore, a declining lead,
points towards a loss in share to other modes
of  transportation like coastal shipping and roads.

Deceleration in growth of tonnage and
revenues for the cement sector and decline
in average lead : The growth in tonnage and
revenues was much higher in the 1980s, as
compared to the annual average of the last 10
years. There has also been a definite decline in
the average lead since the early 1990s. It is evident
that after the opening up of  the economy, the
road sector has tended to take away business
from the railways, in the cement sector.

Declining Rail coefficient of POL products
: It is expected that transport demand for the

railways by the petroleum sector would continue
to stagnate, with the expansion of the product
pipeline network, with an increasing dependence
of this sector on modes of transport, other than
the railways.

Declining Average lead in fertilisers : The
share of  fertilisers both in terms of  tonnes
originating and revenues has by and large stagnated
over the years. There has been a decline in average
lead over the 1990s, though this too has stagnated
by and large, during the last decade, with some
improvement only in the last few years.

Loss of market share in non bulk
commodities: The share of non bulk “other
commodities” has gone down both in terms of
tonnes originating and earnings, as compared to
the 1980s. The average lead has also declined
substantially over the early 1990s.

Declining Public Investment in IR : Though
investment in the road sector (both public and
private), has recorded a substantial increase over
the years, (with some decline during the XIth
Plan), public expenditure on railways as a
percentage of total transport sector expenditure
has declined considerably over the last two
decades.

Loss in market share by IR: The market share
of the IR has suffered a decline since
independence viz-a-viz the road sector.  IR that
accounted for 86.2 per cent of the freight traffic
in 1950-51, accounted for only 35.5 per cent
of the freight traffic in 2011-12, with roads share
increasing from 13.8 per cent in 1950-51 to 64.5
per cent in 2011-12.

Distorted Freight Pricing : One of  the reasons
for the decline in IR’s market share, particularly
in the freight business has been the pricing of
its services.  The fare-freight ratio for the IR,
that is the ratio of passenger fare per km and
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freight rate per tonne km, is among the lowest
in the world, indicating a high degree of cross-
subsidization from freight to passenger.

AUGMENTING IR’s SHARE IN THE
FREIGHT SEGMENT: WAY FORWARD

The key areas where Indian Railways need to focus
are creation of  capacity, modernization of  network,
improvement in asset utilization and productivity,
modernization of rolling stock & maintenance
practices and improving the quality of  services.
To arrest the steep decline in its share, and to
improve the quality of  its services, the Railways
would need to increase investments in
infrastructure. Some of  the steps needed include:

 Special focus on bulk commodities for which
specific strategies are needed for augmenting
market share. These particularly include (i)
Cement (ii) Iron & Steel

 Other areas requiring additional focus
include (i) Container traffic (ii) Automobile
traffic (iii) Non conventional, non bulk high
value items like FMCG, Consumer Durables
and Information Technology, white goods,
fly ash etc. This would necessitate an
organised inter-modal transport efficient
system leveraging on the advantages of both
rail and roads.

 Over the years, distortions have developed
even within the freight tariffs themselves,
which need to be re-visited and re-examined.

 The low fare-freight ratio for the IR is
indicative of the extent of cross-
subsidization from freight to passenger, and
is amongst the lowest in the world. This
needs to be addressed.

 Clear strategies would need to be formulated
and executed to identify segments where

IR could play low cost strategy by playing

 on volumes, taking advantage of economies of
scale and segments where IR can play
differentiation strategy by providing high
quality services and command premium prices.

 Dynamic Pricing Policy was announced in
Railway Budget 2006-07, which refers to
tariff measures in response to prevailing
market conditions for management of
seasonal and regional skew in demand.  This
needs to be carried forward and
institutionalized and made broad based to
cover wider customer base.

 Introduction of  tailored services may be
encouraged. IR may initiate long-term
transportation agreements with major
customers.

 Enhancing profitability would be essential
to generate sufficient Internal Surplus for
funding the capacity augmentation and
modernization plans. Given the shortage of
resources, investment needs to be prioritized
in important areas like the Dedicated
Freight Corridors, high capacity rolling
stock, last mile rai l  l inkages & port
connectivities for encouraging growth in
freight traffic.

 Development of logistics parks would also
need to be taken up on priority basis, to
create matching terminal and handling
capacity and facilitating integration of rail
with other modes of transport.

 Enhancing Project execution capabilities
would be critical for speedy capacity
creation and improving returns on
investments.

 Along with new capacity addition, improving
productivity of existing network and assets
would also be crucial  to increase
transportation output.
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 Running heavier (higher axle load), speedier
(100 kmph) and longer trains, in order to
reduce the gap between assured and actual
transit time of freight trains, and to
maximise the utilisation of the existing track
capacity.

 Consumers rate the performance of  rail to
be below that of  road in terms of  attributes
such as availability, price, reliability, transit
time, customer service, etc.  Railways need
to focus on improving the performance of
these factors.

 Expanding Long Haul traffic and addressing
the problem of declining average lead.

 Designing and delivering premium and
differentiated services to industries like steel
and cement which could be charged

differently based on the value added
services in order to recapture the traffic
from roads.

 Going in for data mining and business
analytics to determine seasonality of
demand and then using it to work dynamic
pricing in meeting excess demand.

 Promoting private investment in special
purpose high capacity wagons under the
Liberalised Wagon Investment Scheme
(LWIS) and encouraging private freight
operators to transport select commodities
where railway modal share is low i.e.
automobiles, un-bagged cement, fertilisers,
edible oils etc.
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Technology Forecasting
methodologies

Binay Kumar DEFINITION

Technology forecasting is the prediction with a stated
level of confidences, of the anticipated occurrence of
a technological advancement within a given time frame
with a specified level of support based on data and /
or knowledge of experts in the field.

METHODOLOGIES

There are a large number of methodologies known and
many more new methods can be made. Some of forecasting
methods are

1. Intuitive Methods , 2. Trend Extrapolation, 3.
Normative Forecasting , 4. Growth Curves, 5. Cross-
Impact Analysis Method

1. INTUITIVE METHODS

Intuitive Methods are based on intuitive power of
individuals include methods of obtaining forecasts from
experts in their respective areas of specialization and

Binay Kumar,
Professor Network Management,

National Academy of Indian Railways, Vadodara
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then combining various individual’s forecasts or
forecast from group of forecasters to get better
forecast. Research & Development activities for
most discoveries and innovations are deliberately
engineered and manipulated by sustained inputs
of funds, manpower and strength to achieve a
new technology or upgradation in the existing
technology to improve their performance and
efficiency to meet the requirement of market
forces and to survive in the fast moving
competitive market. It is also possible to get an
idea of likely future events by probing the minds
and thought of the people involved in these R
& D activities. It is reasonable to think and hope
that a reasonably rough picture of the near future
is already formed in these experts in their
respective fields.

Methodologies of Intuitive Methods are

a. Individual Forecasting,

b. Opinion Polls,

c. Panel,

d. Brainstorming,

e. Delphi Technique,

A. INDIVIDUAL FORECASTING,

It is forecasting done by individuals. In this
method an expert in a specific field predicts the
probable new technological events and / or
advancement in an existing technology that are
expected to occur in the near future in the area
of his expertise. Because of individuals having
limited knowledge and can have individual biases
this method is of limited applicability because
many of the current technological innovations
are products of multidisciplinary interactions of
experts in different fields and a specialist in one
field alone may not be able to forecast correctly
in some instances. In this method the probability
of  their being wrong is greater.

b. Opinion Polls

In this method more than two individual
forecasters’ opinions are taken for a particular
technological events that is likely to happen in
near future and forecasting is done combining
opinion of  several individual forecasters. In
opinion polls methodologies, the errors and bias
of individual predictions are l ikely to be
minimized. It is conducted using a large number
of sample and care should be taken to involve
respondents from various fields. The disadvantage
in this method is that any minority forecast, even
if it is of significance, will be drowned by the
opinion of  majority experts.

c. Panel

Here experts from various fields sit together and
discusses issues for longer time. A group of experts
from multidisciplinary fields interact across a table
and derive a number of forecasts of significance.
Some countries Navy and Air Force have used
this methodology for defense forecasting. The
advantage of being multidisciplinary leads to
better forecasting even on complex technological
events. Some of  disadvantages are sometimes
extreme and seems to be impractical views get
eliminated due to the desire to arrive at a
compromise, the forecast of the most vociferous
speaker and / or the person with the highest
bureaucratic status get importance although their
forecast may not be very correct, in corporate
environment and government sectors where
subordinates will not express views contrary to
those of senior personnel and this method may
not give useful results.

d. Brainstorming

In this method, individuals under well-trained
leader hold meetings in an environment that allows
uninhibited and imaginative speculations. It is
conducted very informal and free from any
obstruction, only one objective clearly worded
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is chosen at each brain storming session, no
criticism or cross questioning is allowed during
the brain storming session, absurd ideas appearing
at first sights are also considered, sessions are
of  small informational sessions and the higher
and second order ideas are not considered. It
is considered better than panel approach.

e. Delphi Technique

This technique is a modification of the panel
approach. Here a method of obtaining expert
opinion from large groups or people in a systematic
way is done by asking well-designed questionnaire
from a group of  experts not interacting directly.
Anonymity of individual forecasters is maintained
and subordinates do not have to differ with senior
executives face to face. The final result is a
statistical group response based on interactions
combined with controlled feedback. Questionnaire
is to be emailed to a large number of participants
from various professions to get a better forecast.
The questions should be carefully framed and
should not contain any parallel events or
compound events. The questionnaire should be
simple and easy and ambiguous and complicated
questions should be avoided as far as possible.
Depending upon the object of forecasts, various
rounds of questionnaires are made and sent to
participants based on reply received from previous
rounds.

2. TREND EXTRAPOLATION

It is a method using extrapolation of graph of
a known, available and in use technological events
for which datas are available. The future value
of  a technical capability, or production from a
technological activity, is an extension of  its past
performance, at least into near-term futures that
is obtained by extrapollating using various
techniques according to available data related
to that events.

The forecasts are generally obtained using

statistical time extrapolation technique using data
of  a technology available and then extrapolating
the trend in near future and then forecasting is
done. The basis of trend extrapolation
methodologies is that ‘the past trend is the
historical result of a large number of interacting
forces which will generally continue to act in
the same way unless there are obvious reasons
to expect a change in the trend due to introduction
of new efficient and reliable inventions or process
/ methods.’

The forecasts give the approximate future
conditons and not the exact numbers.
Methodologies of  Trend Extrapolations are

a. Linear Extrapolation

b. Extrapolation Using Exponential Trend

c. Double Exponential Extrapolation

d. Regression and Curve Fitting Techniques

e. Substitution Technique

a. Linear Extrapolation

In this method, data of  a technology or production
is collected over the year and then the parameter
to be forecast is linearly plotted against time,
and the resulting plot is extrapolated into
reasonable future time spans to get near accurate
forecast.

For example, the temperature sustaining capability
of plastics has increased linearly with time and
this trend can be extrapolated to project the high
temperature capability of plastics in the near
future.

b. Extrapolation Using Exponential Trend

It is observed that many technological functional
capabilities and technological parameters have
shown exponential growth over fairly long time
periods. So in this method, the logarithm of  a
particular technological capability, or production
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trend from a specific technology is plotted against
time; these semilog plots, which are frequently
linear, are then extrapolated into the future to
make forecasts.

c. Double Exponential Extrapolation

There are technologies for which R&D efforts
are concentrated in the early phase of their
development using pushing method by injecting
a large number of  manpower and money. In theses
cases the technological development is multifold
as more inputs are provided. In such cases
normally the double exponential extrapolation
method is used for forecasting in which the
logarithm of a specific technological parameter
is plotted with time and these plots, if they follow
a linear trend, can be extrapolated for forecasting
future values of these parameters in near future.

For example, the output emerges from lasers in
the area of  laser technology show this type of
exponential growth.

d. Regression and Curve Fitting Techniques

This method is used where large volumes of past
data of  technological events are available. For
reliable results, in this technique, a large volume
of past data is required. Straight line or first
degree polynomial is used to fit the data on past
performance where growth is characterized by
a linear trend. Second degree polynomial or a
parabola is used, where the trend is characterized
by one bend. Higher degree polynomials are used
if the trend is of a complex nature.

e. Substitution Technique

The parameters of  a technology or a process
can often be forecast by extrapolating the rate
of  substitution of  that technology or process
by some other recent innovative, efficient, reliable
and cost effective technology. Many technological
advances can be considered as competitive
substitutions of one method of satisfying a need,

by another newer method of satisfying the same
need in a more reliable, efficient and / or cost
effectve technology or processes.

If the time periods for the initial few percent
of substitution are known, extrapolation of the
substitution curve can be used to predict the
extent of substitution in the future.

Some of examples are substitution of:

Natural fibers by synthetic fibres; Open heart
steel-making process by electric arc process; zinc
oxide and lead oxide in paint pigments by titanium
dioxide; Oil based paints by water-based paints;
Natural rubber by synthetic rubber; Natural
rubber by synthetic rubber; Soaps by detergents;
Inorganic insecticides by organic insecticides; and
natural tyre fibres by artificial fibres.

3. NORMATIVE FORECASTING

In this technique first future goal is decided and
then one recedes from future goals to the present
and intermediate-term technological needs. There
must be many exist ing technologies or
intermediate-term technologies available in near
future which needs to be selected for achieving
the future goal. It is primarily need-based
forecasting.

4. GROWTH CURVES

It is observed that similarities between biological
growth and the growth of many technologies or
technological parameters have been noticed over
the period. The growth of technologies using
biological growth curves has been used for
forecasting.

5. CROSS-IMPACT ANALYSIS METHOD

Present and future events or acts interact with
each other and influence the probability, timings,
and impact of  one another. It is based on bringing
out interactions between forecasts to have better
forecasting. It is learnt that two events or acts
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can interact in three ways:

1. Mode interaction – one event or act may
enhance or diminish the likelihood of
another event or act; advance or delay;
necessitate or obviate; or enable or prevent
it.

2. Force Interaction – the influence of  one event
or act on another can be strong or weak.

3. Interaction time lag – the interaction between
one event or act and another may start as
soon as the first event or act occurs or the
influence may be felt only after say ten years.

(Courtesy: Technology Forecasting by P. K.
Rohatgi, K. Rohatgi, B. Bowonder)
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Cost Analysis of
Rail Transport

V. S. Ghai Introduction

Rail transport reaches to the community in the form of
greater industrialization, trade and commercialization
activities, for higher social mobility and greater potential
for tourism. It also helped in integrating the network
at a distant location. Its role in times of war and natural
calamities has also been commendable for transporting
larger number of men and material. Its negative effect
is on environmental degradation resulting from railway
operation. It has air, water, noise and accident related
damage effect. According to the studies rail accounts
for about 5.5 percent of the environmental pollution,
and share of road transport in GHG emission from
transport 87 percent of sector was around 87 percent
in 2009. It is due to rapid motorization in the country.

Costing of  Rail Transport

Railway falls in the category of  services which is providing
services without adequate payment in return. In recent
years the price are fixed by free market of supply and

V. S. Ghai, Senior Fellow,
Asian Institute of Transport Development
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demand supply bears a direct relation to cost
under conditions of perfect competition. The cost
on the railways depends on the level of traffic
offered. The per unit rate of smalls traffic in
higher than the full rake rate, traditionally railway
system across the world has adopted the principle
of fixing rate according to the principle of what
the commodity could bear. As per tradition railway
is part of  essential public services and its usage
is not denied to even those who can bear more.
All the passengers are charged the same fare
without verifying his paying capacity. The traffic
costs are normally estimated as under:

Short Term Marginal Costs

Short term marginal costs are the total cost
element, with in the short term (with in 12
months); and do not include capital investment.
These marginal costs are the costs of train crews,
fuel, and locomotive rolling stock maintenance,
and incremental track maintenance to carry extra
tonne or an additional passenger.

Long Run Marginal Costs

The marginal costs vary over the long term
(generally a period of longer than 12 months).
These would include short run marginal costs
and incremental capital investments needed to
support additional traffic. It would also include
the cost of purchase of new wagons to carry
additional freight, additional loop line, sidings,
and signalling and telecommunication equipment.

Fully distributed costs

These costs results from the addition of overhead
or indirect cost: The distribution of these costs
to specific services is often in proportion to direct
costs or to some physical measure of relative
usage such as gross tonne kilometer. These costs
are called joint costs which are used for two
or more services, the production of  which cannot
be physically separated.

Costing Procedures

Traditionally, railway systems across the world
had adopted the principle of “What the traffic
could bear”, having regard to both to competition
and the segments characteristics. In fact, at that
time, it was found impracticable to accurately
determine to the cost of  performing the service.
There were two costing procedures. In both these
procedures, attempts were made to estimate costs
under seven or eight heads such as shunting at
terminals, provision of  terminal facilities, terminal
haulage, provision and maintenance of wagons,
documentation, and marshalling and trunk
haulage. Under particular costing, an attempt is
made to work out the particular costs of a
particular traffic. All this would stand on a
minimum basis for charging. To fix the rate some
amount is added to take care of track, signaling
and administration which would not be costed
separately.

Costing of  freight services

The freight costs are divided into direct costs,
comprising cost of  documentation, terminal costs,
marshalling cost, line haul cost of traction, and
other transportation cost provision and
maintenance of  wagon costs. Indirect costs
include overhead charges and Central office
charge.

Total Investment from Different Sources

Total investments from different sources are given
below as Table I. This results in increase of  cost
in the shape of dividend.

Total Investment from Different Sources
During FY 2010-11 & 2011-12
Investment       Year

   2010-11   2011-12
Railway Safety Fund 37,80,52,413 37,80,52,423

 4,34,37,663  5,66,71,228
Special Railway Safety Fund 15,75,38,253 15,75,38,253
Revenue  1,16,62,940  1,19,66,734
Miscellaneous      28,628     28,628
TOTAL 2,20,52,88,781 2,46,54,53,178
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Costing of  Passenger Services:

The railway passenger services in India are
classified as suburban services and Non suburban
services. Non suburban services include passenger
train Mail & Express trains, Rajdhani Express,
Shatabdi services and Long distance high speed
services. Each of  these services have typical
characteristics and are priced differently. The
surpluses of  upper class service are cross
subsidized in suburban second class ordinary trains
followed by sleeper class Mail and Express. The
profile of passenger traffic in 2010-11 and 2011-
12 was as Table II below:-

Average Revenue for different classes of  service
was as Table III below:

Suburban

Non-suburban

AC 1st Class

AC sleeper

AC 3 Tier

1st Class

AC chair car

Sleeper Class

Mail Exp

Ordinary

TOTAL

2010-11

12.8

244.6

123

98.0

72.4

100.9

31.7

26.8

28.5

2011-12

13.4

249.5

122.6

99.8

67.2

109.2

32.8

27.6

29.2

2010-11

4.3

1338.0

887.1

702.7

190.1

389.9

244.2

91.8

66.7

2011-12

4.4

1353.1

923.3

749.6

137.2

403.8

222.6

89.7

68.4

Average earning per passenger KM

                  Earning per Passenger Kilometer

Source: Indian Railways Annual Report & Accounts 2011-12

Paisa Passenger Journey Rupees

Cross subsidization

It is a fact that pricing on railway net works
are largely common to all services. Cross
subsidization exists, firstly between freight and
passenger services, secondly between different
classes of passenger traffic, thirdly across the
zone, fourthly between different type of
commodities, fifthly between different gauges of
Railway section, sixthly haulage charges on the
basis of distance and lastly between different
traction.

Freight Pricing

Freight rates are available at commodity level.
Indian Railway is continuing with the old age
practice for pricing based on the ability of the
commodity to bear. Now PPP mode is developing
in India and the infrastructure owners and service
providers may be different. This may result in
new system of  pricing. Recently commodity based
pricing has already undergone a lot of
rationalization. Now chargeable capacity of
wagons has been standardized with suitable

2010-11
4061

175229
12.3

28.05 paisa

2011-12
4377

192565
13.4

29.02 paisa

2010-11
3590

23953.64
28.5

2011-12
3847

2632078
29.2

Passenger Originating
(Million)

Earning in Crore Rs
Average Rate per
Passenger Kilometre
Earning per Passenger
KM

Sub-urban Non Suburban Table-II

Source: Indian Railway Annual Report & Accounts

Ist Class

2nd Class

All classes

AC 1st Class

AC sleeper

AC 3 Tier

1st Class

AC chair car

Sleeper Class

Mail Exp

IInd Class

M. Exp.

Ordinary

TOTAL

B.G

28.2

12.0

244.6

123.1

98.0

71.8

101.0

31.7

26.9

21.6

15.9

28.7

Average earning per passenger KM

Earning per Passenger Kilometer

Source: Indian Railways Annual Report & Accounts 2011-12

2011 2012

M.G

-

-

-

-

83.8

-

99.8

-

39.0

22.7

17.5

14.4

15.7

Total

28.2

12.0

13.0

244.6

123.8

98.0

72.4

100.9

31.7

26.8

21.5

15.8

28.4

B.G.

28.2

12.3

13.4

249.5

122.7

99.8

66.6

109.6

32.9

27.6

22.4

13.8

29.5

M.G.

-

-

-

-

92.3

-

161.1

-

11.5

22.7

17.2

14.5

14.7

Total

28.2

12.3

13.4

249.5

122.5

99.8

67.2

109.6

32.7

27.6

22.4

13.9

292
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changes to handle the lighter and less dense commodities. In the case of  iron ore for export, railway
has improved its rate according to the value of  the commodity. In recent times loading in container
has changed the costing pattern.
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Passenger Pricing

There is a common feeling that the pricing of
passenger services is a political issue, and not
dictated by the pricing and efficiency
consideration. There are different types of
requirement of passengers and utilization of
sectional capacity pricing differs with the facilities
and speed. The mix of  speed and services results
in loss of different path curtailment, and under
utilization of  sectional capacity. The unit costs
begin to rise more rapidly in case the rail sectional
capacity is not efficiently utilized.

Freight Pricing

Transport pricing is a tool to achieve balanced
regional development of  industries. The policy
of freight equalization of essential commodities
was introduced to make it available at identical
prices irrespective of  location of  the commodity.
This policy was advocated on the ground of
regional equity. Inter-zonal Line Haul cost

statement on Table IV indicators, the cost of
Haulage on diesel and electric traction. This also
indicates cross subsidization between different
zones and type of  tractions. This policy has caused
some damage to the economy of some zones
but has given advantage of freight equalization.
The pricing of  rail transport services has saved
the cost of  environmental and social externalities.

Market borrowing

Railway is supported to get the capital at charge
as committed by the central government and
seven percent dividend is charged from the railway,
but the fiscal situation of the central government
is such that central government is not capable
of  providing resources required by railways. At
present every rupee invested in railway comes
from sources borrowed from the market and
interest is charged at the market rate. The market
borrowing and lease payment are given below
in Table –V

Market – Borrowing & lease payment Rs. In crore

2000-01
2005-06
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12

2818
2731
9388
8976
20594

1088
1616
2259
2795
3447

1660
1699
3115
3543
3965

293
280
89

145
150

3041
3595
5463
6483
7562

27543
35030
65810
67000
73650

34880
54491
86964
94840

106239

11.0
10.3
8.3
9.7
10.3

8.7
6.6
6.3
6.8
7.1

107.9
96.4
58.2
72.2
36.7

Year

Market
Borrowing
By IRFC

Lease Payment
to IRFC

Lease
charges

for OYW

TOTAL
Lease

Charges

Ordinary
Working
Expenses

Gross
Traffics
Receipt

Lease Payment as
% of

Source: Data Book – Railway Budget 2011-12
OWE – Others Working Expenses
OYW – Own your wagon
IRFC – Indian Railway Finance Corporation
GTR – Gross Traffic Receipt
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Recommendations for Pricing

The commodity based pricing is for the use of
the organization to know the market rate of cost
of transportation, to adjust its own rate.

• There is a tendency of the market to move
commodities in smaller consignment (Less
than rake road) and to a shorter distance.
Railway to recapture the lost ground.

• Customer of  freight transport services desire
higher reliability

• Passenger desires better long distance,
intercity and suburban transport system.

• Passenger desires fast and value added
service even at the cost of  premium payment

• The business traveler segment is railway
insensitive and is willing to pay a fairly high
price for good services and f lexible
reservation conditions.

• With increasing income there is a demand
for leisure travel to get the best value of
their money.

Conclusion

Pricing has to be given high priority for a
developing economy like that of India to cover
the costs and generation of internal surplus for
susta inabi l i ty,  capaci ty  expansion and
technological up-gradation and to meet the
growing demand with improved quality. The
railway is to be more competitive with other
mode of transport. The accumulation of losses
on railways has the effect of negative dynamic
externalities on their efficiency and productivity.
It is high time that transport system is upgraded
to get better high priority products which is
at present is being carried by other than rail
services.
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Article

Troubleshooting of
WDG4 Locomotive
12848

Kaushalendra. K. Khadanga Abbreviations: ESD: Engine Shut down, HOD: Hot Oil
Detector, EPD: Engine Protection Device, MU: Multiple
Unit, LOC: Lube Oil Cooler, LB: Left Bank, RB: Right
Bank, Loco: Locomotive, HE: Hot Engine

HOD: A thermostatic valve, located on the outlet elbow
from the main lube oil pump, is calibrated to open when
lube oil temperature reaches a nominal 124°C(255°F).
When oil temperature causes the valve to open, pressure
to the oil pressure detecting device in the engine governor
is dumped. The device detects low oil pressure and reacts
to shut the engine down.

EPD:  It has two reset buttons. One is for low water
and the other is for crankcase pressure detector. The
water pressure portion of the detector balances the pressure
of the water pump output against the air box pressure.
When the output pressure of the water pump becomes
less than the air box pressure, the diaphragm moves causing
the oil drain valve to open and dump engine oil from
the low oil sensing device in the governor. The governor
senses low oil pressure and initiates low oil shutdown.

Senior Fellow, Asian Institute of
Transport Development

Kaushalendra. K. Khadanga,
ADME (D)/Vishakhpattnam, ECOR
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VSKP shed is relatively a new shed as regards
to WDG4 locomotives with a holding of just
8 locomotives of its kind. The expertise in trouble
shooting of failures of G4 locomotives is not
very much as compared to other big sheds of
Indian Railways.

The WDG4 locomotive 12848 is being run as
a Multiple Unit (MU) with another WDG4
locomotive 12767. The MU normally used to
carry gypsum load to Nalco Smelter plant at
Damanjodi. The gradient is very high enroute
Damanjodi, at Bisam Cuttack section, which is
around 1 in 100. While negotiating in the
upgradient, this loco 12848 faced numerous times
ESD. Everytime, the low water switch of  the
EPD used to get tripped. As a result of this,
the governor plunger gets tripped. “ESD - Low
lube oil pressure” used to come as message in
the display. After ESD, the pilot would then reset
the low water switch of the EPD and also reset
the governor plunger switch. Then the loco used
to be restarted. While on move, if ESD happens
once again, the same set of procedures used to
be followed.

Date NOTCH EngineTemp
03/02/2014 8 77.7
03/02/2014 0 81.6
05/02/2014 0 42.7
11/02/2014 8 80.7
11/02/2014 8 70.3
16/02/2014 8 86.1
19/02/2014 8 85.1
23/02/2014 2 79.6
28/02/2014 1 77.7
01/03/2014 1 84.4
01/03/2014 1 84.7

When the loco came for 30 days schedule, not
suspecting anything serious, it was given off. Again
while working in the same section, it used to
face ESD. This cycle was repeated once or twice.
Most of  the times it used to face ESD, at the
highest 8th notch.

After repeated shut down, the loco was called

to the shed. Suspecting that the EPD was not
functioning properly, we ordered for an EPD from
Siliguri shed. Low water Switch operation was
checked by LWS test. Self  load box test was
done twice, once for 10 mins and second time
for 20 mins. No ESD was observed due to EPD
faulty. After schedule works it was sent to work.

The loco pilot again reported ESD with low lube
oil pressure. Loco was called to the shed. Water
pump pressure gauge, lube oil pressure gauge and
the Booster air pressure gauges were fitted on
the loco. Hot engine was conducted. The following
observations were noted.

Notch LOP(kg) BAP(kg) WP(kg)
Idle 1.0 0.0 0.6
1 1.5 0.0 0.8
2 1.8 0.1 1.1
3 2.8 0.2 1.8
4 3.4 0.3 2.1
5 4.1 0.5 3.0
6 4.4 0.7 3.7
7 4.6 1.0 4.5
8 4.8 1.7 5.5
After 5 mins
8 4.5 1.8 5.8
8 3.6 1.8 5.8
After 2 mins
8 2.5 1.8 5.8
After 1 min
2.5 1.8 1.8 5.8
Engine Shut Down

As can be seen from the above table that during
hot engine, after maintaining the loco at 8th notch
for sufficient duration, the LOP gradually falls.
This ultimately leads to the governor plunger
tripping leading to ESD. So when the engine
operates at 8th notch for a sufficient period of
time, it leads to ESD.

On a precautionary note, the primary strainer
cover was removed and loco was started. The
lube oil level, was found to be 2-3” below the
top mark which was all right. This allays the
fear that sufficient lube oil was not entering into
the strainer, due to some blockage in the lube
oil cooler.
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Also, the Turbo Supercharger (TSC) spin-on filter
was removed. The TPLR filter was replaced with
a new one. Load box was done. Still the same
result, ESD with governor plunger tripping.

Now, suspecting that the Hot Oil Detector (HOD)
to be malfunctioning, the bottom pipe from the
HOD was uncoupled. The loco was started and
at 8th  notch, it was found that lube oil was
coming out of  the HOD. The temperature noted
was 91°C.

This was an interesting revelation. But the HOD
was calibrated to open when lube oil temperature
reaches a nominal 124°C (255°F). Overheated
lube oil relieves oil pressure from the line to
the governor through the HOD. Had the pipe
not been uncoupled, the lube oil would have
drained to the sump.

Concluding the argument here that the HOD was
defective, it was replaced. The loco was started.
With a new HOD also the problem repeated itself,
ESD with governor plunger tripping.

Now we had no other options other than calling
experts from other experianced sheds. Siliguri shed
representative had come. He suggested that some
governor setting has to be changed. The low idle
rpm was set at 220. The representative
accompanied the loco in the high gradient section
of  Damanjodi. On the way, governor plunger
tripped thrice. The representative said, without
any authority, that the problem lies with the
governor and it needs to be changed. As we had
no spare governor, we had to call our other locos
to shed, to interchange the governors and check.
In this process, the loco was stabled in the shed
for 1 more week.

Meanwhile, continuing our independent study
following the manuals and maintenance
instructions (MI), MI 928 Rev-B gave an insight
into the temperatures of inlet and outlet of lube
oil cooler. Operation of  HOD, provides indication

that the lube oil cooler may not be functioning
effectively. During normal operations, restrictions
eventually build up, within the cores of  the lube
oil cooler. These restrictions greatly reduce cooler
efficiency. MI 928 Rev-B contains testing
procedures, performance baseline for oil coolers
that are clean, and tables, that indicate maximum
allowable deviation from the performance
baselines. The following test procedure was
adopted as per the MI.

In order to obtain a valid indication of lube oil
cooler performance, the locomotive was operated
at its full rated load and engine speed while oil
and water temperatures are allowed to stabilize.
Consecutive readings taken 15 minutes apart and
showing no change in oil and water temperature
indicate stable conditions

1. To obtain water inlet temperature (out of
oil cooler) to engine, a thermometer well
in the water pump discharge elbow and fill
i t  with engine oil .  Place a tube-type
thermometer into the well. If  a thermometer
well can’t be placed, simple pyrometer
readings at water pump elbow outlet will
also be sufficient.

2. To obtain temperature of  the oil into the
engine (out of lube oil cooler), remove the
square cover from the engine mounted lube
oil strainer and hang a caged thermometer
bulb in the overflow compartment of the
strainer housing. Ensure that the
thermometer bulb is well below the surface
of the oil and is kept submerged while
readings are taken. If such an arrangement
can’t be made, simple pyrometer reading on
the inlet pipe to strainer would be sufficient.

3. Operate the engine and apply load. Operate
at full load and full engine speed until engine
water inlet temperature is stabilized. Energize
or de-energize cooling fan contactors, fan
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clutch magnet valves, or shutter control
magnet valves as applicable and needed to
maintain constant engine water inlet
temperature within the range of 70° C to
80° C (160° F to 175° F).

4. Record temperature readings and compare
them with the performance basel ine
applicable to the locomotive being tested.

Strainer inlet From W/Pump Outlet
Lube Oil Cooler °F Elbow to Engine °F
     226 181
     235 185

The following readings were recorded, after
stabilization was reached.

Locating the specific model of the locomotive
from the table, the appropriate chart line was
identified. It was found to be the line NN.

Locomotive
model

Service Limit
°C         °F

Engine
Type

Loco HP Oil Cooler
Assembly

Oil Cooler
Core

Chart Lines

SD70

SD70I

SD70M

11.1 20

11.1 20

11.1 20

16-710G3B
/G3B-EC

16-710G3B
/G3B-EC

16-710G3B
/G3B-EC

4000

4000

4000

9560308

40053882

9560308

9514842

9514842

9514842

NN (K)

NN (K)

NN (K)

OIL vs WATER TEMPERATURE
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As seen from the above graph, the current operating
point is 30 units above the standard line which should
be within 20 units. According to MI, if  this happens,
then the LOC needs to be overhauled.

The firm was contacted and a new LOC was ordered.
The same was intimated to DLW .It was replaced
against warranty. After the new one was fitted, the
same set of  connections was made. The graph was
plotted. It was found that the operating point was
well below the limits. This was also communicated
to the DLW and the firm. The firm took the defective
LOC to its premises and did some research. It found
that it was defective. Now the locomotive 12848

is running trouble free without any ESD problems
as before.

CONCLUSION: MI928, RevB has given an insight
into how also a locomotive can fail due to ESD,
even though all other parameters seem to be allright.
It has set the tone that troubleshooting of WDG4
locomotives can be effectively done if  one follows
the MIs, religiously.
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Project Report

Datalogger Utility for
Preventive Maintenance
with Micro Level
Monitoring for
Signalling System

1) INTRODUCTION :
Railways is in transportation business where punctuality and
safety of  trains play a vital role in train operations and also
in building image of  Indian Railways to normal public. Train
movement depends on the ground reality of  gears like points
conditions (Normal setting or Reverse setting), track circuit
(occupied or unoccupied), and aspect of signals (ON or OFF
aspect). In recent time various modern technologies like  IPS
(Integrated Power Supply ),  AFTC(Audio Frequency Track
Circuit), MSDAC(Multi Section Digital Axle Counter),
HASSDAC (High Availability Single Section Digital Axle
Counter), TPWS(Train protection Warning System), OFC (Optic
Fibre cable) have evolved in the signalling system.
RDSO has given a solution for monitoring of  the signalling
system in basic through Data logger and RTU to record
all the activity taking place for train operation .The recorded
data are being utilized for analyzing the cause of signal failures
and also these data’s are being utilized for finding the fact
of  train accident by enquiry committee if  accident taking
place in yards.
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By giving few more inputs through interfaces to
the existing Data logger system, the same system
can be utilized for monitoring the modern signalling
system at micro level in a intelligent way.
The scope of  this project is to study the feasibility
of  utilizing the existing Data logger system to give
the information of  the condition of  the modern
signalling and telecommunication gears which  is
unseen will result into a failure and once that
condition is sent to the concerned signal maintainer/
section supervisor/ officers through SMS, who in
turn will take appropriate action at correct time
to make the gear working in good and workable
condition before the failure occurs. This will have
two very important impacts. Firstly the prior
information i.e the state which will result in  failure
subsequently will be  generated. Secondly the
pressure in which a technician or the supervisors
works will be reduced.
2) PRESENT  WORKING  SYSTEM:
At present almost all stations in Indian Railways
are provided with Data logger as per specification
IRS: S: 99/ 2006 and Remote terminal unit (RTU)
at locations. The existing utilities of   Data logger
are given below
1) Wiring of  the relays available in .relay room

at stations as digital inputs. In brief  they are
repeaters of  the relays available at site in
addition to the internal interlocking relays.

2) Wiring of  analogue inputs of  signalling supply.
3) Report generation.
4) Generation of  alarms
5) Networking of  the Data loggers with S&T/

Control room.
6) Centralised monitoring of  failures.
Let us discuss the item No 3) i.e Report generation
for maintenance purpose. Following list of  report
is generated useful for maintenance practise.

  1 Signal Bobbing
  2 Track Bobbing
  3 Point bobbing
  4 Point Failure
  5 Sluggish Operation of Point
  6 Track Circuit Failure
  7 Fusing of Signal lamp
  8 Signal Blanking
  9 Signal Flying back to danger
  10 Timer setting more
  11 Button stuck up
  12 Point Loose packing
  13 Signal bobbing without design problem (i.e signal

control relay not dropped)
  14 Signal bobbing with design problem (i.e signal

control relay dropped)
  15 Signal not lowered even operation is valid
  16 Power supply failure alarm
  17 Route not set when operation is valid giving the

sequence of relay operations.

From the above list it is seen that some information
is given about the gear which will be useful for
maintenance. The major information available is about
signal, track and point bobbing. This information
is helpful in identifying the gear which will create
some problem. But cause in depth which will result
in gear failure is not known till date. The micro
causes like leakage of  current, shorting of  any circuit,
excessive voltage, voltage fluctuations ,low voltage
etc at micro level are still not known. If  these causes
are left unseen will result into multiple failures which
will be very difficult to analyse further . Apart from
the above ,  some  other information are given
after the failure has occurred. Practically the
information available to the Data logger person is
immense as the events keep on scrolling as it happens
on the monitor. One way to analyse them is after
selecting the individual station  at particular time.
As being human dependent, viewing of   these data
are missed at times.
 Presently railway signalling is broadly either relay
based interlocking (electrical signalling) or electronics
interlocking. The following mentioned various
modern signaling and telecommunication assets has
been added /replaced to have reliable ,safe and
punctual  operation of  trains.:
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1. IPS ( Integrated Power Supply ) : Centralised
power supply arrangements for signalling
system. At present some details like mains
fail, SMR fail, DC-DC converter fail, inverter
fail , battery low information are  made
available. During failure the other stand by
system takes care but the faulty one always
out of  reach.  There is no mechanism to give
on line alarm to maintainer on real time basis
and failures  at micro level which are being
recognised only after the failure has occurred.

2. AFTC ( Audio Frequency Track circuit ) :
Continuous track circuiting in Automatic block
section but there is no mechanism to give
on line alarm to maintainer on real time basis
and failures  at micro level which are being
recognised only after the failure has occurred.

3. MSDAC ( Multi section Digital Axle Counter):
Continuous track circuiting in Automatic block
section and yard track circuiting but there is
no mechanism to give on line alarm to
maintainer on real time basis and failures  at
micro level which are being recognised only
after the failure has occurred.

4. HASSDAC ( High Availability Single Section
Digital Axle Counter) : For Absolute block
sections and Intermediate Block Signalling but
there is no mechanism to give on line alarm
to maintainer on real time basis and failures
at micro level which are being recognised only
after the failure has occurred.

5. TPWS( Train Protection Warning System ) :
Provided in track side and EMUs for signal
passing at danger protection but there is no
mechanism to give on line alarm to maintainer
on real time basis and failures  at micro level
which are being recognised only after the failure
has occurred.

6. OFC( Optic Fibre Cable) : All the
communication media is provided by railway
over OFC. Various MUXes (Multiplexers) and

SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy)
equipments are being maintained by railways
and failures of these equipments will results
loss of  communication causing loss of
punctuality of  the trains. At present OFC
networks is monitored but the station wise
parameters are not monitored.

7. ELD (Earth Leakage Device): ELDs has been
provided to monitor the health of  signalling
cables. Whenever cables insulation value will
go down below specific limit (desired value),
this equipment will show alarm i.e. audio /
visual. This alarm is actually helpful when
someone is available at station otherwise this
will go unnoticed causing signal failures.

Failure of  the above system is known to the Data
logger as the failure of  the final relay which is in
the relay room as the final output. Moreover exact
cause of  failure of  signalling system is not known
to operating staff/S&T Control, as failure may be
due to failure of  equipment or it may be some
external cause.
Thus presently information regarding signal failures
are  being received after occurring of  signal incident
only .This information also being received by either
through SMS or through Fault control.
In view of  the above scenario it is very essential
to monitor the parameters of  signalling gears which
are preventive in nature and later on will result in
signal incidences like maximum output current limit,
over Voltage, temperature high, Communication Fail,
DC Voltage High ,DC Voltage Low , fan fail, low
insulation of  cables , fuse fail, earth short etc of
the stand alone systems. These parameters if
monitored at the micro and root level will result
in preventive maintenance.
3) DATA COLLECTION:
To study the present of  status of  trains lost
punctuality,  failures and their causes the data is
taken from Chennai Division of  Southern Railway

Project Report
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for the period from April to November 2014. And
the details are appended below.
a) ANNEXURE 1: Cause wise USF (Un

satisfactory Failures ) from April 2014 -
November 2014.

b) ANNEXURE 2 : Train lost punctuality from
April 2014 - November 2014 on S&T account.

c) ANNEXURE 3 : TPWS track side failure.
d) System problems addressed by the staff  during

counselling.
Based on data of  summary of  USF, and thereafter
trains lost punctuality  is shown in the following
bar chart, where it can be seen that almost 30 %
to 40 % of  total number of  the train lost punctuality
are due to  preventive nature signal incidences and
it can be easily avoided by means adopting preventive
maintenance concept at micro level.

Chart Showing Total Train Lost Punctuality and
Reduction in train Lost Punctuality for the Period
of  April 2014 - November 2014 of  Chennai
Division/Southern railway.

4) SYSTEM ANALYSIS
   Based on the data collected and the problems
addressed by the maintainers the following analysis
is carried out.
a) Most of  the failures in the system are reported

by the operating staff  to the S&T/ control,
when the gears become inoperative. The system

has failed prior to the operation itself. But
no prior on- hand information to signalling
staff.

b) All the stations provided with data logger and
thereby networked with divisional HQ /zonal
HQ and all the logged information is available
but these are not reaching to staffs who are
responsible to take corrective action in time

c) Stations are provided with IPS (Integrated
Power supply). All the parameters are not
monitored at present. No system to capture
all IPS parameters and alert to maintainer on
real time basis to take necessary step to prevent
the incidences of  power supply failures.

d) In the present system, there is no mechanism
to monitor the health of  signalling cable except
carrying out meggering the cable (insulation
test) in periodic manner once in a year. In
between, if  cable is offering low insulation
due to any reason is being resulted in signal
failures which may cause not only   loss of
punctuality of  train but may also lead towards
unsafe side signal incidences. No system to
diagnostic ELD system in real time basis.

e) From the data analyses it is observed that
failures like cause kept under observation, fuse
blown up, voltage fluctuations, charger/
stabilizer failed, cable faults, track circuit leakage
of  current  have a deep meaning and
technicality. As these failures are not created
in one day, the cause requires some time to
build up. And when the threshold if  monitored
at micro level will give pre alarms, which help
in preventive maintenance.

f) No system to diagnostic AFTC system in real
time basis.

g) No system to diagnostic MSDAC system in
real time basis.

h) No system to diagnostic HASSDAC system
in real time basis.
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i) No system to diagnostic TPWS system in
real time basis.

j) No system to diagnostic OFC system in real
time basis.

k) No scope for preventive maintenance as far
as above modern systems concerned.

l) High pressure times in which the maintainer
works which has resulted in many untoward
incidents in past years.

m) Avoidable failures are approximately 40% of
the total failures and 85% of them if monitored
properly can help in reducing the failures.

5) PROPOSED SYSTEM
 It is seen  in the present system of  working  that
though datalogger is recording almost all the events
of  signalling/operational activity but there is no
mechanism available to deliver these information
on real time basis to the maintainers/supervisors
thereby not able to achieve preventive maintenance
of  the gears (attending the signal incidences before
its occurring ).In present practise ,after occurring
of  the signal failures only the entire system starts
functioning  and leaving all possibilities of  punctuality
loss .As we know that every years more and more
numbers of  trains are being introduced in the system,
there is need not only to reduce the signal incidences
but also to prevent the signal incidences before its
occurring which is only possible when one should
have very high reliable assets and also it should
be monitored on real time basis so that failures
can be attended before it took place .Thus there
are following mentioned two options left out with
executive :
1) To provide the assets which have very high

reliability with inbuilt feature of health
monitoring system to cultivate the advantage
of  preventive maintenance .This require a lot
of  financial /Technical add to incorporate the
same.

OR
2) To address and solve the issues of  preventive

maintenance of the present system under the
scope of  this project, the given below
monitoring system at micro level is proposed
in conjunction with the existing system of
data logger.

The option no 2 is viable which can be implemented
as below:

a) For every standalone system one interface will
be introduced between the system and the
existing Data logger system.

b) The existing data logger system/RTU which
is already networked with central control will
be utilised for generation of  reports and alarms.

c) No need to lay any extra cable, the existing
one pair will be sufficient to connect with
the Data logger.

d) All the gears will be interface with data logger
which in turn will be connected with GPRS
modem to generate SMS as soon as alarm
will be getting generated by the system.

e) Information regarding the defect and alerts
will be given to the maintainer/supervisors
/officers in the form of  SMS on real time
basis.

PROPOSED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION IN DETAIL
A) Micro level Monitoring of  IPS.
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IPS are provided at stations for signalling supply
with a battery backup. Hence it is very essential
to monitor the IPS parameters in depth.  With the
above proposed interface between existing IPS and
existing Data logger following monitoring is possible
and on line alarm on real time basis will be given
to signal maintainer/supervisors through SMS on
their mobiles to react promptly to take necessary
action.
 SMR maximum output current limit
 SMR maximum power limit
 SMR High Voltage Shut Down
 SMR Fan Fail
 Un-calibration of SMR
 AC input Under/Over voltage
 Heat sink temperature high
 SMR off  manually
 SMR off  from CSU [control supervisory unit]
 Temperature sensor fail
 Communication Fail between SMR to control

supervisory unit of  FRBC
 System Overload
 AC input voltage out of  boundary
 DC Voltage High
 DC Voltage Low
 DC Bus Short circuit
 Battery discharging current Limit
 Battery discharge Low
 Battery discharge when AC voltage is present
 Battery voltage high/low
 LVDS [Low Voltage Disconnect Switch] Open
The above information like SMR high voltage
shutdown, SMR fan fail,  AC input Under/over
voltage, heat sink temperature high, SMR off,
temperature sensor fail, communication failed, system
overload, DC voltage low are not the failed status
of  the IPS but if  kept continued will result into
a failure of  the power system . But if  the micro

level inputs are given to the maintainer at real time
will help him to go in deep to identify the problems
like spikes, any short in the system, high heat, surge
in the input, more output current , loose connection
etc . Once the problem is known will help in the
prevention and thereby reducing the failures.
B) Micro level Monitoring of   AFTC HUT

AFTCs are provided for continuous track circuiting
in automatic track circuit. With the above proposed
interface between existing AFTC Hut and existing
RTU/ Data logger following micro level monitoring
is possible and on line alarm will be given to signal
maintainer/ supervisors through SMS on their
mobiles to react promptly to take necessary action.
 AC input Under/Over voltage
 DC Voltage Low
 Temperature sensor fail
 Transmitter voltage
 Receiver voltage
 Fan failure.
The above information like AC input low, DC voltage
low ,temperature sensor failed, transmitter level low,
receiver level low, fan failure are not the failed status
of  the AFTC but if  kept continued will result into
a failure of  the AFTC track circuit . If  the inputs
are given to the maintainer at real time will help
him to go in deep to identify the problems like
high heat, leakage of  current, any OHE bond short,
sleeper defective etc. Once the problem is known
will help in the prevention and thereby reducing
the failures.
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C) Micro level Monitoring of  MSDAC

MSDAC are provided for track circuiting in yard.
With the above proposed interface between existing
MSDAC evaluator at station and existing Data logger
following micro level monitoring is possible and
on line alarm will be given to signal maintainer/
supervisors through SMS on their mobiles to react
promptly to take necessary action.
 AC input Under/Over voltage
 DC Voltage Low
 Temperature sensor fail
 Transmitter voltage
 Receiver voltage
 Vital relay voltage
 Fan failure
The above information like AC input low, DC voltage
low ,temperature sensor failed, transmitter level low,
receiver level low, fan failure ,vital relay voltage are
not the failed status of  the MSDAC but if  kept
continued will result into a failure of  the MSDAC
track circuit . If  the inputs are given to the maintainer
at real time will help him to go in deep to identify
the problems like high heat, communication not
proper, track devices require proper installation ,
cable low insulation, earth value not proper , LD
not connected properly, loose connection, etc. Once
the problem is known will help in the prevention
and thereby reducing the failures.

D) Micro level Monitoring of  HASSDAC

HASSDAC are provided for berthing track circuits/
block sections. With the above proposed interface
between existing HASSDAC  and existing RTU/
Data logger following micro level monitoring is
possible and on line alarm will be given to signal
maintainer /supervisors through SMS on their
mobiles to react promptly to take necessary action.
 AC input Under/Over voltage
 DC Voltage Low
 Temperature sensor fail
 Transmitter voltage
 Receiver voltage
 Vital relay output V1
 Vital relay output V2
 Fan failure
The above information like AC input low, DC voltage
low ,temperature sensor failed, transmitter level low,
receiver level low, fan failure ,vital relay voltage are
not the failed status of  the HASSDAC but if  kept
continued will result into a failure of  the HASSDAC
track circuit . But if  the inputs are given to the
maintainer at real time will help him to go in deep
to identify the problems like high heat,
communication not proper, track devices require
proper installation , cable low insulation, earth value
not proper , LD not connected properly , loose
connection etc. Once the problem is known will
help in the prevention and thereby reducing the
failures.
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E) Micro level Monitoring of TPWS

between LEU  and RTU/Data logger following
micro level monitoring is possible and on line alarm
will be given to signal maintainer/ supervisors
through SMS on their mobiles to react promptly
to take necessary action.
 110V AC input Under/Over voltage
 48 V DC Voltage Low
 Healthy status
 ECR status
 Fan failure
    The above information like AC input low, DC
voltage low ,healthy status, ECR(lamp proving relay
indication of signal aspect), fan fail are not the failed
status of  the TPWS but if  kept continued will result
into a failure of  the TPWS track side equipment
. But if  the inputs are given to the maintainer at
real time will help him to go in deep to identify
the problems like high heat, communication not
proper, balise not installed properly, cable low
insulation, earth value not proper, loose connection
etc. Once the problem is known will help in the
prevention and thereby reducing the failures.

F) Micro level Monitoring of  Low Insulation
of  cables
 Whenever cable offers low insulation due to any
reason, the leakage current will increase which will
be detected by ELD . With the above proposed

interface between existing ELD  and  existing Data
logger following monitoring is possible and on line
alarm will be given to signal maintainer/ supervisors
through SMS on their mobiles to react promptly
to take necessary action.
 Current leakage
    The above information like current leakage to
some extent is not a failure , but if  increased above
threshold will result in failure of the cable . But
if  the inputs are given to the maintainer at real
time will help him to go in deep to identify the
problems like cable low insulation, cable puncture
etc. Once the problem is known will help in the
prevention and thereby reducing the failures.

G) Micro level Monitoring of   OFC

OFC system with the SDH muxes are provided
for telecommunication network. . With the above
proposed interface between existing SDH mux  and
existing Data logger following monitoring is possible
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and on line alarm will be given to signal maintainer/
supervisors through SMS on their mobiles to react
promptly to take necessary action.
 48 V DC Voltage Low
 Channel status
 Fan failed
The information like low voltage noise are not the
failed status of  the OFC but if  kept continued will
result into a failure of  the communication link .
But if  the inputs are given to the maintainer at
real time will help him to go in deep to identify
the problems like high heat, battery drain  ,card
not inserted properly, loose connection, earth value
not proper, etc. Once the problem is known will
help in the prevention and thereby reducing the
failures.
6) COST ANALYSES.
The cost analysis is worked out on the basis of
budgetary quotation from the working firm. Cost
of  one IPS interface and major input works out
to  Rs 20,000/- approx  , and minor input interface
works out to  Rs 5000/- approx.  The cost is worked
out for the following system.
a) One automatic double line block section.
b) Two block stations
c) Provided with AFTC ( with 3 huts in the

block section)
d) Provided with TPWS.
e) IPS at one station each.
f) One OFC hut at each station.
g) 8 HASSDAC at each station for berthing track

circuits.
Cost requirement for two stations and one double
line automatic block section (10 kms approx ) works
out as follows:

Slno

1

2.

3

4

5

Type of interface

HASSDAC interface

IPS interface for
stations only

AFTC interface for
track circuits (3 huts)

OFC interface for
stations only

TPWS interface (10
locations) for automatic
section

Total cost

Qty

16

2

3

2

10

Rs
approx

Rate

Rs

5000

20000

20000

5000

5000

Amount

Rs

80000

40000

60000

10000

50000

240000

Hence approx 2.4 lakhs will be required for two
stations and one double line automatic block section
(10 kms approx ) for the proposed above interfaces.

7) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Data loggers have already been provided at all the
stations and  RTU in automatic sections and are
networked . Hence the existing data logger /RTU
hardware & channels for networking will be utilised
for proposed system. Also there is no need to lay
any additional cable. The existing spare cable will
be utilised for the implementation.
Additional hardware & software as the interface
between the system and RTU/Data logger will be
required to be purchased. The interface will take
the data in serial form and transmit the same to
the data logger.
It is proposed to undertake a project covering a
few stations/sections under DRMs power. After
successful completion of the project and monitoring
of  the modern signalling system and after analyzing
the performance and quality of  maintenance of  the
system, further large scale implementation will be
done. For a automatic double line section of  100km
with 11 stations , cost works out will be approx
30 lakhs. The same can be done by proposing in
works programme.
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8) BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM

The proposed system will give the following benefits
a) Reduction of  the loss of  punctuality arising

with early identification & rectification of the
faults

b) Predictive and preventive maintenance of  the
system at micro level.

c) Remote retrieving of  data to better analyses.
d) User programmed event logging.
e) Generation of  reports.
f) Micro level SMS alert to the maintainers.
g) Reduction of  after fire fighting.
h) Reduction in the mental pressure on the

maintainer.
i) Better quality of  maintenance.

9 ). FURTHER SUGGESTIONS:
The main concept of  this project is to find out
solution for preventive maintenance of  signalling
gears. Now it is high time to concentrate more and
more towards reliability of  S& T gears because failures
of  these equipment’s are not only badly affecting
the punctuality of  trains but it may lead for accident
.
Keeping all the above facts, it further suggested
that due to increase trend of  number of  trains,
focus should be given not only to monitor the existing
gears in intelligent ways at micro level (as proposed
system under this projects) but also RDSO
specification should be framed for all the S&T gears
with very high level of  reliability .Following are
proposed to have failure free S&T assets.
1) All the specification should be framed not

only under consideration of  high level of  safety
but also considering high level of  reliability.

2) No S&T assets should be allowed until it should
not have inbuilt features of  monitoring system.

3) All the gears should have sufficient redundancy
with inbuilt features of  alarm generation
capability so that failures of one equipment
will not cause signal incidences till the time
of  restoring the defective one.

4) There should be proper mechanism for
replacement of  S&T assets in periodical manner
before reaching to its codal life.

5) AMC/ARC of  S&T equipment’s should be
catered for its full codal life by the OEM
at the time of installations .

6)  Indian railway should adopt modular type
of  signalling which will not only reduce
maintenance issue but it will give easy and
quick way for its restoration during its failures.

7) The above system can be used for train online
train monitoring system by taking the inputs
from Data logger and interfaces.

CONCLUSION:

Based on the above study, it is concluded that if
the above system is implemented it will ensure:
a. Provision of  Power supply information as well

as alerts to maintenance staff  at micro level
, to reduce MTTR (Mean Time To Restore)
& improve system availability.

b. Provision of  intelligent information of
modern signalling systems which will help
in reducing the failures.By providing historical
and consolidated reports, system performance
can be analyzed, so that corrective action
can be taken to reduce number of  failures
i.e. Improve MTBF ( Mean Time Between
Failure).

c. The micro level information will be made
available in the form of  SMS to the maintainer
directly.

d. Centralized monitoring of the micro level
failures.
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15 AJñV 2014 H$mo 
ñdV§ÌVm {Xdg Ho$ Adga na 
lr_Vr amObú_r a{dHw$_ma, 
_hm{ZXoeH$ P§S>m d§XZ H$aVo hþE 

Smt. Rajalakshmi Ravikumar, DG  
Shri. K.L.Dixit, Dy.DG, 
Faculty Members were present 
during Tree Plantation on 
15-08-2014 

amO^mfm nIdm‹S>m Ho$ Xm¡amZ 
{XZm§H$ 25-09-2014 H$mo 
Am`mo{OV {h§Xr H$mì` JmoîR>r _| 
CnpñWV H${dJU

Jdmj
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amO^mfm nIdm‹S>m Ho$ Xm¡amZ 
Am`mo{OV à{V`mo{JVmAm| Ho$ {dOoVmAm| 
H$mo g_mnZ g_mamoh Ho$ Xm¡amZ 
{XZm§H$ 29-09-2014 H$mo 
_hm{ZXoeH$ lr_Vr amObú_r 
a{dHw$_ma nwañH$ma àXmZ H$aVo hþE &

lr_Vr amObú_r a{dHw$_ma, 
_hm{ZXoeH$ {XZm§H$ 02 
AŠQy>~a 2014 H$mo à{ejw 
A{YH$m[a`m|, g§H$m` gXñ`m| 
Ed§ H$_©Mm[a`m| H$mo ñdÀN>Vm 
enW {XbmVo hþE

{XZm§H$ 02 AŠQy>~a 2014 H$mo 
ñdÀN>Vm A{^`mZ Ho$ A§VJ©V 
H$mbmoZr Ho$ ~ÀMm| Ûmam {ZH$mbr JB© 
g\$mB© OmJê$H$Vm a¡br H$m Ñí`

Gavaksh
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S>m°. Eg. Ho$. {_Ìm, àmo\o$ga, ñdmñÏ` 
à~§YZ {XZm§H$ 02 AŠQy>~a 2014 H$mo 
Jm§Yr O`§Vr Ho$ Adga na 
H$m°bmoZrdm{g`m| H$mo g\$mB© H$m _hËd  
g_PmVo hþE

{XZm§H$ 18-12-2014 H$mo 
Am`mo{OV amO^mfm H$m`m©Ýd`Z 
g{_{V H$s ~¡R>H$ _| CnpñWV 
Cn_hm{ZXoeH$ 
lr Ho$.Eb.Xr{jV, 
_w»` amO^mfm A{YH$mar 
lr e¡boÝÐ O¡ñdmb Ed§ 
g§H$m` gXñ`

ñdÀN> ^maV A{^`mZ Ho$ VhV 
{XZm§H$ 20-11-2014 H$mo 
àmo~oeZar A{YH$mar 
AH$mX_r n[aga _| g\$mB© 
H$aVo hþE

Jdmj
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EZEAmB©Ama _{hbm H$ë`mU 
g§JR>Z Ûmam Am`mo{OV {MÌH$bm 
à{V`mo{JVm _| _eJyb ~ÀMo

Shri Praveen Kumar, 
Former Member 
Mechanical, Rly Board 
giving awards to 
Probationary Ofcers of 
'Group A' Induction 
Programme during 
Valedictory Programme 
on 04-12-2014 

Probationers and
Faculty Members during  
Inauguration Function of 
'Group A' Foundation  
Programme started 
from 22-12-2014 

Gavaksh
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Inner Voice

H$mJµO hr H$mJµO

{dO` Hw$_ma qgh

{dO` Hw$_ma qgh,
àmo\o$ga, dm{UÁ` à~§YZ,

^maVr` aob amï´>r` AH$mX_r, d‹S>moXam

Am°{’$g Ho$ haoH$ H$‘ao Ho$ ~mha H$mJµO, S>ñQ> {~Z ‘|
H$mJ‹O, R>obo Am¡a Q́>¡³Q>a ‘| H$mJO, ha Va’$ H$mJµO
hr H$mJµO, Am{Ia ‘mµOam ³¶m h¡. nyN>Zo na nVm Mbm,
D$na Am°{’$g go ’$a‘mZ Am¶m h¡ - {ZH$mb ’|$H$mo
- H$M‹S>o H$mo, dmo ^r Q>maJoQ> Q>mB©‘ ‘|. Am¡a, Am°{’$g
Ho$ H$M‹S>>o ‘| Am{Ia {‘bo ^r Vmo ³¶m {‘bo, {gdm¶
H$mJµO Ho$ Am¡a Iy~ gmao H$mJO Ho$.

H$mJµO H$mo kmZ H$m dmhH$ ¶m{Z Ho$[a¶a ‘mZm OmVm
h¡. H$mJµO H$m Am{dîH$ma gä¶Vm H$s {dH$mg ¶mÌm H$m
EH$ ~‹S>m ‘rb H$m nËWa gm{~V hþAm, Eogm ‘mZm OmVm
h¡. Bgo EH$ gwg§ñH¥$V g‘mO ì¶dñWm Am¡a kmZ H$m
Yamoha ‘mZm OmVm h¡. gwZr gwZmB© ~mV|, {H$ñgo-H$hm{Z¶m|
Am¡a {ejm d kmZ Ho$ XmñVmZ H$mJO ¶m{Z nwñVH$m|,
J«§Wmo, nÌ-n{ÌH$mAm| Am{X Ho$ ‘mÜ¶‘ go hr nr‹T>r-Xa-
nr‹T>>r àdm{hV hmoVr ahr h¢. d¡go H$mJµO EH$ bmoH${à¶
dñVw ¶m{Z H$‘mo{S>Q>r Ho$ ê$n ‘| ^r H$m’$s ì¶dôV hþAm
h¡, O¡go H$mJµO Ho$ Zmd, H$mJO Ho$ ’y$b, H$mJµO H$s
Q>monr, Kam¢Xo, gOmdQ> Ho$ gm‘mZ, Am{X. h‘mao Xoe Ho$
ha Jbr-Mm¡amho ‘| nmE OmZo dmbo {H$amZm XþH$mZm| Ho$
H$mJµO Ho$ R>m|Jo (nona ~¡½g) Vmo dmH$B© H$m’$s bmoH${à¶
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Wo. h‘mao ~S>o-~wOwJ© S>m±Q>Vo dº$ AŠga H$hm H$aVo
Wo {H$ Agbr n‹T>mB© H$aZo dmbm Vmo dmo hmoVm
h¡ Omo ~mOma go AmZo dmbo R>m|Jo VH$ H$mo n‹T>>
S>mbVm h¡, H$maU R>m|Jo àm¶… nwamZo-aÔr AI~mam|
go ~ZVo Wo. CYa H$mJµO Ho$ ~‹S>>o-~‹S>>o H$mQ>©Z,
S>ã~o, Am{X n¡qH$J H$m¶© Ho$ {bE VWm H§$Q>oZa
Ho$ ê$n ^r Cn¶wº$ gm{~V hþE. H$Mhar Ho$ àm§JU
hmo, ~g AS²>S>m ¶m aobdo ßboQ>’$m°‘©, AI~ma Ho$
Mm¡‹S>>o H$mJO H$mo ’$e© na nyao OVZ go {~N>mH$a,
{’$a Cg na ~¡R>H$a ¶m boQ>H$a B§VOma H$aVo
bmoJm| H$mo {H$gZo Zhr XoIm. ~§Jmb àm§V ‘| Vmo
AI~ma H$mo hr "H$mJµO" Zm‘ go nwH$mam OmVm
h¡. gM‘wM H$mJµO Zhr Vmo Hw$N> ^r Zhr. EH$~maJr
Vmo Eogm bJVm h¡ {H$ àmMrZ H$mb ‘| O~ H$mJµO
H$m Am{dîH$ma Zhr hþAm Wm Vmo bmoJ H¡$go OrVo
hm|Jo.

na§Vw H$mJµO Ho$ ~hþV à¶moJ go qM{VV bmoJm|
Ho$ BÞmodo{Q>d {X‘mJ Zo BgHo$ n¶m©¶ AWdm H$mQ>
Ho$ ê$n ‘| ZmZm àH$ma Ho$ nXmWm] H$mo ~mµOma
‘| IS>m H$a {X¶m. BZ‘| nm°{b{WZ _hmoX`Zo Hw$N>
A{YH$ hr ~mµOr _mar. ZVrµOZ, {OYa XoImo,
CYa nm°{b{WZ H$m Aå~ma, g‹S>H|$$ nQ> JBª, ZXr-
Zmbo Adê$Õ hmo JE. hX Vmo V~ hmo JB© O~
~r‘ma Jm¶-~¡bm| H$s A±V{S>¶m| go a§J-{~a§Jr nm°{b{WZ
H$s JR>[a¶m± ~mha AmZo bJr. J«rZ Ep³Q>{dñQ²>g
VWm AÝ¶ VWmH${WV g§doXZerb bmoJ "YaVr
~MmAmo' Ho$ Zmao H$o gmW nm°{b{WZ H$s {dO¶
¶mÌm Ho$ gm‘Zo hQ>mV Am I‹S>>o hþE. H$mJµO H$m
A{YH$ à¶moJ hmoZm, ¶m{Z H$mJµO {Z‘m©U hoVw

no‹S>>-nm¡Ym| H$m A{YH$m{YH$ H$Q> OmZm, ¶h {Zü¶
hr n¶m©daU-g§H$Q> hr Zht, EH$ Jå^ra E{WH$b
Bí¶y ^r h¡. na ¶h ³¶m ~mV hþB© ^mB© {H$
"H$mJµO N>mo‹S>>mo' Ho$ {bE OrdZ hr nm°{b{WZ‘¶
hmoH$a {dfmº$ hmo OmE. Vmo ³¶m H$moB© Xygam Cnm¶,
¶m {’$a H$moB© Xÿgar OrdZ e¡br Zhr h¡, Omo
Xþ{Z¶m H$mo Á¶mXm gñQ>oZo{~{bQ>r àXmZ H$a gHo$.

¡̃a, A§VV… ¶h ~mV bmoJm| H$mo amg AmZo bJr
{H$ h‘| H$mJµO N>moS>Zm h¡ Am¡a nm°{b{WZ ^r.
¶m{Z, AJa ì¶dhm[aH$ Vm¡a na H$hm OmE Vmo
Amn XmoZm| Ho$ Cn¶moJ Vmo H$s{OE na§Vw gå^b
H$a, gmoM-{dMmaH$a Am¡a H$‘-go-H$‘. hmo gHo$
Vmo nm°{b{WZ H$m ~{hîH$ma hr H$a S>m{bE, H$B©¶m|
Zo Eogm H$hm. d¡go AmOH$mb ñHy$br ~ƒo AnZo
g‘a àmoOo³Q> ‘| H$mJµO Ho$ R>m|Jo ~ZmH$a g‹S>>H$
na AmVo-AmVo bmoJm| H$mo ~m±Q>Vo hþE A³ga {XI
OmVo h¢. Cå‘rX ¶hr {H$ AJa {H$gr Am¡a H$s
Zht Vmo bmoJ em¶X A~ ~ƒm| H$s Vmo Oê$a
gwZ|Jo.

Bgr ~rM H§$ß¶yQ>a VWm gyMZm àmoÚmo{JH$s Ûmam
O{ZV H«$m§{V Zo Vmo JµO~ hr H$a S>mbm. ~S>r-
~S>r bmB©~«o[a¶m± Imbr hmoVr JB© … H$B© {H$Vm~
H$s XþH$mZo ~§X-gr hmo JB©, H$maU bmoJ g^r
Am°Z-bmBZ hmo JE. aobdo Zo ^r bJo hmW B©-
{Q>H$qQ>J H$mo nonabog ~Zm S>mbm - bmoJm| Zo
gamhm. Am¡a Vmo Am¡a, gwXya Jm±d-XohmV VH$ B©-
‘ob go {M{Q>R>`m± nhþ±MZo bJr. Am°{’$g ‘| Vmo
B©-‘ob, Am°Z-bmB©Z d{H©$J Am{X H$s ì¶dñWm
dfm} nhbo hr H$a br JB© Wr.

Inner Voice
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O~ kmZ-{dkmZ, {ejm-Xrjm Zo H$mJµO go ZmVm
Vmo‹S>>Zo H$m ‘Z ~Zm hr {b¶m Vmo kmZ-{dkmZ
VWm gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s go bdaoO Am°{’$g go
H$mJµO Ho$ H$M‹S>>o H$mo ~mha ’|$H$Zm ‘wZm{g~ hr
bJVm h¡. na Cgr H$M‹S>>o ‘| bmoJm| H$mo H$B© H$mJµO
Eogo ^r {‘bo Omo H$moao Wo, Am¡a Cn¶moJ hoVw
XþañV Wo… na§Vw H$hVo h¢ Z {H$ Johÿ± ‘| KwZ
^r {ng OmVm h¡. Vmo ³¶m A~ ‘mZ {b¶m
Om¶ {H$ AJbr ~ma Am°{’$g Ho$ H$Mao ‘| H$mJµO
Zhr {‘boJm ? V^r Cna go H$moB© H$hVo h¢
{H$ OZm~ Amn ^r H$hm± h¢ - "Aao ¶h ‘m°S>b
Vmo {S>ñnmoOb H$m h¡, ³brZ{bZog H$m h¡'. Vmo
³¶m N>… ‘{hZo-gmb ^a ~mX {’$a go BVZm
hr H$mJµO Am¡a {ZH$boJm, Am¡a AmJo ^r {ZH$bVm
hr OmEJm & A~ ~g ^r H$amo ^mB© "H$mJµO
N>mo‹S>>mo, "no‹S>> ~MmAmo', "YaVr ~MmAmo', - ³¶m
¶o g~ Zmao ŷb JE ? kmZ J§Jm O~ AmOH$b
~mXb ¶m{Z "³bmCS>' Ho$ ‘mÜ¶‘ go hr ~hZo

bJr h¡ Vmo {’$a nmZr Ho$ N>tQ>o Am°{’$g Ho$ A§Xa
Am¡a ~mha ³¶m| - H$M‹S>>o ‘| H$mJµO ³¶m| ?
‘Vb~, Omo ‘m°S>b hmoZm Mm{hE, dmo {S>ñnmoOb
H$m Zhr, ~pëH$ ¶wgoO H$m hmoZm Mm{hE. ¶m{Z,
H$mJµO H$m àW‘ ~ma Cn¶moJ hr Ow{S>{e¶g Am¡a
E{WH$b hmo… ’$bñdén Omo ‘m°S>b ~ZoJm, dh
H$m’$s hX VH$ J«rZ ‘m°S>b H$hbm nmEJm.

V^r A§Xa go CZH$s AmdmO AmB© … dh H$hZo
bJr- " hm±... Xygao H$mo ³¶m XoI aho hmo ‘yaI,
AJa Vwåhmao AnZo H$m‘ ‘| H$mJµO H$‘-go-H$‘
IM© hmo Vmo Vwåhmao M¡å~a Ho$ H$M‹S>o ‘| H$mJµO
Ty>±T>o Z {‘b|Jo. ewéAmV IwX go Vmo H$amo'. Aao
hm±, ~mV Vmo {~ëHw$b gmobh AmZo ghr O‘Vr
h¡ {H$ O~ ‘oao hr H$m¶© gånmXZ ‘| H$mJµO Ho$
Cn¶moJ Ý¶yZV‘ hm|Jo, V~ Vmo Am°{’$g H$m ~oMmam
H$M‹S>m H$mJµO Ho$ {~Zm ~o‘m¡V hr ‘mam OmEJm.
¶m{Z, H$M‹S>m AÝXa Zhr Vmo ~mha ^r Zhr.
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Youth Forum

Tiger Tales – Bade miya

The recent horrific incident of an unfortunate young man
being mauled to death by a tiger inside Delhi Zoo reminded
me of  a story narrated to me by my maternal grandmother.
The tiger is revered as “ Bade Mia “ in the jungles of  SundarBans.
His Royal elegance and a odd air of Indifference tends to
deceive you for there is none to match the tiger’s ferocity,
swiftness and cunning.

As it happened, some relations of my grandmother were
landowners in that area. Necessity as well as the spirit of
taking challenges head on has forced man to settle even in
the heart of  Sundarbans. These settlements called Abads would
be built by burning some square miles of forest. A few dare
devils would make their existence here farming, fishing or
collecting honey.

It is in one of these larger Abads  that two of the scions
of  the family decided to visit having nothing better to do
after completion of  their graduation examination. While taking
a stroll around their lands, a single isolated hut caught their
eye. The hut stood on the edge of the riverine system  which
forms the life line of  the Sundarbans. The actual jungles
started further off  at a distance.

Dibbanjan Roy,
Sr.DCM, Ratlam, WR
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“ Oh! That is for beaters who keep away wild boars
from destroying crops “ explained the manager.

A sparkling idea hit one of them “How about
spending a night out here ?”. The manager shook
his head violently “ Bade Mia visits this house regularly
“he said only the other day he attacked a buffalo
that had strayed a bit."

But what could a rustic servant hope to achieve
against two brash babus of Calcutta. What was a
mere tiger against two loaded Winchester rifles.
Besides they were not roaming around.  They wre
there just to spend a night in a fairly big hut with
solid roofs and mud walls more than a feet thick.
So laughing at these odd rustic people our babus
ate their meals, securely locked up the hut. Call
it the local influence or good food, they were soon
snoring away.

It was a forceful thud against the door that jolted
them out of their dreamland. The manager at this
time of  the night ? Never ! They scrambled to a
sort of  mezzanine floor provided in such huts and
nervously opened a small window.

The sight they were to see was to be a part of
their lives. It was silver all around that  the full
moon had painted the waterways and trees. But not
very far on the edge of the water with eyes brighter
than a thousand moons stood the Bade Mia.

It seemed oblivious to their presence . All our heroes
could see was the cat jumping into the canal and
rushing out. This was followed by a peculiar sound
of  brushing.  The periodic splash of  the water was
the only sound that broke the stillness of the night.
Soon it was horror that replaced their curiosity. They
realized that the tiger by jumping into the water

was wetting its thick wet fur coat. Immediately  it
would rush towards the hut and rub its coat vigorously
against the hut. Though strong but surely the mud
walls of  the hut would dissolve and become thinner.
The tiger very well knew this.

Trapped like mouses, all our babus could manage
weak shouts, which did not carry to the other huts
which were quite some distance away. The guns
were forgotten in fear . Morning was still hours away.
Perspiring profusely they remembered THE GODS
probably for the first times in their lives as they sat
shaking in the mezzanine floor. All these while the
tenacious one lessened  his difference. One could
almost feel his urgency increasing  as the night
approached its end.

….Slosh ……..Slosh, the repetitive sound was
almost maddening. Just as dawn was breaking the
king announced that victory was at hand with a
terrible roar. It crashed  against the now thin wall
and slipped one of its massive paws inside. This
was enough to knock our two babus out of their
consciousness.

They woke up after two days of  fever . Providence
had come in form of  the faithful manager, who
fearing the worst had come along armed with drums
and sticks. The tiger by this time had managed to
slip its head inside the wall. The manager  somehow
managed to chase the tiger away. If  he was late,
I am certain

The story would have not come down to me.

As the Sundari trees disappeared into the horizon
it was in obeisance to the “Bade Mia” that our two
babus had bowed their heads.
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gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ `wJ _o§
^maVr` aob Ho$ ~XbVo Am`m_

àdrU na_ma

àdrU na_ma,
d[aîR> àmo\o$ga, `mVm`mV à~§YZ,

^maVr` aob amï´>r` AH$mX_r, d‹S>moXam

{nN>bo Xmo XeH$mo _o gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ joÌ _o H$m\$s VaŠH$s hþB© h¡&
Am¡a `h VaŠH$s H$m\$s VoO J{V go hmo ahr h¡& gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$s
Bg VaŠH$s Zo OrZo H$m A§XmO hr ~Xb S>mbm h¡& AmO Vmo Eogm bJVm
h¡ H$s gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ {~Zm OrZm O¡go Ag§̂ d hr hmo& Mmho _mo~mBb
\$moZ hmo `m Q>obr{dµOZ, `h A~ OrdZ H$m EH$ A{^Þ {hñgm ~Z J`m
h¡& gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Zo nyao {dœ H$mo ~hþV hr N>moQ>m ~Zm {X`m h¡& EH$
Xÿgao Ho$ g§nH©$ Ho$ {bE Xÿ[a`m A~ H$moB© _m`Zo Zht aIVr& nbH$ PnH$Vo
hr Amn {H$gr go ^r ~mV H$a gH$Vo hmo, dmo ^r dr{S>`mo M¡Q> go O¡go
ê$~ê$ ~mV H$a aho hmo ! {g\©$ ~mV H$aZm hr Zht, g§Xoe ôOZm, \$moQ>mo,
{MÌ, {dS>r`mo BË`m{X ~hþV hr AmgmZr go EH$ Xÿgao H$mo ôOm Om gH$Vm
h¡& gm_m{OH$ _r{S>`m go EH$ Xÿgao go dmVm©bmn, A{^àm` Ho$ AmXmZ
àXmZ BË`m{X ~hþV hr gm_mÝ` ~mV hmo JB© h¡, `hm± VH$ H$s N>moQ>o N>moQ>o
Jm±d _o ^r BgH$m à~b à^md {XImB© n‹S>Vm h¡&

O~ gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Zo nyao g_mO H$m ahZ ghZ H$m A§XmO ~Xb {X`m
h¡, Vmo ^bm ^maVr` aob H¡$go nrN>o ah gH$Vr h¡? ~rVo {XZmo _o ^maVr`
aob _o ^r gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ ghmao g^r joÌmo Ho$ Am`m_ _§o ~Xbmd
Am ò h¢, bo{H$Z CZ g^r H$m ã`m¡am 2500 eãX _o XoZm g§̂ d Zht h¡,
AV: _¡ {g\©$ CZ Am`m_mo§ H$s ~mV H$ê$§Jm {OgHo$ ~Xbmd H$mo h_mao Cn^moº$mAm§o
H$mo ^r Nw>Am h¡& Vmo AmB ò XoIVo h¢ {H$ gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Bg ẁJ
_o ^maVr` aob Ho$ Am`m_ H¡$go Am¡a {H$VZo ~Xbo h¢ &

^maVr` aob na gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$s ewéAmV: gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$
{bE g§JUH$ (H§$ß`yQ>a) EH$ A{^Þ A§J h¡ Am¡a g§JUH$ Ho$ Cn`moJ
_o ^maVr` aob AJ«ga ahr h¡, H$hVo h¡ ^m. ao. na g§JUH$ H$m Cn`moJ
1960 Ho$ XeH$ _o ewê$ hmo J`m Wm& {H$ÝVw ^m.ao. na g§JUH$ Ho$ gmW
gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m à`moJ ghr _m`Zo _o 1980 Ho$ XeH$ go ewê$
hþAm O~ aob _§Ìmb` Zo Bg hoVw aobdo gyMZm àUmbr H|$Ð ({H«$g)
Zm_H$ g§ñWm H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m&

Vividha
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aobdo gyMZm àUmbr H|$Ð ({H«$g) H$m JR>Z: aobdo _o gyMZm
àm¡Úmo{JH$s AZwà`moJm| Ho$ {dH$mg Am¡a à~§YZ H$m ©̀Ho$ {bE OwbmB©
1986 _o aob _§Ìmb` Zo {H«$g H$s ñWmnZm H$s& V~ go boH$a
AmO VH$ {H«$g Zo ^m.ao. Ho$ {d{^Þ H$m ©̀joÌmo§ Ho$ {bE  44
gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s AZwà`moJm| H$m  {dH$mg {H$`m h¡ {Og_o§ go
µÁ`mXmVa nyU©V`m H$m`© H$a aho h¢, Hw$N> àm`mo{JH$ Vm¡a na
H$m`© H$a aho h¡ Am¡a Hw$N> _o A^r H$m`© hmo ahm h¡&  {Og_o
go Hw$N> à_wI gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s AZwà`moJm| H$m _¡ {OH«$ H$aZm
Mmhÿ±Jm {OgZo ^maVr` aob Ho$ à_wI H$m ©̀joÌm| Ho$ Am`m_ _o
~Xbmd {H$`m h¡&

gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s go `mÌr ì`dgm` Ho$ ~Xbo Am`m_:

`mÌr AmajU àUmbr : `mÌr ì`dgm` _o gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s
Ho$ Cn`moJ go gd© àW_ ~Xbmd ewê$ hþAm `mÌr AmajU
àUmbr go 1985 go nhbo ^m.ao. na `mÌr AmajU H$admZm
H$m\$s H${R>Z H$m_ Wm, {Og ñQ>oeZ go AmajU Mm{hE dhm±
go hr dh hmo gH$Vm Wm Am¡a Cg_o ^r nmaX{e©Vm H$m A^md
Wm, {H$ÝVw  1985 _o ewê$ H$s JB© H$åß ỳQ>arH¥$V `mÌr AmajU
àUmbr Zo AmajU Ho$ H$m_ H$m nyam Am`m_ hr ~Xb {X`m&
ewéAmV _o Bg àUmbr _o nm±M AbJ AbJ H|$Ð ~ZmE JE
Wo Ohm§ go g§~pÝYV H|$Ð Ho$ joÌ H$s Jm{‹S>`mo§ H$m AmajU
hmoVm Wm, {H$ÝVw 1990 H$moÝgoQ>© (CONCERT) gm°âQ>doAa
Ûmam O~ BZ nm±M Ho$ÝÐmo H$mo Amng _o Omo‹S>m J`m V~ Bg
àUmbr H$m ghr \$m`Xm `m{Ì`mo§ H$mo {_bZo bJm& A~ {H$gr
^r Jm‹S>r H$m AmajU H$hr§ go ^r hmoZo bJm&

B§Q>aZoQ> {Q>H$Q> : H$åß`yQ>arH¥$V AmajU àUmbr go `m{Ì`m§o
H$mo AmajU _o H$m\$s gw{dYm hþB©, {H$ÝVw gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s
H$s {dœ _o Am¡a Img H$a Xoe _o hmo ahr VaŠH$s H$mo ^m.ao.
Ho$ `m{Ì`mo H$mo bm^ nhþ§MmZo hoVw ^m.ao. Zo B§Q>aZoQ> {Q>H$Q> H$s
ewéAmV 3-8-2002 go H$s, {Og_o `mÌr H$mo AnZr {Q>H$Q>
~wH$ H$amZo hoVw aob H$s AmajU Am°{\$g _o OmZo H$s Oê$aV
Zht ahr, A~ AnZo Ka go hr g§JUH$ Am¡a B§Q>aZoQ> Ho$ O[a ò
AnZo {Q>H$Q> ~wH$ H$amZo H$s gw{dYm {_b JB©&

B© {Q>H$Q> : B§Q>aZoQ> {Q>H$Q> àUmbr _o `h Agw{dYm Wr H$s
~wH$ H$aZo Ho$ ~mX {Q>H$Q> Xmo `m VrZ {XZ Ho$ ~mX S>mH$ go
`mÌr Ho$ nmg nhþ±MVr Wr& Am¡a `h gw{dYm {g\©$ Hw$N> ehamo
_o ahZodmbo `m{Ì`mo H$mo hr CnbãY Wr& Bg Agw{dYm H$mo
Xÿa H$aZo hoVw ^m.ao. Zo 2005 _o B© {Q>H$Q> H$s gw{dYm ewê$
H$s Am¡a `mÌr H$mo `h gw{dYm àXmZ H$a Xr H$s dmo AnZr

{Q>H$Q> IwX hr {à§Q> H$a bo, AV: dmo H$^r ^r AnZr {Q>H$Q>
AnZr gw{dYm AZwgma ~wH$ H$aHo$ BgH$m {à§Q> bo gH$Vm h¡&
Bg gw{dYm Ho$ gmW ^m. ao. H$s `mÌr AmajU godm A§Vam©ï´>r`
H$jm H$s hmo JB©, A~ g§gma H$s  {H$gr ^r OJh go ^m.ao.
H$s Jm{‹S>`mo H$m ~w{H§$J Am¡a AmajU g§^d hmo J`m& `h gw{dYm
B§{S>`Z aobdo H¡$Q>[a§J EÊS> Qy>[aµO_ H$m°nmo©aoeZ H$s do~ gmBQ>
www.irctc.co.in go bmoJmo H$mo CnbãY H$amB© JB© h¡ Am¡a
`h godm BVZr bmoH${à` hmo JB© h¡ H$s Bg do~ gmBQ> go
amoOmZm Am¡gV 3 bmI {Q>H$Q> ~wH$ {H$E OmVo h¢ Omo H$s
^m. ao. na Hw$b Ama{jV {Q>H$Q>m| H$m H$ar~ 50% h¡& Am¡a
`h à{VeV ~‹T>Vo hþE ~hþV OëX 70% hmoZo H$s Cå_rX
h¡& `h do~ gmBQ> n¡Z E{e`m H$s g~ go ~‹S>r B© H$m°_g©
do~ gmBQ> ~Z JB© h¡&

_mo~mBb {Q>H$Q> ~w{H§$J: Cnamoº$ XmoZmo {Q>H$Q> _o `mÌr H$mo
{Q>H$Q> ~wH$ H$aZo H$s gw{dYm Vmo {_b JB© bo{H$Z BgHo$ {bE
`mÌr Ho$ nmg H§$ß ỳQ>a, B§Q>aZoQ> godm Am¡a {à§Q>a hmoZm Oê$ar
Wm AV: Eogo `mÌr {OZHo$ nmg `h gw{dYm Z hmo BZHo$ {bE
^m. ao. Zo _mo~mBb {Q>H$Q> ~w{H§$J godm H$m Ama§̂  2010 _o
{H$`m {Og_o A~ `mÌr {g\©$ AnZo _mo~mBb go {Q>H$Q> ~wH$
H$adm gH$Vm h¡&

AZma{jV {Q>H$Q> àUmbr: ^m.ao. Ho$ Hw$b `m{Ì`mo _o AZma{jV
`m{Ì`mo H$s g§»`m H$ar~ 94% h¡, _Vb~ ^m.ao. Ho$ µÁ`mXmVa
`mÌr AZma{jV dJ© Ho$ h¢, Vmo Cgo gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s go H¡$go
ANy>Vm aI gH$Vo h¢, AV: BgHo$ {bE ^r AZma{jV {Q>H$Q>
àUmbr Ho$ O[a ò `mÌm {Q>H$Q> ~wH$ H$aZo H$s gw{dYm µÁ`mXmVa
ñQ>oeZmo na bmJy H$s JB© h¡&

ñdMm{bV {Q>H$Q> d|{S§>J _erZ: _w§~B© O¡go ~‹S>o ehamo§ _o Ohm§
bmImo `mÌr aob H$m Cn`moJ H$a aho hmo dhm± g^r `mÌr`mo§
H$mo {Q>H$Q> {dVaU ~hþV hr H${R>Z H$m ©̀ h¡, Cgo AmgmZ ~ZmZo
hoVw ^m.ao. Zo ñdMm{bV {Q>H$Q> d|{S§>J _erZo bJmB© h¢, {Oggo
`mÌr AnZo Amn hr _erZ go `mÌm {Q>H$Q> IarX gH$Vm
h¡, Bg Vah H$s gw{dYm {g\©$ {dH${gV Xoemo§ _o hr Wr, Omo
^m.ao Zo ^r AnZo `m{Ì`mo H$mo àXmZ H$a Xr h¡&

Mb {Q>H$Q> narjH$m| (Q>r Q>r B©) Ho$ {bE h¢S> hoëS> Q>{_©Zb:
`mÌr Jm{‹S>`mo _o Mb {Q>H$Q> narjH$ Jm‹S>r MoH$ H$aZo Ho$ ~mX
AJa Hw$N> grQ> Imbr hmo§ Vmo CgH$s OmZH$mar AmJo Ho$ ñQ>oeZmo
na ôO Zht gH$Vo Wo, A~ dmo Q´>oZ Mo{H§$J H$s gyMZm AnZo
nmg aIo h¢S> hoëS> Q>{_©Zb Ho$ O[a ò {gñQ>_ _o \$sS> H$a
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gH$Vo h¢& {Og go Imbr ~W© H$m Cn`moJ AmZo dmbo ñQ>oeZmo§
go ~wH$ H$aHo$ hmo gH$Vm h¡& Bg àUmbr H$m Cn`moJ àm`mo{JH$
Vm¡a na 11 Omo‹S> Q´>oZm| _o ewê$ H$a {X`m J`m h¡&

do~ gmBQ> go Amdí`H$ OmZH$mar: ^m.ao. H$s do~ gmBQ>
www.indianrail.gov.in Ho$ O[a ò `mÌr H$mo `mÌr Jm{‹S>`mo§ go
g§~pÝYV g^r OmZH$mar O¡go, {H$gr EH$ ñQ>oeZ go Xÿgao ñQ>oeZ
Ho$ {bE Jm{‹S>`mo§ H$s CnbãYVm, Jm{‹S>`mo§ _o AmajU H$s CnbãYVm,
{Q>H$Q> Ho$ {H$amE H$s OmZH$m`m§, AmajU Ed§ YZdmngr g§~pÝYV
{Z`_ H$s OmZH$mar, nr EZ Ama H$s pñW{V BË`m{X  AZoH$
OmZH$mar CnbãY H$amB© OmVr h¢& BgHo$ Abmdm H$m¡Z gr Jm‹S>r
ghr dº$ na Mb ahr h¡ `m boQ> Mb ahr h¡ `h OmZH$mar
hoVw AÝ` EH$ do~ gmBQ> www.enquiry.indianrail.gov.in
H$s gw{dYm ^r CnbãY h¡&

H$m°b g|Q>a H$s gw{dYm: aobdo Zo AnZo J«mhH$mo H$mo aob g§~pÝYV
H$moB© ^r OmZH$mar XoZo hoVw df© 2007 go H$m°b g|Q>a ewê$
H$a {X`m h¡& 139 Z§~a na H$m°b H$aHo$ Jm{‹S>`mo§ Ho$ Amdm-
J_Z, AmajU H$s CnbãYVm, {Q>H$Q> {H$amE H$s OmZH$mar
`m AÝ` H$moB© ^r OmZH$mar àmá H$aZo H$s gw{dYm CnbãY
H$amB© h¡&

Eg E_ Eg Ho$ O[a ò AmajU pñW{V H$s OmZH$mar : ^m.ao.
na A{J«_ ~w{H§$J H$s gw{dYm h¡ {Og_o H$B© ~ma {Q>H$Q> àVrjm
gyMr _o hmoVr h¡, Am¡a {Q>H$Q> H$s dV©_mZ pñW{V OmZZo hoVw
`mÌr H$mo IwX nVm bJmZm n‹S>Vm Wm, {H$ÝVw gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s
H$m ghmam boVo hþ`o ^m.ao. Zo A~ AnZo `mÌr H$mo AmajU
H$s pñW{V Ho$ ~mao _o§ Eg E_ Eg Ho$ O[a`o OmZH$mar XoZo
H$s gw{dYm àXmZ H$s h¡, AV: O¡go hr {Q>H$Q> H$s pñW{V
_o ~Xbmd hmoJm `mÌr H$mo Eg E_ Eg Ho$ O[a`o {ZewëH$
gyMZm ^oO Xr OmVr h¡&

`mÌr {S>ã~mo§ _o _mo~mBb Mm{O©§J: AmO Ho$ ẁJ _o _mo~mBb EH$
Am_ ~mV hmo JB© h¡, VH$ar~Z g^r `m{Ì`m| Ho$ nmg _mo~mBb
\$moZ hmoVm h¡& AV: b§~r Xÿar H$s `mÌm H$aZo dmbo `m{Ì`m§o
H$mo _mo~mBb Am¡a b¡nQ>mn H$s ~¡Q>ar H$mo MmO© H$aZo hoVw `mÌr
{S>ã~mo§ _o _mo~mBb Mm{O©§J H$s gw{dYm àXmZ H$s J`r h¡&

aobdo ñQ>oeZmo§ _o dmB© \$mB© gw{dYm: B§Q>aZoQ> AmO Ho$ O_mZo
_o EH$ A{V Amdí`H$ MrO ~Z J`m h¡, Z {g\©$ H§$ß`yQ>a
~pëH$ _mo~mBb go ^r B§Q>aZoQ> Ho$ O[a`o bmoJ AnZm H$m_
H$a gHo$§ Bg hoVw `h godm ZB© {X„r, Ah_Xm~mX O¡go Hw$N>

ñQ>oeZmo na ewê$ H$a Xr h¡ Am¡a AÝ` ñQ>oeZmo na dmB© µ\$mB©
gw{dYm àXmZ H$s Om ahr h¡&

gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Cn`moJ go _mb^m‹S>m ì`dgm` _o ~Xbo
Am`m_ :

_mb n[aMmbZ gyMZm àUmbr (Eµ\$AmoAmB©Eg/\$mo`g):
_mb^m‹S>m ì`dgm` Omo H$s ^m.ao. H$s Am` H$m à_wI òmoV
h¡, CgHo$ n[aMmbZ Ho$ Am`moOZ Ed§ _m°{ZQ>[a§J _o H$m\$s {X¸$V
Wr& gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ ghmao Cgo gwMmé ~ZmZo hoVw  80
Ho$ XeH$ Ho$ _Ü` _o {H«$g Ûmam ̀ h àW_ _hËdmH$m§jr n[a`moOZm
ewê$ H$s JB© Wr {Og_o gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s AZwà`moJ Ho$ O[a ò
_mb n[aMmbZ H$mo Á`mXm H$m`©j_ ~ZmZm Wm& `h gyMZm
àm¡Úmo{JH$s gm°âQ>doAa Eµ\$ Amo AmB© Eg df© 2000 _o CÎma
aobdo _o ewê$ {H$`m J`m Wm Am¡a df© 2007 VH$ nyao ^maVr`
aob na bmJy H$a {X`m J`m h¡& Bg go nyao _mb^m‹S>m n[aMmbZ
H$m à~§Y, {S>ã~m|, B§OZm|, H«y$ Am¡a nW O¡go g§gmYZm| H$m
Bï>V_ Cn`moJ H$aZm AmgmZ hmo J`m& Bg go A~ H$m¡Z gr
_mbJm‹S>r H$hm± Mb ahr h¡, J§Vì` ñWmZ na H$~ nhþ§MoJr
`h XoIZm ^r _w_{H$Z hmo J`m& Bg àUmbr go _mZmo _mb^m‹S>m
n[aMmbZ ì`dñWm H$m nyam Am`m_ hr ~Xb J`m&

B© ^wJVmZ: \$moBg Ho$ Q>r E_ Eg _m°S>çyb _o  _mb^m‹S>m
Ho$ dm{UpÁ`H$ H$m ©̀ ^r em{_b H$a {bE JE h¢, AV: A~
aob agrX ^r gm°âQ>doa Ho$ O[a ò hr ~ZZo bJr Vm{H$ Cg_o
JbVr H$s H$moB© Jw§OmBe Z aho& g~ go ~‹S>m \$m`Xm {_bm
B©- ŵJVmZ gw{dYm go& ZH$X `m {S>_m§S> S´>mâQ> Ho$ ~Xbo A~
B©- ŵJVmZ go ZH$X h¢{S>{b§J H$_ hþAm Am¡a ^m.ao. H$mo B©-
^wJVmZ go Vwa§V ZH$X àmá hmoZo bJm& A^r H$ar~ 70%
_mb^m‹S>m B© ^wJVmZ go àmá hmo ahm h¡ &

Q´>o{H§$J gw{dYm : \$moBg H$m EH$ ~‹S>m \$m`Xm h_mao _mb^m‹S>m
J«mhH$ H$mo ^r hþAm Š`m|{H$ A~ dmo AnZo _mb H$m Q´>o{H§$J
H$a nVm bJm gH$Vo h¡ H$s CZH$s _mbJm‹S>r H$hm± VH$ nhþ§Mr
h¡ Am¡a H$~ VH$ J§Vì` ñWmZ na nhþ§MoJr, `h OmZZo hoVw
www.fois.indianrail.gov.in gmBQ> na OmH$a, Eµ\$ EZ Ama
Ho$ O[a`o J«mhH$ AnZr Jm‹S>r H$mo Q´>oH$ H$a gH$Vm h¡&

B© Q>r-Ama Ama (B©boŠQ´>mo{ZH$ g§MaU- aob agrX): aob
agrX Omo H$s CXJ_  ñQ>oeZ  go Omar H$s OmVr h¡ Cgo
J§Vì` ñQ>oeZ na S>mH$ `m Hy$[a`a Ho$ O[a`o nhþ§MmB© OmVr
h¡, J§Vì` ñWmZ na gwnwX©Jr ({S>{bdar) boZo hoVw Cgo àñVwV
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H$aZm Amdí`H$ h¡, bo{H$Z H$B© ~ma aob agrX Ho$ nhþ±MZo
go nhbo _mbJm‹S>r Ho$ nhþ±M OmZo go gwnX©Jr boZo _o H$B© ~ma
{X¸$V hmoVr Wr, AV: A^r A^r aobdo Zo B© Q>r - Ama
Ama (aob agrX Ho$ B©boŠQ´>m°{ZH$ g§MaU) H$mo _mÝ`Vm Xr h¡
{Og go A~ Eµ\$ Amo AmB© Eg Ho$ O[a ò aob agrX H$mo B©boŠQ́>m°{ZH$
g§MaU H$a gwnwX©Jr boZm g§^d hmo J`m h¡&

Xmdmo§ Ho$ {ZnQ>mam| Ho$ {bE Am°Z bmBZ gw{dYm: aob H$s nmg©b
`m _mb^m‹S>m godm Ho$ Xmdmo Ho$ {bE nhbo H$m\$s H$mJOr H$madmB©
H$aZr n‹S>Vr Wr bo{H$Z A~ Cn^moº$m www.claims.
indianrail.gov.in na OmH$a Zm {g\©$ AnZm Xmdm Am°Z bmBZ
XO© H$a gH$Vm h¡, ~pëH$ CgH$s à{H«$`m na {ZJamZr aI
H$a CgH$s dV©_mZ pñW{V H$m ^r nVm bJm gH$Vm h¡, Bg
go aobdo _o Xmdmo§ Ho$ {ZnQ>mam| _o H$m\$s nmaX{e©Vm Am`r h¡,
Am¡a Xmdmo H$s g§»`m Am¡a ŵJVmZ H$s OmZo dmbr aH$_ ^r
H$_ hþB© h¡&

{Z §̀ÌU H$m`m©b` AZwà`moJ (gr Amo E ): Jm{‹S>`mo§ Ho$ {Z §̀ÌU
hoVw ^m. ao. Ho$ g^r 69 _§S>bmo _o {Z §̀ÌU H$m`m©b`mo§ _o `h
AZwà`moJ Aºy$~a 2009 go ewê$ H$a {X`m J`m h¡, BgHo$
à`moJ go Jm{‹S>`mo Ho$ MbZo H$s pñW{V H$m gQ>rH$ nVm bJm`m
Om gH$Vm h¡& _mb n[aMmbZ gyMZm àUmbr (\$m°̀ g) Am¡a
Jm‹S>r nyN>VmN> àUmbr (EZQ>rB©Eg) Ho$ gmW grAmoE Ho$ g_Ýd`
go Jm‹S>r`mo § Ho$ MbZo H$s pñW{V H$s ZdrZV_ gyMZm
{_bVr h¡ &

gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Cn`moJ go nmg©b ì`dgm` _o ~Xbo
Am`m_ :

nmg©b à~§YZ àUmbr: ^m.ao. na nmg©b ì`dgm` Ho$ ~ohVa
à~§YZ hoVw Bg_o ^r gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Cn`moJ go nmg©b
à~§YZ àUmbr AZwà`moJ ~Zm`m J`m h¡, àm`mo{JH$ Vm¡a na
Cgo ZB© {X„r ñQ>oeZ na ewê$ H$a {X`m J`m h¡, BgHo$ Cn`moJ
go nmg©b ì`dgm` _o nmaX{e©Vm Am¡a H$m ©̀XjVm ~‹T>oJr& BgHo$
O[a ò J«mhH$ AnZo gm_mZ H$m ghr g_` Q´>o{H§$J H$a gH$Vm
h¡ {Og go Cn^moº$m H$mo ^r \$m`Xm hmoJm Am¡a nmg©b Ho$
g§~pÝYV Xmdmo H$s g§»`m ^r H$_ hmoJr&

gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Cn`moJ go gm_J«r à~§YZ _o ~Xbo
Am`m_ :

B©-àmnU  àUmbr (B©nrEg): gm_J«r à~§YZ ^maVr` aob
H$m _hËdnyU© H$m ©̀joÌ h¡, Bg_o gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Cn`moJ

go g^r joÌr` aob Ed§ ^m.ao. Ho$ CËnmX `y{ZQ> Am¡a AÝ`
ỳ{ZQ>m| na na B©-Q>|S>atJ àUmbr ewê$ H$a Xr J`r h¡ Am¡a

A~ VH$ B© àmnU àUmbr Ho$ O[a ò  6.11 bmI go A{YH$
{Z{dXmE àH$m{eV H$s JB© h¢& B©-Zrbm_r àUmbr go A~VH$
é. 4957.58 H$amo‹‹S> go A{YH$ gm_J«r H$s Zrbm_r H$s JB©
h¡& Bg àUmbr go ^m. ao. na Q>|S>atJ Am¡a Zrbm_r H$s à{H«$`m
_o H$m\$s nmaX{e©Vm Am¡a à{VñnYm© ~‹T>r h¡&

Cng§hma : ^m.ao. Ho$ Cnamoº$ H$m ©̀joÌm| Ho$ Abmdm AÝ` g^r
{d^mJ Ed§ H$m ©̀joÌmo _o ^r gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ Cn`moJ go
H$m\$s ~Xbmd Am`m h¡&  aob H$s n[ag§n{Îm O¡go B§OZ, {S>ã~o,
d¡JZ, H$ma˜mZm, nQ>ar, g§Ho$V BË`m{X g^r Ho$ aIaImd
Ed§ AmYw{ZH$aU hoVw {d{^Þ gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s AZwà`moJmo§ H$m
Cn`moJ hmo ahm h¡&  _mZd g§gmYZ à~§YZ _o àmB_ Am¡a
Am\«o$g O¡go gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s AZwà`moJ H$m Cn`moJ hmo ahm
h¡& MmbH$ Xb Ho$ ~ohVa à~§YZ hoVw H«y$ à~§YZ àUmbr, {Og
Ho$ Cn`moJ go MmbH$ Xb H$mo A~ _mo~mBb \$moZ na Eg
E_ Eg go Jm‹S>r H$m H$m°b {X`m OmVm h¡, Bg go H$m°b~m°̀
H$s ~MV hmoJr&  H$m`m©b`mo§ _o Amngr g§àofU _o gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s
H$m Cn`moJ H$a nonabog H$m`m©b` H$s g§H$ënZm H$mo H$m\$s
~‹T>mdm {X`m OmVm h¡& ê$~ê$ ~¡R>H$ ~wbmZo Ho$ ~Xbo dr{S>`mo
H$m°Ý\«|${g§J H$m Cn`moJ {H$`m Om ahm h¡& h_mar XþK©Q>Zm amhV
Jm{‹S>`mo _o ^r gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$ CnH$aU bJmE JE h¡
{Oggo XþK©Q>Zm ñWb go XþK©Q>Zm H$m nyam ã`m¡am {X`m Om
gHo$&

^maVr` aob Ho$ g^r à_wI H$m`©joÌm| _o gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s
AZwà`moJm§o Ho$ O[a ò ^maVr` aob H$m\$s ~Xb MwH$s h¡, Am¡a
`h `mÌm A^r ^r Omar h¡, AmZo dmbo {XZm| _o Am¡a ^r
Am`m_ ~XbVo ah|Jo, O¡go `mÌr Jm{‹S>`mo _o dmB©-µ\$mB© H$s
gw{dYm XoZo H$m àñVmd h¡ Am¡a g~ go _hËdmH$m§jr ~wboQ>
Q´>oZ ^r àñVm{dV h¡, h_mao dV©_mZ aob _§Ìr Ho$ J{Verb
ZoV¥Ëd _o AmZodmbo g_` _o ^maVr` aob Ho$ H$B© Am¡a Am`m_m|
_o§ ^r Am_yb ~Xbmd H$s nyar g§̂ mdZmE h¢& _wPo nyar Cå_rX
h¡ H$s AmZodmbo g_` ^r ^maVr` aob gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s Ho$
ghmao AZoH$ D$§MmB`m| H$mo Ny>EJr Am¡a gd©loð> aob àUmbr
~ZH$a C^aoJr &
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Vividha

An ode to the
Station Code

The muse strikes in the most unusual of  situations. Every
Sunday Mr K.S. Rama Charyulu chaperones his 16 year
old daughter for her science practicals. Almost 3 to 4
hours away from home with free time to use any which
way he wants. There is a library near his daughter’s coaching
institute with internet access, definitely the best way to
pass time.

But then, Mr Rama Charyulu is also a railwayman. He
utilised this internet facility to wade through the names
and the station codes of the over 4000 stations on Indian
Railways. Lists were made and sorted out in some
interesting groups, albeit with a little guidance from yours
truly. The results of  his painstaking efforts are very
interesting. Our station codes are not merely alphabets
jumbled together. They say something not only about
the Indian Railways, but also our polity and education
with a dash of  Hindi syllables thrown in. Welcome to
the journey ……………………

Union of India: consists of 28 states and 7 union territories,
each of whom have been given a unique code under
ISO 3166-2, part of the ISO 3166 standard published
by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), which defines codes for the names of provinces
or states of all countries coded in ISO 3166-1. Our station
codes, however, match for 13 states and one Union

K.S Rama Charyulu

A compliation by K. S. Rama Charyulu
with text by Manoj Pande, Personnel

Department, South Eastern Railway.
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Territory only as Table 1 below will show. Yet
there is a POK (Pokharan in Jodhpur Division
of NWR!

TABLE 1 : States and Union Territories
RTA/ State Code Station Code Station Name Division Railway

Andhra Pradesh AP ASHOKAPURAM MYSORE SWR

Assam AS ARJANSAR BIKANER NWR

Bihar BH BHARUCH JN VADODARA WR

Chattisgarh CG CANNING SEALDAH ER

Delhi DL DALADI RAJKOT WR

Himachal Pradesh HP HARIPUR AJMER NWR

Jammu & Kashmir JK JAKOLARI FIROZPUR NR

Maharashtra MH MARAHRA BOMBAY CR

Madhya Pradesh MP MELAPPALAIYAM TRIVANDRUM SR

Rajasthan RJ RAWAT GANJ LUCKNOW NER

Tamil Nadu TN TUTICORIN MADURAI SR

Uttaranchal UA UPLETA BHAVNAGAR WR

West Bengal WB WADIBANDAR BOMBAY VT CR

Pondicherry PY PERUNDURAI PALAKKAD SR

Political System and Parties : UPA is right
there in Uttarpara station on ER, while there
is no NDA!  On the other hand there is BJP
(Bijapur on Hubli division), BSP (Bilaspur in the
eponymous division), and CPM (Cholapuram in
Madurai). Other parties which our stations
represent are TMC (Talamanchi in Vijaywada),
TDP (Todarpur in Moradabad), BJD (Barejadi
in Vadodara), DMK (Dilmili in Waltair) and SAD
(Sonada in Katihar). Except BJP all other stations
are in states where these regional parties are non
existent. For instance how can one even conceive
of  a Telugu Desam (TDP) in Moradabad!

Elected Representatives: Being a democracy,
our elected representatives come first. IR too
has an MP, MLA and a MLC. Melappalaiyam
in Trivandrum division has the code MP while
MLC is Malkisar on Bikaner division. MLA,
though, was closed in 1992. It was Malpura station
in JP division on the JP-SWM MG line.

As far as the top government functionaries are

concerned, there is the PM – Palam station (very
close to the seat of power in Delhi division),
the PMO at Pandoli station in Ajmer division
and the CAG ( Chhabra Gugor station in Kota
division of WCR.

Railway Board: is the apex management of the
Indian Railways. Our stations carry abbreviations
of the Minister of Railways and all members,
except Chairman and the Financial Commissioner.
There is a MR, MSR, MS, MM, MT, ME and
ML but no CRB or FC! Maybe it is so because
once upon a time, CRB was one of the Members
and the FC came from outside the railway cadre!

MR is the code of Martur (Solapur Divn ) while
MSR is Masur (Pune Divn), MS is the code of
Chennai Egmore (S Rly), MM is the code of
Bombay Mahim (Mumbai Divn C.Rly), MT is
the code of Matera (Lucknow Divn N Rly), ME
is the code of Masaipet (Hyderabad Divn SC
Rly). There is a DG too- Dindigul station in
Madurai division.

Zonal railways : Unfortunately only 7 zones exist!
These are NR (Niphad in Bhusaval), SR (Sabli
Road in Rajkot), SER (Samayanallur in Madurai),
WR (Wardha in Nagpur), SWR (Sonua in
Chakradharpur) and NCR (Nagore in
Tiruchirapalli).

Production units are only three. We have DLW,
CLW and DMW. These stations are DLW (Dilwa
in Dhanbad), CLW (Chilwariya in Lucknow- NER)
and DMW (Dalmau in Lucknow- NR).

Management of  Zones and PUs: GM, AGM,
and some HODs are represented as the Table
2 below will show. There is IGP but no CSC
(pre RPF days!)- When IPS officers headed at
the zonal railways. And no PCE. Only a CE-
maybe from the slimmer olden days of the
department when P had not been added to the
CE! And as for me – no CPO either.
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TABLE 2 : Zonal Railway Management
Abbreviation Station Code Station Name Division Railway
General Manager GM GARMADI AHMADABAD WR
Addl. General AGM AGARAM TIRUCHCHIRAPALI SR
Manager SIBBANDI
Chief Admn Officer CAO CHAURADANO SAMASTIPUR ECR
Sr.Dy.Genl Manager SDGM SARARGRAM AHMADABAD WR
Financial Adviser FA FALNA AJMER NWR
Medical Director MD MADAR AJMER NWR
Chief Health CHD CHANDIA BILASPUR SECR
Director ROAD
Chief Engineer CE CHHARODI AHMADABAD WR
Chief Bridge Engr CBE COIMBATORE JN PALAKKAD SR
Chief General Engr CGE CHARGHAT NAGPUR SECR

PIPARI
Inspector General IGP IGATPURI BOMBAY VT CR
Mukhya Rajbhasha MRA MORENA JHANSI NCR
Adhikari

Designations of  the other staff  and officers
lower down in the hierarchy are quite a few as
Table 3 below will show. Yet the list is by no
means complete. There could be other designations
that Mr Rama Charyulu might have missed. And
if  officers find place, can the Bungalow Peon
not be there? Yes. It is very much there, at the
bottom of the list.

TABLE 3: Designations on the Railways

Asst Nursing ANO ANJANI RATNAGIRI KONKAN
Officer

Asst. Health AHO ADARSH AJMER NWR
Officer NAGAR

Private P S PA R A S BHUSAVAL C R
Secretary

Station S M R SAMDHARI JODHPUR NWR
Manager JN

Station S S SHIRSOLI BHUSAVAL C R
Supdt

Station S M SAMSI KATIHAR N F R
Master

Asst .Stn A S M ASARMA VADODARA W R
Master

Yard Y P ERRUPALEM SECUNDERA S C R
Porter BAD

Enquiry cum E R S ERANAKULAM TRIVANDRUM S R
Res.Supr  JN

Comm Clerk C C   CHAURI-CHAURA VARANASI NER

Sr.Loco SLI SANGLI PUNE C R
Inspector

Loco Pilot L P LALAPET PALAKKAD S R

Asst Loco ALP ALAPAKAM TIRUCHCHI S R

Pi lo t RAPALI

Telecom T C M OTTANKADU MADURAI S R
Maintainer

Data D P S DANGOAPOSI CHAKRADHAR S E R
Processing P U R
Supdt .

Data Entry DEO DEOKALI LUCKNOW NER
Operator JN

Head Master H M HADMATIYA JN RAJKOT W R

Trained TGT TINAI GHAT HUBLI S W R
Graduate
Teacher

Rajbhasha Asst. R B A RAMBHA KHURDA ROAD ECOR

Hospital HA HARGAON LUCKNOW NER

Attendant

Bungalow B P BARRACKPORE SEALDAH E R

Peon

Abbreviation Station Code Station Name Division Railway

Sr.Accts SAO SAGONI JABALPUR W C R
Officer

Sr.Personnel S P O SURPURA JODHPUR NWR
Officer

Sr.Material S M M SALIYAMANGA TIRUCHCHI S R
Manager LAM RAPALI

Divl Material D M M DHARMAVARAM GUNTAKAL S C R
Manager JN

Divl Elect DEE DELHI SARAI DELHI N R
Engr  ROHILLA

Asst. Material A M M ATIRAM TIRUCHCHI S R
Manager PATTINAM RAPALI

Law Officer LO LOLIYA BHAVNAGAR W R

Asst Security ASO ASANGAON BOMBAY VT C R
Officer

Accounts AO AONLA MORADABAD N R
Officer

Asst Mech AME AMETHI LUCKNOW N R
Engr

Abbreviation Station Code Station Name Division Railway

Education is an important element in our growth
as individuals and also helps us in getting jobs.
Indian Railway stations have many degrees too
as Table 4 shows. There is no PhD though! Maybe
because no theory… only practice.

Moradabad is the most educated division, with
a BBA,BSc and BE.
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TABLE 4 : Educational Degrees
Abbreviation Station Code Station Name Division Railway
B.A. BA BANDRA MUMBAI WR
M.A. MA MADHA SOLAPUR CR
M.B.A. MBA MAHOBA JHANSI NCR
B.B.A. BBA BABRALA MORADABAD NR
B.Sc. BSC BULANDSHAHR MORADABAD NR
B.E.. BE BAREILLY MORADABAD NR
Master of Law ML MALHOUR LUCKNOW NR
M.C.A. MCA MECHEDA KHARAGPUR SER

Service Registers are the record of  an employee’s
career. It is the responsibility of  the Personnel
Department to keep it updated. Many of  the
abbreviations used in SRs are also in our station
codes as Table 5 below shows.

TABLE 5 : Service Register entries
Abbreviation Station Code Station Name Division Railway

Date of DOA DORAHA AMBALA N R
Appointment

Date of DOB DUNDLOD JAIPUR NWR
Birth MKDGRH

Date of DOE DEORI JABALPUR W C R
Entry

Date of DOI DOMOHANI ALIPUR N F R
Increment DUAR

Date of DOR DUNDARA JODHPUR NWR
Retirement

Date of DOD DHODHAR RATLAM W R
Death

Permanent PAN PANAGARH ASANSOL E R
Account No

Pension P P O PANPOSH CHAKRADHAR S E R
Payment P U R

Order
Direct Recruit D R DADAR BOMBAY VT C R

Periodic P M E PANDU VADODARA W R

Medical Exam MAWAS

Departmental D P C DARLIPUT WALTAIR ECOR

Promotion
Committee

Inter IDT SIDLAGHATTA BANGALORE S W R
Divisional
Transfer

Scheduled S C SECUNDERABAD SECUNDERA S C R

Caste JN BAD

Scheduled S T SURAT MUMBAI W R

Tribe

Alphabetical Sequence: Station codes can
consist of a single alphabet or more, but not
exceeding four. There are only 8 stations with
a single alphabet code, 13 with double digit and
8 with 3 letter code consisting of a single alphabet.
Raipur (R) is the only division with a single
alphabet. Table 6 lists these stations with only
one alphabet-singular or plural.

TABLE 6 : Station codes with one alphabet
– singular or plural

Station Code Station Name Division Railway
Single Alphabet
D DEULA SEALDAH ER
G GONDIA JN NAGPUR SECR
H VENKATAGIRI KOT BANGALORE SWR
J JALNA NANDED SCR
K BLOCK HUT K ALLAHABAD NCR
R RAIPUR JN RAIPUR SECR
S SHRIRANGAPATNA BANGALORE SWR
Y YELIYUR BANGALORE SWR
Double Alphabet
AA ATARIA LUCKNOW NER
CC CHAURI CHAURA VARANASI NER
DD DAUND JN SOLAPUR CR
EE ELURU VIJAYAWADA SCR
GG GANDHIGRAM BHAVNAGAR WR
JJ JAJAU JHANSI NCR
KK KHADKI PUNE CR
NN NANDURA BHUSAVAL CR
PP PURANPUR IZZATNAGAR NER
RR RICHHA ROAD IZZATNAGAR NER

Backward B C BAREILLY IZZAT NER

Class CITY NAGAR

Un U R UMDANAGAR HYDERABAD S C R

Reserved

Abbreviation Station Code Station Name Division Railway
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This can be further extended to alphabetical
sequences as in Table 7 below.

Table 7 : Alphabetical sequence
station codes

Station Code Station Name Division Railway
SS SHIRSOLI BHUSAVAL CR
TT TITTE TIRUCHCHIRAPALI SR
VV VALIVADE PUNE CR
Triple Alphabet
DDD DHONDHA DIH VARANASI NER
GGG GANGAGARH HALT IZATNAGAR NER
JJJ JAIJON DOABA FIROZPUR NR
KKK KHAKHARIA BHAVNAGAR WR
MMM MANDAPAM MADURAI SR
NNN NANGUNERI TRIVANDRUM SR
RRR RAJARAMPUR HALT ALLAHABAD NCR
VVV VAVERA BHAVNAGAR WR

The lists can go on and on, from days of  the week
to months in a year. Not all will be available in our
station codes though. For example, amongst the
months only JAN, MAR, APR, MAY, JUL, SEP, DEC
are available. Which are these stations? It is for you
to find out. This time we will not tell.

Hindi words and expressions exist galore in our
stations. Maybe other languages too, but my mother
tongue is Hindi. Those interested enough to have
come so far reading this piece, may try the other
Indian languages too if  they feel so inspired. The
(last) Table 8 lists some such stations- many have
been edited out by me from Mr Rama Charyulu’s
list.

Table 8 : Station codes as Hindi words
and expressions

Station Code Station Name Division Railway
BCD BANSDIH ROAD VARANASI NER
FGH FATEHGARH BIKANER NWR

HARYANA
GHI GAMBHIRPURA VADODARA WR
HIJ HIJILLI KHARAGPUR SER
IJK IRINJALAKUDA TRIVANDRUM SR
JKL JALALKHALI HALT SEALDAH ER
KLM KADLIMATTI HUBLI SWR
LMN LACHHMANPUR LUCKNOW NR
MNO MEHNAR ROAD SONPUR ECR
QRS QUARRY SDG CHAKRADHAR SER

  PUR
TUV TUVVUR PALAKKAD SR

Station Code Station Name Division Railway
Station Code Station Name Division Railway
AUR ATRAULI ROAD MORADABAD NR
ARE ARNETHA KOTA WCR
AAH ITEHAR JHANSI NCR
AAM ANGADIPPURAM PALAKKAD SR
BUA BARADWAR BILASPUR SECR
BUS BADAUSA JHANSI NCR
BETI BHETASI VADODARA WR
DUA DHAURA JHANSI NCR
JAN JARANGDIH DHANBAD ECR
JAT JAMMU TAWI FIROZPUR NR
KIA KHARI AMRAPUR AHMADABAD WR
KEE KASEETAR ASANSOL ER
KAR KARNA MORADABAD NR
KHAT KHAT NAGARGALI SECR
KATA KATILI MORADABAD NR
KAN KHANA JN HOWRAH ER
KAVI KAVI VADODARA WR
KALI KAILI MORADABAD NR
MARD MAVUR ROAD TIRUCHCHIRAPALI SR
MAR MULANUR BANGALORE SWR
MAYA MAKAKHAD AHMADABAD WR
MAA MAVAL AJMER NWR
NANA NANA AJMER NWR
OM OMKARESHWAR RD RATLAM WR
ROZA ROZA JN MORADABAD NR
ROK ROHTAK JN DELHI NR
RAMA RAMVA ALLAHABAD NCR
SRI SALMARI KATIHAR NFR
SAI SARAI SONPUR ECR
SAS  SHDSPRA PADMPRA JAIPUR NWR
VED VERAD BHAVNAGAR WR
VEER VEER RATNAGIRI KONKAN
OM  OMKARESHWAR RD RATLAM WR

There are many other fascinating names. There is a TIT for
TAT (Talit in Howrah and Tummanamgutta in Guntakal
respectively) and refreshments like TEA at Taregna in Danapur,
and GIN at Ginigera in Hubli. With my young children suffering
the sorry fate of shifting schools and breaking friendships due
to my transfers, I have to console them by saying that Indian
Railways has a Michael Jackson (MJ at Marwar Junction in Ajmer)
and a Lady GAGA (Galgalia in Katihar). Of course they are
hardly enthusiastic as for them excitement of shifting is NIL(
Nilambur Road in Pallakad on SR). Therefore all that I can
say in the end to you is TATA, which of  course, is Tatanagar
on South Eastern Railway, my present port of  call.
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